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This thesis explores the relat ionship between ocean ambient sound levels. wind speed

and rain. It has long been known tha t these surface processes generat e sound inthe

ocean. but the development ofacc urate algorithms has beenc omplicated by the dif

ficulty in obtaining location independent sound levels. Here, absolnte source level

estimates are achieved by modelling the sources as an infinite field of dipoles at

the surface, and accounting for acoustic absorpti on and reflection from the ocean

floor. It is shown that bottom reflections are an important component in elevating

sound levels at frequencies below 35 kHz. Knowing absolute source levels. these

sound levels can be used to estimat e both wind speed and det ect the occurrence

of precipitat ion. It is shown that the wind-only generat ed ambient sound spectrum

has a mean slopeof -18 dB/ decade and ranges from -16 to -20 dB/d ecade corre

sponding to wind speeds from 0 to 20 m 8- 1 for frequencies from 1 to 10 kHz. The

spectra l slope at frequencies great er than 10 kHz depends upon wind speed. Ex

isting estimat ion algorithms arc shown to overestimate the speed for wind speeds

below IOm 8- 1 but underestimat e wind speeds above 10m8- 1 and that there is

a maximum sound level which limits wind speed estimation for frequencies above

10 kHz. A wind speed dependent correction for the exist ing algorithms is proposed

which gives accuracies ±1.3 - 2 m s- I depending on deployment characterist ics and

sampling parameters. The accuracy of precipitation identification is limited by the

wind speed and the precipitation type. Precipitation classified as Rain by the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO) is detectable via acoustic means. Sub-division

of the classification of the WMO categories shows that 50% ± 10% of 'Continuous

Rain ' and 25%± 12.5% of ' Intermit tent Rain' are detectable using the ambient sound
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D.3 Summary of correct identifications for the 1997 data set , sorted by

wind speed and precipitation category. I the number of ambient sound

recordings in a given wind speed range . • the number of W~[O obser

vations with precipitati on." the number of observat ions within the

W~IO sub-category.



DA Summ ary of correct ident ifications for the 1996-60 data set, sorted

by wind speed and precipitation cat egory. , the number of ambient

sound recordings in a given wind speed range. 'thenumber ofW:\IO

observa t ions with precipit at ion. " tbe number of observat ions within

theW:\IOsub-cat egory. . 182

E.l The correct ident ifications of precipit ation from either algorithm , when

the O RG data or WMO observations are used as a reference. The

numbe rs in brackets in the column headin gs are the total ldent ifica

t ions made by the algorith ms (correct and incorrect}. .



Chapter 1

Introduction

In the ocean. sound travels great distances relatively unimpeded whiIee lectro-magnetic

waves suffer great atte nuation. .As a result , the generat ion and propagation of solind

in the ocean is of grea t import ance as sound is the principle mechanisrn of nav

igation and communication. With the advent of subrnerslble vessels, the study of

sOllnd in theo cean has become rele\"ilnt to milita rya pplications. Recent technologies

and new understandin g of ocean acoustics have expanded this field to meteorolog

ical and oceanographic applicati ons. Two of these new applications are estima ting

wind speed and detect ing precipitat ion from subsurface hydropho nes using the very

sources of sound which were historically a nuisance to hydro-acoust ic operat ions -

~leteorologicaldatais importantinunderstanding theworldaroundus . Weath er

prediction is argua bly the most importa nt aspect of meteorology to marine opera

tionsbut recent environme nta! concerns,speci ficallyg loba( warming, ha\"ei ncreased

the import ance of collecting meteorological data . However, collecting accurate wind

speed data and rainfall da ta on land can be problematic. Ensuring that measure-

rnents are not alfected by local topography or man made st ructures. including the



data collect ing devices themselves, is difficult . Thi s prob lem is magnified a t sea

where waves. spray and ice can affect surface buoys. Compoundi ng th is problem, the

oceans rep resent ;O%o f the Earth 's surface, and collecti ng meteorologicaldata from

the open ocean is of the utm ost importa nce. ~Iany existing oceanographic equ ipment

record sound over the frequency ra nge of wind-ge nera ted and precip ita tion-generated

amb ient sound . In some sense, while study ing othe r phenomenon , you can get the

wind speed at the surface for free. .-\ more down-to-ea rth appraisa l is tha t using

ambient sound to measure wind speed and precipitation represents an alternative

lIIean s ofm eteoro logica l da tacollect ion.

Whil e previous studies of ambient sound as generated by wind (Knudsen et al.

19~8 : Wenz 1962: Shaw et al. 1978; Evan s and Watts 1982; Vagle et al. 1990) and

precipitation (Fra nz 1959; Lokken and Born 19;2 ; Nyst uen 1986, 198; ; Medwin et a l.

1992) have heen limited in durat ion. recorded sound band wid th, and wind speeds , t he

present dat a include the amb ient sound spectra for wind speeds from I t021 m ,, -I

anclcoincide with a var iety of metco rologica l events , for exa mple, 'raint" drizzle' and

'fog,' Using this unique dat a set , t he accuracy of two exist ing windspeed equations.

from Vagle et al. (1990) and Evans and Watt s (1982), are compa red to the accurac y

ofa wind speed algori th m deve loped using the present dat a. The performance of

these thr ee equations are quantifi ed for frequencies from I toi2 kHz by cont ras ti ng

the mean and sta ndard deviat ion of the abso lute error in the wind speed est ima te

from the Sound Source Levels (s s L). Coincidental to the wind speed est imates over

the entire spectrum is the behaviour of the spec tra l slope with wind speed . To

cha rac te rize th is behaviou r. compa risons of th e spectra l slope between twodatasets

are made over three spect ral regions. One result of t he non-linear spec t ral slope of



speed for frequencies greater than 10kH z.

In add it ion to placing limits on the accuracy of wind speed estimates and

characterizing the spectral behaviour with wind speed. the effects of both wind

speed and rainfall rates on the acoust ic signat ure over frequencies from 1 toi2 kHz

are explored. The effects of precipitat ion and wind are studied by comparing the

identifications of precipitat ion made using two characterist ic features of precipitation

dominated ambient sound spectra to two reference records of precipit at ion. These

identifica tions are classified as eit her correct or incorrect and are furt her divided into

correct identifications categorized by wind speed and precipita tiontype.

The ambient sound dat a presented here were recorded by the Ocean Ambi-

ent Sound Instrum entation System (OASIS) at Ocean Weather Station Mike (OWS

~l ikc ) . The O.-'.SISdevice consists of an RD Instruments (ROIl Broadband upward

looking ADCP and an Internatio nal Transducer Corpor at ion (ITC) Hydrophone,

model number 6050-C. OWS Mike is a weat her statio n located 210 km west of

Bergen. Xorway (at 66°N. 2°E). as shown in Figure 1.1. The weather stat ion is

described in Gammelsroedetal. (1992).

The present data spans 37 days in 1996, from Julian day 137 to li~ (mid-May

until mid-Jun e), and spans 7~ days in 1997, from Julian day 111.8 to 185.8 (mid

March to the beginning of Jul y) . During the deployment , several storms are ob

served over the inst rument. From OWS ~like. a complete meteoro logical record is

available. as well as wind speed records from a ship-mounted anemometer. Quantita-

tive measurements of rainfall rates from an Optical Rain Gauge (ORG) are available

for the 1997 deployment.



fi~\lre L1: T he loca tion of fuan Weath er Stal ion \Iike (OWS \llkel . no km w... t
o{B",grn. X" ", ,,,y (at OO·X . ZOE)

1.1 Thesis Outline

Chapt", 2 outlin.,. general t heory fo, ""u nd proP"llat ion in wate, . the ~ene,ati"n

" r ...,und by ai r bubb l", aod thescalteriog potm tialofai'bubbl.... This the<>ry io

ro mpleted b)' n litera l are ,,"view of the .tudy of wind-<>nly ambient ",\lind and Ihe

amb ient sound generated by falling ,aindrops . The historical ,.... arcb on bubble

entrainm"nt and precipitatiOflareaoorevie_.."j

Ch apte' 3 is devoted to t besi gn&lproo:essing M d data ao:qui. il ion of lhe OASIS

instru ment . Thi. in.trummt p"", id"" bOlb the intensity ofamhient sound . and the

hackscatte t in' ensity from an up"1lTd-looking ADCP for the putposc of det""m ining

",ioddirect ion. Wjnddlrect ion ...timatlonis no, d~usaed in th is!h..i•. fora

deta iled explatoatiou of wind direct ion estimation fron, tbe ADCP data at OWS

\like usingthe data from 1996 and 1997 see Zedel et aL (1998). f o,an "'''''''''iew of

the trdlOiq,,,, fo, determination of t he winddi ,ect ion """ Zedel et aJ. (1996).



Chapt er -t explores the determinat ion of a universal wind speed from ambi

ent sound equation. The coellicients of this equation are determined , and their

behaviour with frequency are examined. This frequency dependent wind speed es

timat ion equat ion is compared to two existing frequency independent methods of

estimati ng wind speed by examining the standar d deviat ion and mean of the time

series of the error in wind speed estimat ion. Further to wind speed estimation, three

methods of improved wind speed estimation are contr asted: time averaging, spectral

averaging, and a wind speed dependent correction factor . In addition to the wind

speed estimates, the spectral behaviour with wind speed forthree separate regionso f

the ambient sound spectrum is examined. Finally, the maximum wind speeds which

can be estima ted fromSSL are determined for all frequencies, and these results are

compared to those presented by Vagle et al. (1990).

Analysis ofPrecipitationIdentificationfromambient sound .\1gori thms(PI.\s)

is given for two different algorithms in Chapter 5. The acoustic observat ions are

compared to visual records from crew members of O\VS ~like , as recorded following

the World Xletccrological Organization (\VMO) observing standards. The 100W~[O

weather observat ion conditions are re-categorized into eight new sub-cat egories so

that the acoustic observations can be compared more easily. These sub-categories are

then compared to the ORG data in 1997. The success of precipitation identification

from ambient sound is analyzed by wind speed and precipita tion category,



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

There are many applicat ions involving sound in the ocean. Xlost of these applicaticns

are active: that is. a pulse of sound is emitt ed from a source and changes in the signal

are noted at a receiver. The most familiar of these applications is Sound Navtga-

t ion and Ranging (SONAR), which enta ils locating objects in the water through the

detection of reflected sound. This simple technology has many oceanograph ic appli-

cat ions: for example, it can be used to study ocean currents using Acoustic Doppler

Current Profilers (ADe ps), to measnre ocean depths via depth sounders and to find

fish. In addition, variations in the travel time of sound through the ocean can be

measured via an array of hydrophones to measure the ocean's temperatur e (as in

acoust ic tomography).

Limitations are placed on these applicat ions by the background sound in the

ocean. specifically referred to as ambient sound. Ambient sound in the ocean is

the sound a hydrophone (or an underwater microphone) in the absence of art ificial

sound sources. Knowledge of the magnitude and locat ion of the source of ambient

sound in the ocean is import ant in hydro-acoust ic applicat ions because in act ive



applications sound at the receiver other than the activ e signal (t he ' ping') must be

min imized. As a result , amb ient sound has historically been classified as 'noise' along

wit h elect rical and mechani cal noise from the app aratus. While some authors refer

to thi s background sound in the ocean as ambient noise, other s aremore deliberat e

in th eir descripti on and make th e distin ct ion tha t this signal is not ' noise' but ra ther

sound generate d by an identifi able sour ce.

Th ere is add it ional value in knowing the magnitud e and locati on of ambi ent

sound (e.g., the infini te plane of dipole sources at the surfac e genera ted by wind ).

in that the dir ect ionality of the ambient sound ca n be used to creat e passive sub

surface images (Potte r 1993). This applicat ion is call ed Ambi ent Daylight Toll (Pott er

1993). and works in a simila r fashion as ensuring a bright light sou rce is behind the

photog raph er and in front of the subjec t in photogr aph y.

While knowing the wind speed and the rainfall rat e a-priori is important for

ac tive hydro-acousti c appli cat ions and passive imaging one quest ion remains: ca n

the ambient sound signal be interpr eted confidently enough to deterrnine surface

met eorological condit ions accurately'?

Th e measur ement of th e wind speed at the ocean surf ace is important because

the wind st ress at the surfac e transfers momentum from the atmosphere to the ocean .

Sincethewindstressatthe surfa ceoftheoceanvariesapproximat elyin prop ortion

to the wind speed squared , accurate measurements of wind speed are needed. Ocean

st orm s provide momentum tran sfer from the atmosphere to theocean which leads to

significant mixing of wat er prop erti es thr oughout th e water column. Precipitation

is another import ant ocean surface process; it provid es a fresh water input to the

seas and oceans. Th is input is an important component influencing convecrionvsea•



ice format ion and the large-scale therm ohaline circulat ion. However , 80% of th e

precipitat ion is over the oceans, where only 10% of the weather stat ions are located

(Xystuen 1986). Many of these weather sta tions are locat ed on islands which affect

the weather syste ms which pass over them. Subsequentl y, there is an immedia te

need to study precipitat ion and stor ms as they occur in the open ocean wit h no land

masses present to affect them.

It is difficult to collect t his meteorological dat a at sea. Some problems asso

ciated with using surface buoys to collect wind speed and rain-fall da ta are: waves.

icc. spray and sub mersion. Specifically, measurin g wind speed at the ocean's surface

is difficult because of the t roughs created by waves. Ship-mount ed anemometers

must be deployed with care to ensure there is no interference by the supers t ruc

ture with the wind measurements . The threat of ice forming on surface buoys and

pack ice damagi ng equipment are potenti al prob lems in colder climates.lnaddition .

rain-gauges and drisdrometers are subjec t to spray and possible submersion,making

Both wind str ess and precipitat ion cause characte ristic ocean sounds which

ca n be used as an alternati ve means of studying these ocean surface processes. Sub

sur face listening systems have an additi onal advantage over surface deployedinstru-

ments . inthat theys pa tiallyaverage overanareao f radius equal to the depth of the

2.2 Sound In Water

To begin with we must define the physical phenomenon known as sound. Sound in

a ftuid (or solid) isthe longitudina l mot iono fp art iclesi n thatmedium. Any mech-



anism which causes a change in pressure creates sound in a compressible medium.

Often in oceanography, the ocean is assumed to be incompressible. However, if the

medium were incompressible, the speed of sound would be infinite in that medium .

so in ocean acoustics this assumption in not reasonable. The rate of change in pres

sure defines the frequency of the sound and thefr equencyd etermines how the sound

wave interacts with its surro undings. The sound wave is a progression of areas of

compression and rarefraction. An area of compression is where part icles are pushed

closer togethe r compared to when the sound wave is absent, while rarefract ioni s an

area where the part icles are further apa rt than in the absence of the sound wave.

An example of'a longitudinal wave similar to sound waves can be demonstrated in

a stre tched spring: bunch a number of coils together at oneend, and upon release

this area of compression travels the length of the spring.

There are nnmerous sources of sound in the ocean. ranging from soundsmade

by living organisms to sounds created by breaking waves , Table 2.1 presents some

SOUTces of underwater ambient sound and the frequ encies over which they a re gen -

II FrequencYl

Shipping

Precipitation

Table 2.1: Examples of sources and frequency ranges of underwater sound.

Tostudy thecha racteristics of oceanambientso und,theg enerationa nd prop-



aga t ion of 50und in sa lt water must be explained . To begin, conside r the generation

and propa gation of sound in fresh wat er .

2.2.1 Gen eration and Propagation of Sound

.-\ time-dependent pressure can propagat e as eith er a plane or sph erical wave. Fol-

lowing t he approach of Burdi c (1984 ), consider an infinit eplane at .ro inyz,and

app ly a force in t he x-direc tion , For a plan e wave, assu me t hat th e app lied pressure

is equal over the whole plane. As a result . t here will be a slight cha nge in volume

to th e right of the plane, wit h t he pla ne moving some distance ;l~ along thex.axis.

Th e cha nge in volume is y ;l~ and the st rain is the n

(2.1)

The st ress is given by t he cha nge in pressur e and t he ratio of st ress to s t rain is given

by th e bulk modu llls B. T hec ha nge inpressllre , ;lp, result ing from th e displacement

;l~ ca n be wri tten as

;lp= -B;l~ . (2.2 )

If th e cha nge in plane pos it ion is dependent on x and if ~~ « 1, th en the

press ure is given by

Using Xewton's secon d law

p = -B ~.

F(x . t) = - m a(x ,t ) ,

ap~:, t ) = _pa u~,t)

(2.3)

(2A)

(2.5)



where u is the velocity of the plane . Strain will also be tim e varying. The time

derivative of Equation 2.3 becomes

~=-B!!..~
at Btdx

u(x,t)=a(~,t)

(2.6)

(2.7)

Chan ging the order of differentiation in Equation 2.6,andsubstituting Equat ion 2.7

in as th e tim e rat e of change of (gives

(2.8)

L'sing th e time derivative of Equation 2.8 and Equati on 2.5. then we can find the

one dimensional wave equation :

(2.9)

Csingstandarddifferentialequationsolutionsthereexistsaforward and backward

t raveling wave with th e form

p( x , t) = PI (t- (x + k,)~) + P2(t + (x + k2)~) (2.10)

where P, and P2 are arbitrary functions , k l and k2 are the wave numbers for the

functions , and the wave speed is c = ( ~)L Note that c is not the speed of the

particles since in a longitudinal wave there is no net translation of the particles, but

ra ther the speed of th e energy propa gation .

The pressure can be generalized in three dimensions as

(2.11)



Th e plane wave solution is a special case of Equation 2.11 where the parti al deriva

tives with respect to z and yare both equal to zero . Ingeneral ,forsphericalwaves

it is convenient to repr esent the solution in sph erical coord inates. Doing so gives

which is equivalent to

ff' rp 1 [)2r p
a;::z= ~&i2'

Solutio ns to Equa tion 2.13 ar e of the form

1 ( r+kt ) 1 ( r + k, )p(r,t)=~lt t-~ +~ Jz t +~

(2.12)

(2.13)

( 2 . 1 ~ )

where I. and Jzare arb itra ry function s, kt and k, are the wave numb ers for the

funct ions. and th e wave speed is c= (%) L

It must be not ed that both the diverging and converging spherical waves dis

sipate as ~ . whereas the plane wave does not. Also, the converging wave has a sin

gular ity at r=O that is generall y ignored in acoustic mod eling , wit h thearbitrarily

large pressur e at r=O for the outgoing wave handled by the acousti c displac ement

a t r being small with respect tor (Burdi c 198~).

2.2.2 Relaxation Processes

A more realistic model of sound passing through water include s a t ime-depend ent re

laxati on parameter in addition to Hooke's law in Equation 2.3. This time-dependent

addition models the delay in the pressure change caused by the passing pressur e

front as a result of three physical processes. These processes are thermal relaxation.

st ructural relaxation and chemical relaxation, Physically , they represent changes in



vibr ational or rota t ional energy, changes in phase or st ructure, and ionic dissociati on

corresponding to periods of rarefract ion and compression.

Adding the relaxat ion effect to Equation 2.3 makes the pressure change take

::J.p = c2 ::J. P+ b'!if

where b is constant. Lsing Equation 2.15. Equat ion 2.13 becomes

(2.15)

~:'P + T, ~:~ = ~ ()2&t~P ' (2.16)

Thi s equation can be solved if a solut ion of the form

(2.1i)

is assumed. Substi tuting this assumed solutio n into Equat ion 2.16 gives

~(1 + iWT,) =-~ P' . (2.18)

Th e spa t ial behaviour of density P" can be assumed to vary as P, x e- (ik+o·J' , with

k being the wave number. Using the spat ial dependen ce in Equati on 2.18, and by

considering real and complex components separat ely, the exponentia l atte nua tion

(2.19)

Assuming c ee cj , where Cp is the phase speed . and defining a relaxation frequency

fr = =rf;;. the exponential relaxat ion parameter can be writ ten as

(2.20)



with units of nepers per meter . For frequencies less than j, the att enuati on is

proportio nalto j2 and approachesaconstaot for frequeocies above j , .

T he relaxat ion time is found by consider iog the case where a pressureo f ::'p is

applieduotil t =O, at which poilltt he pressure is releasedand from theno n ::'p = O.

In th is case, Equatioo 2.15 becomes

(2.21)

and is integra ted to give

::!.p=!).Poe- I/ T•

b
Tr =~ .

whcre r, is the relaxati on tim e parameter.

(2.22)

(2.23)

2.2 .3 Effect of Salinity and Temperature on th e Speed of
Sound

In addi tion to the effects tha t sa linity and temperat ure have on therelaxat ion pa

rameters and th erefore the frequency dependent absorption of soulid. both salinity

and temperatur e dir ectly affect the speed of sound in water. Tbetemperatureofthe

ocean ranges from --t to 30°C, while the salinity var ies from 32 to 35 pract icalsalinit y

units (psu). The variability in temperatu re and sal ini ty occurs in both horizont al

While some oceanographic applicati ons assume th at the ocean is an incorn

pressible medium. this assumpt ion is not app licable to ocean acousti cs. [f ocean

wat er was incompr essib le, the speed of sound in the ocean would be infinit e. The

compressibility of wa ter is affected by the temperature and, to higher orders, by salt



content. In addition to temperature and salt content, the speed of sound increases

with increasing pressure (i.e.. the depth in the ocean). Pickard and Emery (1996)

give an empirical equation for the speed of sound as

c = 1~~9 + ~ .6 T - 0.55T 2 + U (5 - 35) + 0.01i D (2 . 2~ )

where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius, 5 is the salinity in psu, and D is

depth in metres (m). The speed of sound in water increases with T . 5 . and D. and

this combination leads toa variety of speed of sound distribut ions with depth .wh ere

c =c( =).

One common result of the stratific ation of density in the ocean is the formati on

of sound channels. Sound refracts as it encounters a change in density and.us a result ,

it changes direction as it passes through the ocean. Consider a two-layer system:

sound traveling downward from the upper layer would refract as it entered the second

medhlm. lf the lower mediumh ad a largers peedof sound than the upper layer, the

sound would bend towards the vertical. as dictat ed by Snell's law. On the other

hand . if the medium below had a lower speed of sound, the downward traveling ray

would bend towards the horizontal. To illustrat e this, sound can be modeled using

ray theory, in which a sound wave is represented bya line perpendicular to the wave

fronts (the ray), pointing in the direction propagation of the wave front . Using ray

theory and an infinite distribut ion of layers with the density in each layer decreasing

with depth. the sound would refract towards the horizontal for each plane it passed

through. so that a downward tra veling ray would bend and eventually travel upward.

If the density increases with depth theu a downward tr aveling ray would progress

towards traveling straight downwards.

A typical sound-speed profile and sound channel are shown in Figure 2.l.taken



from Clay and Medwin (1977). All sound originating at the depth of the density

Figure 2.1: Sound refraction due to vertica l dist ributionoft hespeedofso und,as
shown in Clay and Medwin (1977).

minimum would be trapped in the channel. The temperat ure and sallnitydistribu

tion there fore has a tremendous impact on ocean acoustics and the inte rpreta tiono f

ambien t sound. The concentra tion of air bubbles in the water also affects the speed

of sound in water (see Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991, pp 238), §2.3).

2.3 Scattering and Absorption of Sound by Air
Bubbles in Water

The presence of air bubbles near the water surface is relevan t to the st udy of am-

hient sound . Their importance at the surface is threefold. First, individual bubbles

generate sound when they are created or deformed. The intensity of sound from

acoust ically act ive hubbies at the surface is magnified by the surface whlch is a per

fect reflector and, as a result , the bubbles emit sound as adipole source (see §2.3.2).

Second,hubblesareeflicientscat terersofso undattheirrPSOnantfrequency. A large



numb er of bubbles at the surface, common in near shore surf zones but also in the

open sea during high winds , can result in lar ge att enuatio n at certain frequencies.

Th ird . the presence of bubb les increases the void fraction (the ra tio of air to water

in a given volu me) which changes the speed of sound . As a resu lt , there exists the

possibi lity of'a wave guide present at the surface.

2,3.1 Breathing Mode Frequency

.-\snoted .buhblesareefficientso nndscatterers,partic ularlyat resonance,andemit

sound when they are crea ted or when they are given energy throu gh mechan ical

deform a tion . To examine resonant frequency, a sp herical bnbb le of rad ius a. which

is much smaller t han the wavelength of th e sound wave in water. is considered.

Following the approach of Brekhovskikh and l.ys anov (1991). the incoming pressure

intensit y Pi and the outgoi ng pressure P, are assumed to have the form

Pi = .-le - i w t

P, = ~ ei(' R-~t)

(2.25)

(2.26)

where A and B are am plit udes to be determined from boundary conditio ns, R is

a radius from the cen tre of the bub ble to some arbitrary point , w is th e angular

frequency, and i = A . Assum ing the incoming pressur e is incident from far

enough away that it can be considered planar , it acts equally over the whole bubbl e

removing any spa t ial dependence in Equati on 2.25. Cons ider the adiabatic case.

P~'" = constant . (2.27)



The time-dependent volume change from the initial volume tocaused by the incom-

ing pressure change p. , is given by

(2.28)

where v, is t he rad ialco mponentof the velocityat the surfaceof the bubble and a

is t he radius of the bub ble. Thetimederivat iveofthe adiabaticEquati on 2.2i is

ld p '/ d l '
Podt=---

Frorn the ti me-de riva t ive of Equati on 2.25 and Equ ations 2.28 and 2.29

sine" , . = ~ ITa 3 .

(2.29)

(2.30)

If shear viscous st resses and surface capilla ry tension call be neglected , then

the boundary cond itions are

(2.31)

(2.32)

where ", and v, are the velocitycomponents d lle to the incoming and outgoingpres

sure fields respect ively. Recall that th e radiu s is much smaller than the wavelength

ol the incom ing sound . As a result the acousti c pressur e is constant over the surfa ce

(2.33)

As a resul t , v,= v" where v,isgi\'en by the rate of change of p, wit b respect toR.



Equat ing2 .30t02.31,andsubstitut ing

fJp,
u, =u' = FR

the amp litudeo f B with respect to A is given by

(2.34)

.-1+ ~ eik a = - ~2 :' B (i ka _ 1)e 'k a . (2.35)

Xote that ka «; l , and e'ka "'l+ ka so

(2.36)

(2.37)

In chc ocean. pressure can be approximated by

(2.38)

where: is the depth in metres, and Po is the pressure in Pascals (Pa) . For an ideal

"( = l A .

The density of the ocean can be approximated by

P=1025~ ,

undasa result Equation2 .37 for theocean becomes

fo=~ (I+O.l Z) !

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.-11)



...h~,.., a is the radius ofl he bobble expressed ;n ""ntimelres, and . is the d~plh of

the bobble in met.......

....ny bobble whick i. not cT1'ated.ymmetrica lly will oscillate and emit so>ond

at the f,eqo~ncy to. as it is dn",n by prtsSUm for""" to become spherical. 10 is

Ih~ b....a tbing mode freqoency of a b"bhl~ (also called t he \li nna<'n freqo~ncy. ....

\ liu","'r t (1933) dted in Leighton (lW·l)) . The energy ~"ntred a t the reiOIIant

rreqo~ncy i. gO\'l'rned hy t he damping parameters ....hich ......distu,.,e<:J;n§2.3.3. The

<lalllpin... param~tcr i' '''lual to t he widlh of the resonant I"'ak di,· id<.>d by thel"'ak

r'['( lu~ncy (Clay and \Iedwin 1977. pp 198). The damping parameter is distl"""';\ in

§2.3.3. fi gure 2.2 show. Ih. """,n anlb"bbl. radiiror freqoendesrrom ItonkHz

it]
, . --"- . .

figu re 2.2: Bubbleradiu.inj.lmand eor.....ponding\linn....nf,equ.ncyinkH.



2.3.2 Dipole Source : Bubbles Ne ar a Perfect Reflec t ing Sur
face

Acoust ically act ive bubb les entrained by breaking waves at the surfa ce will remain

close (within an acoustic wave length ) to the surface due to buoyancy forces. As a

investigated.

The sur face of the ocean is a near perfect acoust ic reflector because of the large

densi ty difference between air and wat er. Consequent ly, oscilla ting bub bles near the

surface of the ocean radia te sound in a dip ole patt ern in the far field. The bubb le

and its reflection in the ocean's surface are two closely spaced sources as viewed by

a receiver at a depth much larger than the separat ion of the bubble and it"s image.

Figure 2.3 from Clay and Medwin (1977, pp ~52) shows th is geomet ry.

Figure 2.3: Geomet ry ofa dipo le source: two monopole source separated by/ « k.
where k is the wave number, taken from Clay and Medwin (1977).



The mathema tical summation of the two sources gives

(2.42)

As a result of the density difference between air and water. tbe surface acts as a

pressure release surface. The image will be exact ly out of phase witb the bubble, so

When R » l, where I is the separat ion between the source and itsrellection (or, in

genera l. the two sources). RI = R2 = R. Assuming that the receiver is sufficientl y

far from th e two sources, then

The coe fficient in front of the sine term is the pressure oftbemonopoIe source for

ka « 1 at R »a. When the wave number is much less than the separ ation between

the source and its image (or more generally the separation between two sources).

then,

IPdl=IPmlkl cosq,. (2,45)

For th e dipole sources listed in this th esis. th e monopole intensity (or pressure)

and the kl « 1 term will be incorporated into an I. term, so that only the cosine

squared direc tionality is modeled. This model is reasonable since all bubbles will be

close enough tothesurfaceto ensurekl « I.



2.3 .3 Scattering Cross-Section

;\ oto nly do bubbles generatesoundw hen theya rec rea tedu r deformed but they also

scatte r sound , part icularly at th eir resonant frequencies. To describe the acoustica l

power scat te red by thebubble or,mor eaptlythe acoust icalpower scatt ered th rough

a sur face norma l to the direction of th e incident wave, it is useful to define the

scatte ring cross-sect ion of the bubble. By definition , the scatte ring cross-section is

the rat io of incident acoustic power to outgoing acoust ic intensity. Math ernar ically,

this is defined by

(2,46)

Substit ut ing

(204i)

into Equat ion204 6, a , can be expressed by

-trra2

a, = ('!-J2- 1+(k a)2 ' (2.48)

lfh eat exchange and viscous shear are neglected and the radius of the bubble is much

less than thew avelength of incoming sound,then th e effective scatt ering sizc is more

than 20 000 t imes its geomet ric size. It should also bc noted th at if I is much less than

the resonant frequency 10, then a, approaches zerosince thesc at teredenergy drops

rapidly with I -/0' If the frequency is much great er than the resonant frequency

then thc cross-sect ion is at most four t imes the geometric area. since ka « 1 for

bubb les at resonance (k a = f.f¥ool.
Realist ically. the therma l conduct ivity of water cannot be neglected and the

scat tering and abso rptio n of energy by bubbles is neither purely adiaba tic nor isoth er

mal. In fact . as volume decreases the temperat ure must increase. The exchange of



temperatu re happens before the volume can increase again. As a result , there is

a phase difference between the pressure and temperature fiuctuarions and the f1uc

tuati ons in volume. In other words, when volume is at its minimum, pressure and

temperatu re will be less tha n their maximum. To model this behaviour, let gamma

iu Equati on Z.29 bea combinat ion of real and imaginary components given by

(2,49)

As a result . the pressure given in Equatio n 2.30 becomes

3h , - i-t,)Po
P=-i-aw- v, . (2.50)

The init ial pressure Po is the sum of the hydrosta tic pressure. and the capillary

pressur e, The new initial pressure is given by

(2.51)

where o is the surface tension, which can not be neglected for tiny bubbles where

the volume fluctuations are not adiabat ic.

- 2 T/8(v; + v.)I = .,» T/~I (2.52)
8R R=Q - 8R R=Q

since the incident velocity is the same over the whole radius of the bubble. Equation

2.52 gives a new boundary condition at R = a for pressure.

P= P; + P.- 2 T/ ~ ' (2.53)



Solving for B now gives

B=a .-\(f-I- iii) (2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

The individual deltas are the damping parameters due to re-radiation (Ii,), viscosity

of seawater (lin). and the da mping due to thermal conduc tivity (lid . Below 100 kHz. Ii

is domina ted by the dam ping parameter due to thermal conductivity(Brekhovskikh

and Lysanov 1991). Figure 2.4 shows the relat ive magnit udes of the da mping pa

ramete rs. from Brekhovskikh and Lysanov (1991).

Kr'Es211
'0 .2 .,

...
10·'

I 10' d 10'
_IFrtqUOIlCJ(kHzl

Figure 2.4: Magnitudes of the damping parameters. from Brekhovskikh and Lysanov
(1991).



The real scattering cross-section can be written as

(2.58)

D=f -1 (2.59)

When considering total energy absorbed or scatt ered by a real bubbl ewe must

consider energy lost to thermal cond uct ivity and shear viscosity, Th ese losses are

incorporated in an absorption cross-section defined in a similar way to the scatt ering

cross-sect ion. Both the scattering cross-section and the absorption cross-section can

be combined to define the energy loss to an incident wave due to scatt ering Irom

the bubble and absorption by the bubble. Incident wavelengt hs comparable to the

scat te ringcrass-sect ian. and theabsar pt iancross-sect ian will be affected by the

When considering the consequence of bubbles in the water column due to

breaking waves, the ramifications of many bubbl es with different radii must be can -

valumescatt eringc aefficient and the need taexamine dispersian effects on the sound

velocit y.

Int eractions between bubbles can be ignored when the averag e spa cingbetween

the bubbl es is less than the larger of the wavelength of sound arthesquare root of

the sca tte ring cross-sect ion. To examine the volume effects , consider n bubbles of

radius c in a unit volum e, Th e total power is

W,=na,li ' (2.60)



If there is a distr ibution of bubble sizes in the volume, then the integral of the

volume sca tte ring coefficient over the range of sizes must be calculated. As a result ,

the intensity of sound decreases by the following relat ion

(2.61)

where,J is the integral over the range of bubbl es of "(0 )(1, .

Equat ion 2.61 is

I (r) = [ (O) e- d ' . (2.62)

I(r ) is th e acoust ic intensity of the sound wave after t raveling some distance rfrom

tho source 1(0) through the layer of bubbles. which absorbs and scatte rs energy in

an exponentia l decay with iJ.

2.4 Sources of Ambient Sound

As Table 2.1 showed, th ere are many potent ial sources of ambient sound at various

frequencies, Wind-generat ed ambient sound has a large band width , extendingfrom

a few hundr ed Hz (300 Hz) to at least i 2 kHz. Ambient sound dominated by precipi

tat ion extendsfromlOt0 25kHz . Despit efift y yearsofresearch,boththe source and

exact behaviour of the spectra of ambient sound are poorly understood . However.

enough is known th at the wind speed a t the surfac e can be est imated empir ically

from the ambient sound. Additionally, it is well known that periods of rain can

be ident ified from the ambient sound spectr a; in fact , the rainfall rat e can also be

det ermined (Xledwin et al. 1992). What st ill needs to be add ressed is the time scale

0\'Cr which accurate observations of wind speed and rainfall rate can be measured

via ambient sound. and the effects of hydrophon e dep th on thesemeasurements.In



addit ion, thee ffects of timeo r spectral averagings till need to be quantified. Finally.

the exact spect ral behaviour over the entire range of frequencies for wind-generat ed

and precipita t ion-generated ambient sound has not been identified.

2.4.1 Ambient Sound Produced By Breaking Wind Waves

Ambient sound in the ocean extends over a large spectra l range. It is generally

accepted that thermal noise dominates the spect ra at frequencies higher than 50

kHz (Burdic 198-1;t:rick 1967). Mellen (1952) derived the formula for thermal noise

hy considering the number of compressional modesofvibratio ni nacubieal box of

volume V. The frequency density of normal modes can be used to get the energy per

nnit volume from the equipart ition theorem. For an omnidirectiona l hydrophone.

the expression derived in Mellen (1952) can then be transformed to

NL = -1 5 + 20 log f (2.63)

where NL is the thermal noise level in dB and f is the frequency in kHz. Sound

intensity levels are often report ed in dB to allow addition and subtra ction operations

to replace multiplication and division (see Clay and Medwin (1977)).

For frequencies below 50 kHz the first description of ambient wind-only sound

was given by Knudsen et al. (19-18), who noted a 5 dB/o ctave (equivalent to 19

dB/deca de) decrease in the ambient sound level with frequency. The sound intensity

peaked at 300 Hz and extended to 30 kHz. In addition. the intensity of ambient

sound levels were observed to be directly related to the wind speed. Figure 2.5

shows a spectra l plot of thermal noise and the ambient sound ford ifferent sea states.

asgiven by t: rick (l 967).

Wenz (1962) confirmed thiswi nd-speed-ambie nt-sound relat ion and proposed
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Figure 2.5: Ambient sound spectra for various sea states (Urick 196i )_ The numbers
on rhc right vertical axis are the SSL in dB re: I/lPa2H: .

that the cause of wind-generated ambient sound might be oscillating bubbles en-

train ed by breaking wind waves. Other hypotheses for the cause of wind-generat ed

ambient sound inclucled ocean spray (Wilson 1980) and shat tering bubbles in break

ing wavcs (Kerman 198-1).

A common theme for all hypothesis relat ing to the source of wind-generated

ambient sound is bubbles. Banner and Cato (1988) showed video evidence demon-

strat ingt he mechanism for thege neration ofa mbientsound isb ubblese ntrai nedby

breaking waves. The first att empts to capture the acoustic emissions from breaking

waves in flumes were condu cted by Banner and Cat o (1988). Mellville and Rapp

(1989) and Papanicolaou and Raichlen (1988). The flumes sulfered from reverber

at ion. so absolute noise levels were unobtainable, however Banner andCato (1988)

showed convincing high speed photographs of bubble prod uct ion and the correspond

ing acoustic signal. Continu ing this work. Medwin and Beaky (1989) presented ab-

solute spect ra from breaking waves in a flume with waves generated bya n oscillating

plunger. so th at bubbles associated witb tbebreakingwaves had noassocia tionwith

wind. The bubbles produced a spectrum with a 5dB/octa,-edecay from 1 to 20 kHz.



Xledwin and Beaky's(1989)conclusionsarestillim porta nt to thestudyofwind -only

ambient sound. They noted tha t while the far field intensity varies with the dept h of

the hydrophone square d (h-'),theareaofobse rvablesourcesat thesurfaceasseen

by the receiver also varies with h' . The increased number of observab le sources at

the surface for increasing dep th of receiver cancels the energy 10ssduetospherical

spreading from an infinite plane of dipo le sources at the surface. In their paper, they

summ arized years of ambie nt sound research by saying

"There is a long history of ocean noise being 'instantly' sensitive to the

onset of winds. Since wave height depe nds on the fetch and du ration of

the wind. it is not the wave height that is crucial to ocean noise; it is the

presence of breaking waves. T his was clearly evident in these laboratory

experiments [ . .. whose ] implications [are] that the ocean noise in the

frequency range 1 to 20 kHz, and per haps at higher and lower frequencies

a,well,i s due to wind-only through the mediation of the spilling breakers

which are the sources of tbe sound-radiati ng bubble ." (~ Iedwin and

Beaky1989 ,p 1l29)

To fully unders ta nd wind-on ly ambient sound, th ree types of wave breaking

processes must be conside red . T he first is the 'plunging breaker' , which is the type

of wave breaking seen crash ing in t he surf zone. It occurs when the amplitude of

th e wave grows to the point where gravitatio nal forces overwhelm the wave and

results in catastrophic breaking of th e wave. The second type of wave breaki ng is

th e rspilling breaker.' Th is type of wave breaking is simila r to the plunging breaker

except th at it occurs on a longer time scale. Also, only the crest of the wave breaks

and, in essence slides down the front of the wave. The third typ e of wave break ing



involves ' rnicrobreaking' , as outlin ed by Updegraff and Anderson (1991). Th is type

allows for parasitic capillary wave act ion on swell waves to entrain bubbles at the

onset of low magnitude wind speeds. It is th is microbreaking which is responsible for

ambient sound at low wind speeds . Th is threshold is no doubt related to the onset

of amb ient sound which occurs at wind speeds less than the wind speed thresholdo f

whitecapping.

.Aside from variat ions in the SSL produced by precipitation (see§2A.2),F armer

and Lemon (1984) noted deviation from Knudsen wind-only behaviour: a decrease

in signa l at 14.5 and 25 kHz for wind speeds great er than 10 m 05- 1 when compared

to the SSL at 8 kHz. From the apparent decrease in the ambient sound levels at high

frequencies. the extinction radii of bubbles was calculated,and provided evidence of

a resident bubble layer. Relevant to the creationofa resident bubble layer is the

hypoth esis that the bnhble size distribut ion near the surface can be modeled by a

power law. To this end, the exponent on the power law for bubble size dist ribution

was calculated from the ratio of the at tenuation of the signal at two frequencies.

and was compared to the relat ion determined by Johnson and Cooke (19i9) and

Kalovayev( 19i6 ). The experimental exponent for Farmer and Lemon's (1984) study

W'L' between the values recorded by these two studies.

Near-surface bubble size distributions are of the utmost importanc e as they

scat tersou nd,affect thes peed ofso und,and generate wind-onlys ound. Init ial mea

Sllrement techniquesconcentrated on photographic methods, until a linear acoust ic

technique for sizing bubbles was presented by Medwin (19i7) . Several bubble sizing

studies were compared by Wu (1981). These early studies (Kolovayev 19i 6: John son

and Cooke 19i9 ; Medwin 19i7 ) showed many differences. Medwin (19;;) admits



that his results may have been skewed by biological activity, whileo ther factors such

as temperatu re differences and the influence of the bubble trap appara tus on the

bubbles may also have been the reason for the observed differences.

.-\.lthoughtherehas beenfurther stud y ofbubble size distr ibut ions, there is

still not a clear understanding of the distributions which exist in the open ocean.

Several other methods exist to measure bubble sizes in.itu; for example. methods

based on non-linear acoustics (Leighton 1994) and acoustic resonators( Farmer etal.

1998). Further discussion of bubble sizing techniques can bc found in Melville et al.

(1995).

The presence of a bubble layer in winds above 4 m.- I has been confirmed (Dahl

and Jessup 1995; Crawford and Farmer 198; ). Dahl and./ essup (1995) observed a

significant increase in the backscatter intensity from the surface for wind speeds

above 4 m ,,-I using ADe ps. The backscatte r intensity increases with wind speed

as the resident bubble populat ion grows. As waves break and inject bubbles into

the water column, the plume of bubbles remains and as wave breaking increases the

bubble populationat the surfacecha nges from pockets toa wide layeratthes urface.

Capillary gravity waves also produce acoustically active bubbles. In an ane-

choic wave tank, production of these bubbles was observed at wind speeds greater

than 14.6 m s" , and the spect ra covers abroad frequency range (from a few kHz

to 100 kHz. and peaks at 4 kHz) (Kolainieta1. 1994). The exact spectra l shape of

theob servedspectra does not reHectthes hapeo fin . ituspec trabecause no bubble

layer is allowed to build. From the histograms of bubble size distrib utions the most

frequently occurring bubble radius is 0.1 mm. which corresponds to aresonant fre-

quency of32 kHz, while the dist ribution is centred around bubble radius 0.2 mm.



which corresponds to a resonant frequency of16 kHz. Increasing the salinity in-

creases the number of smaller radii bubbles compared tothed istribut ion of bubbles

observed in freshwater (Kolaini 1998).

Before there was conclusive evidence indicating the source ofa mbient sound or

exhaustive researchon the correlationo f wind speed andambients ound Shawe t al.

(1978) suggested. alt hough only qualitativ ely. that wind speed couIdb ed erivedfrom

ambient sound thr ough empirical calculations. Since then. there have been many

st udies confirming this relation. Vagle et al. (1990) and Evans et al. (198~) both

derived empiricale qnations relating the ambient sound to wind speed. Existing wind

speed estimation dat a are limited by the range in wind speeds. and the frequencies

mwwhichtheambient sound is recorded.

Of the existing studies, the Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (F.-\SI:'I:EX)

(Vagle et al. 1990) is the most comprehensive. ~Iany other dat a sets were emp loyed

in calibrati ng the algorithms used to exclude shipping noise and precipitations ound.

The wind speed estimating equations are also tested on the varions other dat a sets.

Oneofthe conclusions from this experiment was that there exists a critical frequency

beyond which the ambient-sound-wind-speed-relation no longer exists, and tha t tb is

frequency is dependent on wind speed. The relation for the critical frequency fewitb

wind speed is given by

where L'i s the wind speed.

logfe=1.9-0.0i U ( 2 .6~ )

The data collected in F..I.SINEXwere limited to frequencies below 25 kHz. and

wind speeds of Ie m s". In addit ion, the ambient sound data were not corrected for

reflections off the ocean floorvand the meteorological dat a is measured eit her away



from the hydrophone or is measured at the surfa ce wher e intera ctions with wave

crests can be probl emati c.

Xystu en and Selsor (1997) present amb ient sound and wind speed data col

lected using Acoustic Noise Sensors (ANS) drift ers set to drift in the Pacific ocean .

Comparison using Vagle's wind speed est imate from ambient sound equation are

made to sat ellite observations. The ambient sound wind speed esti mates show cor-

relati on (r = 0.91) with the sat ellite esti mated wind spe eds.

Despit e th e general agr eement of the wind speed from ambi ent sound equations.

a compre hensive study with wind speeds ranging from 0 to 20+ m s- 1 and recorded

sound frequencies from 1 to 72 kHz is required to confirm the accurac y of the wind

est ima tes a t all wind speeds . Addi tiona lly. the time or spect ra l averaging necessary

for accurat e wind est imates must also be invest iga ted . Coincidental to the study

of the wind from ambient sound equation for vario us frequencies, the behaviou r of

ambient sound spe ctr a over the enti re rang e of wind indu ced ambi ent sound must

2.4.2 Ambient Sound Produced by Precipitation

Pumphrey et a l, (1989) provided a brief look at the previous research on the sound

prod ucedbyafallingdropofwaterontoasurface ofwater. This resea rch dated back

to Worthington 's flash photogr ap hy (1890) of fa lling drops on water . Several th eo

ries were postul ated by Bragg (1920) and Mallock (1919) . but the accepted theory

was finally given by Minnaert (1933) who prov ided the breathing mode frequency

derivati on of gas bubb les in liquid that are thesourceofthesoundgenera ted by

falli ng drops . Minn aert) proposed that the sound of running water comes from bub-



bles. To come to tbis conclusion, he adapted the theories provided by Bragg and

~I allock . whode5Cribedthe airbome soundofdropshittingwater (seethe discussion

in (Franz 1959) for the references).

Franz's (1959) high-speed movie photogr aphy provided excellent pictur es of

thc process of falling drops on water as well as the sound produ ced by the bubble

entrain ment and impac t of the drop. In this study, the sound genera ted by the fallin g

drops was described as a sharp pulse attributed to the init ial impact accompanied

by a slower sinusoida l decaying sound wave generated by entrained air bubbles. The

entra inment of these bubbles was described as erratic. In addit ion, these oscillating

bubbles were observed to be dipole sources of sound. Franz noted tbat the sound

levels were proporti onal to drop size and impact velocity. He also provided results

from some exper iments in the sound generated by spray. In this part of the study,

Franz noted that for bubbles with a radius of 0.2~ em, a canopy of water formed

which prevented bubble forma tion . The overall sound spect ra has a broad frequency

range that extended from 1 to 10kH z.

In their study of heavy rainfall, Heindsma n etal. (1955) foundthattheabs olut e

sound levels are iidB re 11' Pa for freqnencies from 1 to 10 kHz. Further. Born

(1969) plott ed the log of rainfall rat es from It02 5mmhr-1 against the sound level

and fonnd a linear relation . He also speculated that the sound level depends on the

drop size and impact velocity. Lokken and Born (19i 2) report ed that drop size varies

with the rainfall rat e, so that the ambient sound spect ra reflects the distr ihuti on of

drop sizes in the precipit ati on . Changes in ambient sound with drop size are not

simp le: the spectra l charac ter as well as the intensity of thege nerat edso und changes

with changing drop size.



Given tha t rain d rop size changes th e acoust ic signat ure and that the rainfall

rat e changes the drop size, in principle it should be possibl e todetermine th e rainf all

ra te from the acoustic signa ture. An algorithm to determin e rainfa ll rat es from the

acous tic signal was developed by Nystuen (l996) . Thi s algorit hm involved usin g a

matr ix of known spect rum genera ted by raindr ops of certa in sizes . It also gave an

inverse method to de te rmine th e spectra l dens ity of d rop sizes and subseq uen tlya

formul a for calcula ting the rainfall rate (Medwin et al. 1992).

T he genera l shape of the spect ra for light rain fall was clescrib ed by Scrimger

et al. (198i) as a narrow peak centered abo ut 15 kHz,witha st eep slope of approx 

irna tely 60 dB/oc tave on th e low frequ ency asce nt and a slower 9 dB / octa ve decline

on the higher frequency side of the peak . Observed to 50 kHz. th is slope is quite

rlitferent from Knudse n's wind-on ly slope of 5 dB/octave. This desc riptio n of the

sound from rain fall a lso highlights the fact th at t he acoust ic signature of snow and

hail a re dis tin ct from each ot her as well as from liquid precipitation.

Th e frequency of the spect ra l peak is shifted by wind and by surface waves

(Xys tuen 198i) . Wind affects th e impact velocity as well as the angle a t which the

drop strikes the surface. Th is angle changes the energy released on impac t. Th e

upwa rd velocity and pbase oftbe wave also affect tbe impa ct velocity. If there is an

equal probabili ty that raindrops will st rike the wave at any point , the sum of the

drops hittin g the wave at all pbases cau ses a broadenin g of th e spectr al peak. In

fact . the pea k is dependen t on dr op imp act velocity , and thespect ral peak location

is given by

F. =13.4 ~ (2.65)

where F.isthefrequency in kHz,Vristhe te rmina l velocityofthedrop(depende nton



d ropsize),andvi=~, \Vithvwthe up\Vardcomponentof theoceanssurface

due to wave act ion (Nystuen 1987). The spect ra Scrimgeret al. (1987) described,

and the shift with wind speed as Nystuen (1987) noted, are shown in Figure 2.6.

taken frcm Nystuen and Selsor (1997).
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Figure 2.6: Amhientso unds pectra forvarious meteorologicalco nditions. taken from
:\ys tuenand Selsor(1997).

Oguz and Prosperetti (1992) showed that certa in velocit ies and drops izes will

produce a conical crater in the surface of the wat er and that th is crater will always

entrai n a bubble. Bubble entrainment is dependent on the shape of the impact crate r;

bubbles which do not have the correct drop size will not create acraters uitable for

bubble ent rainment. By plotting the termin al velocity of the drops corresponding to

the dropradius,theintersect ion yieldsaregion ofrain drop sizeswh ichwill entrain

bubbles provided there is no wind; i.e., they impact at zero angle to the surface

of the ocean (:\Iedwin et al. 1992; Pumph rey et al. 1989). In addi tion, for large

enough drops (e.g. diameter greate r than 2.2 mm), a jet of water forms which can

subsequent ly ent rain a bubble after drop impact. The entrainment by these jets is

depende ntontheang leatwhich the jetshit thes urface. \\i thincrease d probabilityo f



entrainment corresponding to the increase in angle of the jet with the wat er tvledwin

etaI. 1992).

Precipitation can be identified from the spectra by plotting the SSL at high

frequencies (e.g., 20 kHz) against the SSL at 8 kHz. The resulting scatt er plots

show a linear low-wind speed region, where the wind-only Knudsen spectral slope

is obeyed and a high wind speed region where the magnitude of this critical wind

speed varies with frequency (Vagle et al. 1990). Above tbe critical wind speed a

residentbubblelayerbeginstoattenuatethesound.Periods ofpre cipit ation canbe

identifier! by increased sound levels at 20 to 25 kHz with respect to sound levels at

8 kHz (Xystuen 1986) as shown Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: ..I.precipitation identificat ion scheme using the elevated sound Ievelsat
25 kHz relative to 8 kHz, taken from Nystuen and Selsor (1997). 'High seas' marks
the wind speeds when bubble attenuation affects the ambient signal.

Medwin et al. (1992) provide the most detailed descript ion of the sound signal

produced by drops of different sizes. Their results and definitions of bubble types

are given in Table 2.2. Medwin et al. (1992) classify the bubbles created on impact



Medwin Diam~t~s(mm) Notes
Miniscule No sound

Small O.S SDSl.l Typel
range 12-21 kHz

dipole
bubble production to 10% for incident angle 20

Mid Sized l.l SDS2.2
major com~~~eUn~b~~ ~~~:a~~-l drizzle

shO~~~~~e~:~a:t::~~~und
Large D;::2.2 Type II

primary bUb;~ ;~f~e:uency x ~

I is frequency in kHz, D is drop diameter in rom
l.Sto S.5kH z, for 0 4.S to 2.2 mm

Table 2.2: Rain drop size class ification and acoustic profile.

as Type I ancl Type IL A Typ e I bubbl e is "formed at the apex of a conical cra te r.

which is produced by the hydr od ynamic forces generat ed by the vert ical impa ct of

a sma ll drop onto a smooth , horizontal surface 'TMedwin et a l. 1992, p. 1614). This

bubbl e is the dominant source of sound ill the sea lorprecipitation with drop size

d ist ribut ion which includ es small drops (e.g., those with diamet ers ranging from 0.8

to 1.1 mm). Larger rain drops (e.g., witbdiameter greatertban2.2mm) generate

sound thro ugb the Type II process. This includ es sound produ ced by the impact , as

well as from th e oscillation ofa large Type II bubbl e and possible smaller bubbles.

In summary, drops of water less thanO.8mm in diamet er make no sound

beca use the energy of impact is not enough to form a bubble on impact. As the

dr op size increases the probability of bubbl e ent ra inment increases with size. and

decreases with increasing wind sp eed . Th ere is anoth er drop diam eter thr eshold at

Drops between this size and less than 2.2 mm in diamet er , crea te only



a short-lived broadb and sound from th e imp act and have no cavit ati on following

impa ct. Thi s is beca use tb e crate r formed does not bave tb e prop er sbape to entra in

bubb les, t herefore they are acoustica lly undetect ab le (Oguz and Prospcretti 1992).

Large drops (e.g., tbose greater tba n 2.2 mm in diameter) do have a probab ility

of cntraining bubb les. For these bub bles, the pro bability of bubb le ent ra inment

increases with increasin g wind speed . These bubbles are responsible for sound from

I.S toS .5 kHz. Th e frequency of the sound genera ted by these drops can be estimated

by an emp irica l relat ion

f= ;'+0.6 (2.66)

'L'de termine d by (Medwin et al. 1992). Precipit ati on has a spect rum of drop sizes

and therefo re a correspo ndi ng spec trum for the sound gener ated by the drops . To

put the drop sizes into perspective, meteorologists classify miniscule drops as less

th an 0..1 rnm in diameter and refer to th is dist ribut ion as 'Fog' . Drops grea te r than

0..1 mm bu t less th an 1.0 mm in diamet er are referr ed to as ' Drizzle'. Combin ing the

meteoro logica l definitions with th e drop size stu dy, 'Drizzle' should be acoustically

de tecta ble, while 'Fog' should not . Rainfall rat es domin ated by drop sizes from

1.1 to 2.2 mm in dia meter should not be acousti callydet ectabl e, asnobubbles are

ent raine d following impact.

Th e acoust ic data avai lab le for st udy of precipi ta tion data are limited by the

frequency range recorded as well as the wind speeds and the rainfall ra tes present

du ring the st udies. Scrim ger 's et a l. (1987) study is limited to rain fall ra tes of

10 mm hr :" and to windspeeds less than5ms- l ,w hicballows fortheisolatio no f

precipitationambientsound ,butdoes not fully reveal thecomplexities of the signa l a t

higher wind speeds . Farm er and Lemon 's (1984) st udy measur ed the amb ient sound



in sha llow water, subsequently an absolute comparison cannot be made. However it

must be noted that in their study ambient sound measurements were limited to 25

kHz and recorded only in 5 frequency bins. The wind speeds were less than 15 m s-I .

While Pumphrey et al. (1989) provide well isolat ed rainfall rat es. their experimental

results are not from the field. Rainfall rates are produced art ificially, and swell and

wind waves are not present .

Xystuen (1998) demonstrat es the effect of rainfall on freshwater input using

data collected for the Acoustic Surface Reverberat ion Experiment (ASREX) which

spanned 87 days in the winter in the mid-Atlantic ocean. In his review. there is

evidence of bubble interference durin g heavy rainfall in high wind, indicat ed by

the lower-than-expected SSL at 20 to 25 kHz for wind-only spectra of similar wind

speeds. There is also anecdot al evidence of a reduct ion in wave height growth during

periods of precipitati on (Nystuen 1998).

While it is known that wind speed affects the acoustic signat nreo f precipit a

tion, and that precipitat ion can be identified by the acousticsignatur e,a complete

in sit u stu dy of the probab ility of detection from ambient sound is still required. In

addit ion to thiscategoricaIg api n the research,the high frequencys pectrasignature

attri buted to precipitat ion has not been thoroughly described.



Chapter 3

Data Processing

3.1 Introduction

.-\bsolut em easurements ofth eintensityl evelsof ambientsound are modified bys ev

eral factors. Th is chapter will examine the following factors: hydrophone response:

ocean bottom depth ; and bydrophone mooring depth . In the present st udy. dat a

was collected with the hydrophone moored at two different depth s. Increasing the

depth of the hydrophon e increases the spat ial average over which the meteorological

estimates are determined using the ambient sound , as well as increasing the path

length for the direct sound signal from the surface to the hydrophone. To make

absolute comparisons of the estimated Sound Source Levels (ssL ) in dS ,measured

intensit ies must beadj ustedtoa 1 m measurement reference depth . In addition, the

processed dat a must account for any addition al signal due to reflections and att en

uation as the sound travels through the ocean. These potent ial alt erati ons to the

signal are dependent on the temperatur e of the water, the natur e of the reflections

at the ocean bott om and the surface, as well as the depth of the water.

The accuracy of the intensity levels recorded by a hydrophone are affected by

two factors: the amount of spectral averaging and the amount of temporal averaging



per ensemble. In the present dat a set , th e dat a was collected at a sampling rat e of one

ensemble recorded every 3.5 minut es in 1996,and at a sa mpling rat e of one ensemble

recorded every i2 minutes in 1997. As such. the 1996 dat a set can be examined in

two ways. lIS out lined in Chapter 4. One way is to average the dat a into 10 minu te

ensembles. and the other is to average into hourly ensembles. These two meth ods

are treat ed as separate dat a sets , and are referred to as 1996-10 and 1996-60. The

sampling rat e dir ectly affects the temporal scale from which comparisons between

t he est ima tes from ambient sound can be made to the meteorological measur ement s

recorded by the anemomete r, the crew member (via the W~[O chart entry ), and the

Optica l Rain Gauge (O RG) . The accuracy of th e SSL estima tes improves wit h more

temporal averaging.

Knowing t he uncert a inty in SSL measurement s is import ant when describ ing

any of the following: the absolute sound levels which occur at specific wind speeds:

t he abso lute SSL for specific precipitat ion events : and SSL thr esholds. The uncer-

tainty isim port ant sothat comparisonoftheSSL ofthesepropertiesobservedinthe

present dat a set can be made to other data sets . In addit ion, arnbient sound inthe

ocean has been characterized by a spectr al slopeofb etween-17 and -20 dB/ decade

(Knudsen et al. 1948; Wenz 1962; Shaw et al. 1978). Th e accuracy of the SSL esti-

mates can he used to estimate an uncert ainty in spect ral slope so that the spectr al

slope of the present dat a can be compared to thi s histo rica l range.

3.2 Sampling Rates and SSL Est imates

In order to measure both the direct ion of the wind a nd the wind speed using a

sub-surface list ening instrument , the OASIS device consists of an Acoust ic Doppler



Cur rent Profiler (ADCP) , and an omnidirect iona l hydr oph one (ITC mod el numb er

6050-C) , Forthe purposesof windspeeddete rmina tionand precipita tion de tection ,

only the hyd rophone da ta will be conside red ,

The instrumeotation is des igned so that the ADCP and hydr oph one are set

to ' ping' and record at an ap prop riat e delay in orde r to avoid any ambient sound

signal contam ina tion from the active SO NAR tr an smission of the .-\DC P, Th e signal

a t the hyd rophone is digitize d at 450 kHz and converte d to freque ncy spectra using

a 8192-po int FFT algorithm . Dat a sto rage const ra ints preclude recordi ng the enti re

4096-po int FFT outp ut , so dat a were averaged into bins using a consta nt ratio of

ba ndw idth to frequency. For the two data set s conside red in th is thesis. that ra t io

(3.1)

where X j' is the width of th e bin and J is the cent re frequency. Dat a were recorded

in 128 bins a t frequencies from Ito 72 kHz.

The confidence interva l{ci) oft he F FT is given

(3.2)

where X~"o is the X2 value for v degrees of freedom at 1- 0 % confidence and the

SSL is in \I' m- 2 • Th e degr ees of freedom for a realtime-series in a Bartl ett window

FF T is v = 2 ·3 , N/ M, and here N/ M = 8192/ 4096. Th e uncert a inty in intensity

levels can be est ima ted using

0"/ = (l -ci)SSL (3.3)

and is red uced by the averagi ng necessary to maint ain Equ ati on 3.1 which is assocl 

ate dwiththedatasto rageconstra int . T he amount of averagi ng for each processed



lrequency. vij ; is given by

1 8192
np = 25450' (3.4)

Th e resulting uncertaint y in intensity for each recorded ensemble is reduced by the

squa re root of nj., so that tbe uncerta inty in the intensity levels recorded in one

Ut= (~ 'SSL , (3.5)

sinceo neense mbleistheaverageoft hreesamples. lf furt heraveragingis performl'<i,

in princip le the uncerta inty drops by .,ftl2, where n, is the number of ensembJes, or

frequency bins per average. However , fromthe averaging usedto make the frequency

bins. the freqnency bins are not indepe ndent, so that averaging 0 f bins will not make

the uncertai nty drop by the square root ofn, . The uncertainty Ut is converted to

dB by

1O· log( l ±url (3.6)

Figur e 3.1 shows the uncert ainty in SSt for averaging of 3, Ii , and I ensembles

together,corresponding to the I996-1O, 1996-60,and I997datasets.



Figure 3.1: The percent uncertaint y in ambient sound intensities, with 95%confi
dence, for 9, 17, and 1 ensembles in each averaged spectra, corresponding to the
1996-10, 1996-60 and 1997 data sets ..

..I.sample wind-only spectrum, recorded during a wind speed of 7.7 ms· 1

where the const ant wind-only slope of-19dB/decade has been removed to decrease

the range of the y-axls, is shown in Figure 3.2.

-~sr-
i: . ..:~.

Figure 3.2: Sample spectrum with the -19 dB/decade slope removed, cent red about
8 kHz, from the 1997ambient sound data , recorded during a wind speed of 7.7 m S·I .

The improvement in SSL est imate with frequency is demonstrated in the spec

tra shown in Figure 3.2 by the decrease in the random noise peaks from frequency



to frequency. For example, compare the ± 3dB noise in the spectra for frequencies

:5 4 kHz to the ± 1 dB peaks for frequencies ~ 35 kHz.

3. 3 Spectral Processing

In order to make the SSL deployment independent. so comparisonscan bem adeto

other da ta sets recorded by hydrophones at different depths atdifferentlocat ions.

the effects of ocean depth and hydrophone placement must bec alculated. The first

step in processing. however, must account for the frequency dependentc haracte ristic

of the hydrophone (which in the present case differed between deployments).

3.3.1 Calibrat ion of Hydrophone

Regardless of different deployment parameters. the signal from any hydrophone must

beco rrected forthe hydrophone's unique performancec haracteristic. TheIT C-605G-

C hydrophones come with a factory calibra tion. bnt with the extended ambient sound

data from each deployment further calibration was obtained for t he hydrophone. The

mean from either data set is a win d-gen erat ed signal with some constant spectral

slope. By examining the mean of the spectra and comparing it to the factory cal

ibratio n. a new calibration response cha racterist ic for the hydrophone during each

deployment was calculated. Figure3 .3a shows the two calibration curves and Figure

3.3bshows the differences between the 1996 and the 1997 deployments. Zedel et al.

(1998) explain how the calibration curves are calculated from thedata set and com

pare the 1996 yalues to the factory and lab calibrations. Figure 3.3b quantifies the

difference in the performance of the hydrophone between deployments ,

The largest differences between the performance of the hydrophone in the two



Figure 3.3: a} Hydrophone calibration characteristics for 1997 (solid blue line) and
1996 (dashed red line} deployments. b) Dilference between deployments.

deployments occur at 4, 7, 20 and 30 kHz. As Zedel et al. (1998) point out , the

difference between field and factory calibratio n (not shown) comes from the narrow

spectra l resolution of the OASIS system compared to the factory calibrations . The

cause of the difference in performance between deployments is unknown (the same

hydrophone was used in 1996 and 1997).

3.3 .2 Water Tempe rature , Hydrophone Depth, and Bottom
Depth

In order to make qualita t ive comparisons between ambient sound data recorded

at different depths, theelfectsofattenuationandadditiona lsignalduetobottom

reflections must be removed from the SSL (see Chapter 2). To do so, the effects of

temperature , hydrophone and bott om depth areim·estigated.



The source of ambient sound in the ocean as generated by breaking wavesand

precipita tion can be modeled by an infinite plane of dipole sources locat ed at the

ocean 's surface. Each individual dipole source radiat es energy as

(3.7)

where 10 is the equivalent intensityofa monopole source and 8 is the angle from

the sur face. T he sound field at depth D, from an infinite plane of dipole sources is

det!'rmined byintegrat ing over the entire plane and isgiven by

(3.8)

where Ri sthe dis ta ncefrom theso urce, r is the radius at the surface, and tlJ is the

angle through the plane at the surface. The geometry for the integral in Equation 3.8

is shown in Figure3 A with the assumption th at there is no refraction. Equat ion 3.8

Figure 3A : Geometry for a source at the surface, a distan ce of r m horizontally from
the hydrophone at depth D m in H m of water .

represents the contributions to the sound field from the direct pathfrom sourceto



receiver, and does not includ e at te nuatio n due to chemica l ahsor ptiOI1. Ir att enuat ion

is included . Equat ion 3.8 becomes

where o is t he frequency dependent absorpt ion coellicient in nepers m" , and is

calculatc d from equa t ions A.l , A.3 and A.5 taken from Clay and Medw in (1977)

(see App endix A),

To solve Equ ation 3.8,the followingsubsti tuti ons are made :

R'=D' + r2•

sin28 = ~,

r = Rcos8 .d r = Rsin8d8 .

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3. 12)

From these subs ti tu tions. it follows that t he sound field intensi ty at dep th Debecomes

1=2 11'I01' /2sin38 cos8 e-n D/'in9d8 . (3.13)

An int eresting resu lt of this geomet ry is that th e sound from an infinite plane of

d ipole sources at the surface suffers no losses in inte nsity du e to spherieals preadi ng

below the surface. Th e sound field is dependent only on the de pth of the hyd rophon e

through the absorp tion along the ray path s.

3.3 .2 .1 Bottom Interacttons

Reftcct ions of sound off th e ocea n ftoor ca n add significa nt energy to the ambient

sound lew is genera ted by wind and precipit at ion for frequencies less than 35 kHz.

T his fact is t rue even for ocean depths of~OOOm at sullicientlylowfrequencies (e.g..

less than 10k Hz). and fora broader range of frequencies (e.g., less th an 35 kHz) for

depths around 1000 m. In sha llow wat er , mult iple bou nce paths (i.e.• sound which



reflects off both the ocean floor and the surface) cau also increase the ambient sound

In order to apply universal wind speed algorithms to either data set, as well as

to make comparisons between the two sets, the depth atte nuation of the signal and

increased signal from bott om reflections must be accounted for. Farmer and Lemon

( 1 98~ ) maintain that in deep wat er, bottom interactions are not import ant. however

it can be shown that the energy from reflections is significant at frequencies lower

than 10 kHz (see Figure 3.i c). The geometry for bott om reflections as well as multiple

reflections off the bott om and ocean surface maintain the same geometry as the

direct path. and thus use the same trigonometric subsritutions thereby eliminating

spherical spreading losses.

Figure 3A shows the geometry for reflections of the sound off the bottom and

surface. The total path length can he calculated by considering the distance to the

image from the reflecting surface. The image of the source is located at an addit ional

depth H below the ocean bott om, and is 2H - D from the receiver. The path length

from the image to the hydrophone is (2H-D )f cos9 . For multiple reflections off the

botto m and the surface, the hydrophone is located 2H + D from the image in the

surface and the tota l path length is then (2H + D)f cos9 . Assuming a loss factor

at the surface of f, andalossfac torat thebottom of i3,theequation for the sound

field at the hydrophone is now

[= 2 "[0/.' /2sin30c os9

(e- o ol ';' o + {3e - 0 (2 H- OJ/,i. 9 + {3-, e- 0 (2 H+ 0 1/ , i. 8 + . . )dO . (3. 1~)

This equation assumes that the reflect ions will maintain theirdipole natur e.



sound . .\factorofsin20 , which mode ls the directionality of the dipole, is removed

from the terms representing the reflected energy in order to model the random scat

tering of energy. More importantly, the intensity constant /~ for upward tr aveling

energy from the specular reflections would not be equa l to the constant/oinEquation

3.14 representing the downward traveling energy because energy must be conserved .

To derive the relation between these two intens ities, consider the energy passing

through an infinite plane just above the ocean floor; it rnust be equaI to the reflected

energy coming up off the ocean floor. Neglecting the attenuation term in Equation

3.14. the total energy passing down through a point on this plane is

2,,/01'/'sin3ocosodO=/oi . (3 .15)

The energy passing up through this painton the plane is

2"/~1"'sinocosodO=[~" . (3.16 )

Since the total energy must becontierved, Equation 3.15 must equaI Equation 3.16,

10 = 2I~ . (3.1i)

The sound field generated by an infinite plane of dipole sources at the surface

of th e ocean subject to specular reflections within the wave guide and chemical

absorption along the ray path at depth D is given by

/=2 "/01' /2 {sin30coso e-OD /"n9+

si no
2c

os o (ae-O(2H- DI/" n9 + iJr e-o (2H+DI/ ,'n9 + .. ) }dO . (3.18)



Writing Equation 3.18 using summation notati on yields

Equati on 3.19 can be simplified by noti ng that

sincc e- a
:::; 1. Rearranging Equation 3.20 using

(3.21)

Equati on 3.19 becomes

1= 2 ,, /0 1'/2{ sin30 cos Oe-o D/ ,'nO+

sino
2
coso . , .;~ ,~•• -1 (e-OD/"n' + eO D~ 'in O ) } dO. (3.22)

Equati on 3.22 is a simplified form of Equation 3.18 and solutions to Equati on

3.22 can be determined numerically for all frequencies where the solution is called

the ' response characterist ic' for the deployment. The integrandsofequat ions 3.22

(blue solid line) and Equation 3.13 (red dashed line) are shown in Figure 3.5 for

the ambient sound at 1 kHz,a2dB bott om loss, no loss in intensity for reflections

a t the surface andatemperat ureoflOoC.lncorporating specularreflections off the

botto m and multipl e reflections from bottom and surface increases the amount of

energy incident to the hydrophone. While absolut e comparison is not possible using
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Figure 3.5: The acoustic intensity as a funct lon of range, for no bott om reflect ions
using Equa tion 3.13( solidb lue line) and inciuding bot tom reflections using Equation
3.22 (dashed red line). Both examples had the following parameters: ocean depth of
1600 rn, hydrophone depth 250 m, temperature lO'e, 3 =0.16, "( =1 and frequency
of l kHz.

the curves plott ed in Figure 3.5, the acoustic intensity when considering reflect ions

is more than double that when reflections are neglected at 1 kHz.

In Figure 3.5 the peak in acoustic intensity is within a circle of radius equal

to the hydrophone depth , while in Figure 3.6 the integra nd from Equation 3.22 for

hydrophone depth 100m (red dashed line), and hydrophone depth 250 m (blue solid

line) are contrasted. Th is shows the change in location in peak intensit ies.

The response characteristic can vary with temperature through theabsorption

coefficient, ocean bottomd epth ,h ydrophonedep th, and reflection type( Le. specular

or non-specular). Th e influence of these components are demonst rated in Figure

3.7, using "( = 1, and .3 = .4' which represent 0 and 8 dB loss respectively. The

difference in response between dipole reflection (Equat ion 3.13) at t he ocean's bottom

and monopole reflection (Equat ion 3.22) is shown in the Figure3.7a. The overall



Figure 3.6: The acoust ic intensity as a function of range, using Equat ion 3.22. Hy
drophone depth s were 250 m (solid blue line) 100m (dashed red line). In both cases
the ocean depth was 1600 m, the temperatur e was 10' C and the frequency tested
was I kHz.

difference between specular and non-specula r reflections is less tha nO.12dB , starting

at 0.04 dB and increasing to a peak of 0.115 dB at 8 kHz, and decreasing toOdB at 35

kHz. Shift ing the hydrophone depth while keeping the ocean bottomdepth const ant

has littl e effect as can be noted by compa ring the dashed and solid lines in Figure

3.7a. In cont rast, changing the ocean depth while keeping the hydroph one depth

constant res ults in an increasing difference with increasingfrequency as illustr ated

by the green dash-dot line in Figure3.7a. The increased effect of the natur e of the

reflections at high frequency is a result of one simple fact : when th e ocean depth

is 250 m, the high frequencies (e.g., great er th an 10kHz) interact with the bottom

before absorption along the path length attenuate the sound leveI. Minimald ifference

occurs when the hydrophon e depth varies and the ocean depth is large compared to

the hydrophone depth (compar e the solid blue line to the dashed red line in Figure

3.7a). The reason for this minimal difference is that hydrophon e placementlargely
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affects th e direct path to the hydrophone and does not affeetthe energyreO ected

off the bottom . The frequency dependence of the difference in additi onal sound

signal from specular and non-specularreOeet ion is aresultofthe convolution of the

increasing effect of absorpti on and the consta nt loss in reOection.For each ofthe

examples in Figure3 .i a the difference between reflection type is less th an 0.2 dB .

Figures 3.ib to d show how the observed SSL changes as a function of frequeney,

subject to various parameter changes. Chan ging the assumed temperature from

Oto 20' C results in an approximate 2 dBchange in response at frequencies above

10 kHz (Figure3.ib) .

Ocean depth has a profound effeet on the response charac terist ic as a result

of its wave guiding potential. For frequencies higher than 35 kHz and at depths

greate r than 500 m. the depth dependence vanishes while at lower frequencies the

difference is approxima tely of 0.2 dB per depth doubli ng as call be seen by comparing

the 100001 response to the 2000 m response in Figure3.i c. The depth dependence

vanishes for large enough depths and high frequencies becausethe absorpt ion effect

dominates . The reason for the depth dependence at low frequencies isthe increased

path length for the reflected rays.

The depth of the hydrophone has little effect on frequencies below 10 kHz,

but has grea t effeet on frequencies above 10 kHz, as shown in Figure3.id. Here,

temperatur e is fixed at 10°C and the ocean bott om is moved to infinity (bottom

depth set to 1000km ). Itisremarkablethatthestrengthofthe signal atdepth~OOO

m for frequencies less than 10 kHz, indicat ing that ambient sound measurements

made at this depth would still reflect surface phenomenon.

Th e response charac terist icsexpeeted for the hydroph one depth s, water te rn-



pera ture and ocean depth , for each deployment are shown in Figure 3.8. The red
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Figure 3.8: Response charact eristi cs calculated for the 1996 deployment (blue solid
line) and for the 1997 (red dashed line) deployment with ocean depth 1600m, hy
drophonede pt h 250 m and temper atu re 7° C.

dashed line shows the 1997 response, while the blue solid line shows the response

for 1996. The difference in the response for the two deployments, which begins at

20 kHz, is ~.5 dB by 70 kHz. Thi s difference is caused entir ely by the chan ge in hy

drophonede pth. lncreasing the hydrophone dept hi ncreases the lengtho ft he direct

ray pat h which increases the effects of chemical absorption. Higher frequencies see

greater atten uat ion due to increasing chemical absorption with increasing frequency,

3.3.3 Sources of Uncertainty in SSL Estimates

The spectral processing necessa ry to account for the addi tional signal from bot tom

and surface reflect ions add uncertaint y to the est imates of SSL. Th e temperat ureof

t he water column is not constant with depth or time, and temperat ure affects the

magnitude of absorption of sound in water. In addit ion, the ocean floor is quit e steep

at OWS ~like, changing by 400 m in 10 km, as noted by the depth of 2000 m at the



CT D sta tion, and the depth of 1600 m at the OASIS mooring. The uncertainty in

SSL from these two sources of uncert ainty will affect the estimates 0 f spectral slope

3.3.3 .1 Uncertainty due to Temperature Variation

Recordings taken at OWS Mike show that water temperatur e covers a substa nt ial

range during the course of the deployments. These changes in temperatu re have

the potential to alter the appa rent sound spect rum though changes in the response

characteristics (i.e., the solution to Equation 3.22). The temperat ure profile from a

signel CTD cast taken duri ng 1996 shows a range of temperatures for the upper layer

of between - I and i"C (see Figure 3.9). Tbe time series of temperatu re profiles from

Figure 3.9: Temperat ure profile from single CTD cast taken at OWS Xlike during
1996.

single CTD casts in Figure 3.10 show the surface warmin g from 6°to 9°C durin g the

1997 deployment. By calculating the difference between the response curve using a

temperature of 12°C and that using 2°C the uncert ainty due tot emperature changes

of ± .jOC was determined (green dashed line in Figure 3.11). Th is uncerta inty in

SSL due to temperature is less than 0.5 dB, and heavily dependent on frequency.

A response character istics using the temperatur e profile shown in Figure 3.9 was



Figure 3.10: Temperatur e profile evolution for the upper 350 m of ocean during
1997, from single CTD casts taken on Julian Day (JD) 121 (blue solid line), 165 (red
dashed line) and 178 (green dashed dot line).

calculated for each deployment . Th is approach was discarded in favour of using a

single representa tive temperatur e. These two approaches differed by less than 10%.

For 1996, the temperatu re of theupperl ayerv ariedfromOto 7"C, whilein 1997 the

mean temperatur e for the surface is 8.4°C, with a maximum temperat ure of 9.73°C,

and a minimum of 6.00cC. None of the temperatur e profiles indicate that there would

beanys ignificantc hannelingo fs ound, as there is no temperature minimum.

The complicated shap e of the uncertainty inSSL from tempe ratur e is a con

volutio n of the affects due to absorption on the direct and reftected signals.

3.3.3.2 Bottom Interactions

By calculati ng the effects of bottom interaction at two different depths, while keeping

the effect due to absorpti on constant (i.e., by keeping the temperature the same be

tween thetwa),the uncerta intyi n SSL due toany uncertai ntyi n depthiscalculated.

To account for the slope in ocean bottom, but not to averesti matethe uncertainty in

SSL, an uncertainty in bott om depth of ± 300 m is assumed. With the tempera ture

fixed at 10°C, the estimate of the uncerta inty inSSL from the depth uncertainty is



obtained from half of the difference in response between a bottom depth of 1300 and

1900 m, and is shown as the red dashed line in Figure 3.11. The total uncertainty in

SSL from uncertainties in depth and temperature is plotted asthesolid blue line in

Figure 3.11. Maximum differences are less than 0.5 dB and occur at appr oximat ely

5 and 35 kHz, as a resultofadeclining effect from reftectionsdue to absorption of

the energy at frequencies great er than 10kHz ; in fact, for frequencies above 35 kHz,

it is as if the ocean is infinitely deep.
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Figure 3.11: The uncertainty inSSLestimatesafterspeetral processing due to IIn
certainty in temperature (green dashed dot line),and oceandepth (reddashedline)
are shown with the combined temperature and depth IIncert ainty(bluesolid line) as
functions of frequency.

The confidence intervals from the FFTand the uncertainties calculated here

are used later to determine the accuracy with which thespectralslope of th e observed

ambient sound can be measured . The calculation of this accurac y for thespeetral

slope is described in th e next section , while the observed spectra I slopes are describ ed

in Chapt er 4. In addition , the uncertainty in wind speed estimates from the known

sources of uncertaint y are compared to the observed error in the windspee destimates

in Chapte r 4.



3.4 Uncertainty in Spectral Slopes

While wind-only ambient sound has been characterized with a spect ral slope of

between -17 and -19 dB/d ecade (Knudsen et al. 1948; Wenz 1962; Shaw et al. 1978).

it has been noted that at wind speeds over 10 m s- I the spectrum above 10 kHz

loses this slope (Farmer and Lemon 1984). To explore the spectral behaviour over

the bandwidth presented here, the spectrum is divided into three regions: 1 to 10

kHz. 10 to 35 kHz, and 35 to 72 kHz. These regions were chosen through visual

inspection of the ambient sound spectra. The boundary between the first two Regions

is 10 kHz. approxima tely coinciding with the frequency at which Farmer and Lemon

(1984) noted a change in spectral behaviour for high wind speeds. The bounda ry

between Regions two (II) and three (III) is 35 kHz. and was chosen because of a

consistent shift in spectral slope in the observed spectra at this frequency. This

frequency corresponds appr oximat ely taabubble production peak between bubbles

of diameter 0.1 and 0.05 rnm (or from 32 to 64 kHz) caused by capillary waves riding

on the crests of gravity waves (Kalaini et al. 1994). It is therefore reasonable to

expect the wind-generated ambient sound spectra to extend up to these frequencies.

The regions as well as the corresponding frequency range and bin numbersa re listed

II 10-35 kHz 65-104
III 35-72 kHz 105-129

Table 3.1: Regions used to determine the spectral slope and the number affr equency
bins in each region.



To examine the spectral behaviour of these regions, thes pectra ls lopes of each

region are plotted against the wind speed estimate from the SSL (see Chapter -l}, The

spectral slopes were determined using a linear regression algorithm, which returned

the estimated uncertainty associated with each spectral slope. The total uncertainty

in spectral slope is the sum (incoherent) of the uncertai nty inthe spectral slope as

determin ed using linear regression and the uncert ainty in the spectral slopefro mth e

solid line drawn in Figure 3.11. The uncertainties for each region are list ed. for both

temperature and depth uncertainties (Temp/ Dept h) and foruncertainty from linear

regression (~ lean Lin Reg). in Table 3.2.

urce of a {dB/ m)
Temp/Depth
Xlean Lin Reg

Tab le 3.2: The mean uncerta inty in the spectra l slope, in dB/d ecade, from the
random uncertai nties in SSL listed as Mean Linear Regression (Mean Lin Reg),
and uncertainty in spect ral slope. in dB/deca de. from the temperat ure and depth
uncertai nties (here a.. refers to the uncertainty in slope for the spectral Region 0 i

in Table 3.1).

Time averaging reduces the error from the linear regression by reducing the mag

nitude of noise in the spectra. The effect of time averaging on the spect rum is

illust rated by comparing the sample spectrum for 1996-10 {solid blue line), 1996-60

{red dashed line) and 1997 {green dashed dot line) in Figure 3.12. where 1996-60 has

been shifted upwards by 5 dB, and 1997 downwards by 5 dB.



Figure 3.12: Sample spectrum for the 1996-10(blue), 1996-60(redd ashed), and 1997
(green dashed dot ) data sets. The spectrum from 1997 has been shifted down by 5
dB, and the spectrum for 1996-60 has been shifted up by 5 dB. The wind speeds for
the three cases were: 1996-10, 7.5 m s-' : 1996-60, 7.2 m s-' ; and 1997, 7.2 m s- '.

3.5 Electrical Noise Floor

When recording ambient sound there are th ree factors which limit the minimum

SSL which can be recorded. The first factor is, as discussed in Chapter 2,thermal

noise that dominat es at frequencies greater than 50kHz . In addition, there exists a

minimum wind speed below which there is no dominant wind signal. Finally, in any

electronic system there is a noise floor, that is, a constant electricalsign alfromthe

power source which is erroneously recorded as sound by the hydrophone.

From the ambient sound spectra from 1996-10, for wind speeds less than 3

m s-' (red solid line),there is an apparent noise floor in the recordedambie ntsignal

(Figure 3.13). Urick (1967) defines the sound made by the thermal agitation of the

water molecules against the hydrophone as thermal noise (Equat ion 2.63). It has

been thought that thermal noise domina tes the ambient sound signalsforfrequencies

above 50 kHz (Urick 1967: Burd ic1984) .



Figure 3.13: Average ambient sound spectra from the 1996-10 data set using wind
speeds less than 3 m s- 1(red solid line) and for wind speeds with in 0.5 m s- lof
8ms- 1( blueso lid line). Included is the predicted thermal noise for frequencies from
35 to 72 kHz (solid black line).

Compar ing the minimum ambient sound spect ra to Equation 2.63 (black solid

line) shows that the observed minimum is much louder than the predicted thermal

noise at these frequencies. Wind-only intensities should decrease by 19 dBfdecade,

however, the SSL for frequencies greater than 10 kHz do not decrease, but rather

become approximately constant from 10 to 35 kHz, and increase from 35 to 72 kHz.

In addition, t he mean ambient sound spectra for the 1996-10 (blue solid line) shows

no sign of a noise minimum in the spect ra , where the mean wind speed is 8 mfs.

The effects of this noise noorwh ichdominates the signal at low wind speeds

are shown for the 1996-60 and 1997 data sets in Figure 3.14. The spect ra plotted

in Figure 3.14 are the mean spectra for wind speeds less than or equal t03 m s- 1

for the ambient sound from 1996-10 (blue solid line), 1996-60 (red dashed line),and

199i (green dash dot line).

The ambient sound spect ra from 1996-10 are more sensitive to the noise fioor



Figure3.1-l: Th e average ambie nt sound spectrum for wind speeds lessthanorequal
t03m s- L for the 1996-lO (blue solid line), 1996-60 (red dashed line), 1997 (green
dashed dot) data sets.

as a result of th e short time interval and limited time averaging (comparedtol996-

60). One reason for this sensit ivity might be that over short time intervals , when

the wind speed oscillates from below the wind speed thresho ld to above it , the effect

of the noise floor a re averaged into measu red wind-generated spectra , while those

recorded over over longer interva ls are more likely to record eithe r the noise Hoor or

wind-generated spectra .



Chapter 4

Spectral Relation of Ambient
Sound and Wind Speed

4.1 Intr o duct ion

It is well known that the wind speed at the ocean's surface can be est imated from

the intensity of the ambient sound in the ocean (Wenz 1962; Shaw et al. 1978;

Evans and Watt s 1982). There are two well known wind speed est imation equations

developed hy Evans and Watt s (1982) and Vagle et al. (1990). Both these empirical

relat ions were designed for use of Sound Source Levels( SS L) atone frequency. The

equation from Evans and Watts (1982) is for use with theSSL at4 kHz (SSL.) ,

while the equation from Vagle et al. (1990) is for use with SSL•. Vagle et al. (1990)

demonst rate that these equat ions can accommodate SSL at any frequency f . by

adjusting the SSL/ to some reference frequency using the spectral slope of wind

only ambient sound. which is well documented toli e between-17and -20d B/ decade.

Zedel et al. (1998) show that for the present data set, the SSL, overestimate the

wind speed . and SSL, underestimate the wind speed. As a result of this spectral

variat ion ill wind speed estimate. they propose using the average SSL fromltolO



kHz (55 Lr=rol to estimate wind speed.

The accuracy of the two exist ing wind-speed-from-ambient-sound equations

is detcrrnined for two sampling rat es, and forthreedilferent time averagings. In

addit ion. a new frequency dependent relation is developed. Th is new relation serves

two functions: i) to determine if all frequencies from 1 to i2 kHz can be shifted to

some reference frequency and give accurate wind speed estimatesr iij to improve the

accllracy in the wind speedes timateo bta ined using the twoe xist inge quations. The

wind speed estima tes presented here are for t ime intervals of 10. 60 and i 2m inutcs.

Previous studi es have made estimates using 12hour a\'erages.

The performa nce of the wind estimating equat ions is measured by both the

mean error in wind speed estimate (,,{U.)) and the standar d deviat ion in the error

of the wind speed estimate (a{U.)). Estim at es of the expected ,, (U. l and a{U.l are

calculat ed using the uncertainties in the coelficient s from the new frequency depen

dent wind-speed- from-ambient-sound equation. and the uncerta inty in estimati ng

theSSL from each dataset. The calculation of the uncertainty associat ed with the

coefficients is found in th is chapt er, while the uncert ainty in the SSLm easurements

were calcula ted in Chap ter 3.

[n addi tion tocorrelatingthe ambientsound to the windspeed,thespectral

behil\'iouro f theambientso und with wind speedis im'estigated for frequencies from

1 to i 2 kHz. Farmer and Lemon (1984) noted that for wind speeds greater than

10 m s· 1 the 55 L at 14.5 and 25 kHz are less than the 55 L at 8 kHz would predict

given a constant spectral slope. They proposed t hat the mechanism for tbis reduction

in high frequency55L is a bubble layer which builds up during periods of high wind

speeds and absorbs energy at frequencies corresponding to the resident bubble size.



\ ·ag le et al.(1990lexpandedonthisobservationbynotingthatforfrequendesup

to 25 kHz. the wind speed at which the onset of absorption occurs decreases for

increasing frequencies. The ir observatio n is represented byEquation z.St ln Cbapt er

2. Th e relat ion for this critical wind speed as a functi on of frequency is determined

for frequencies from 1 to i 2 kHz for the present data and is compared to Equa tio n

To investigate the spectral behaviour of ambient sound as a funct ion of wind

speed. the ambient sound spect rum has been broken down into thr ee spect ra l regions ,

Those d ivisions are based on visua l inspection of the present amb ient sound spect ra

in va rious wind cond itions: specifically the frequen cy noted by Farmer and Lemon

( l!J8~) above which high winds a tte nuate the SSL. Quant itat ive measur ement s of

the sp ectr al rela tion to wind speed are present ed by plott ing the spect ra l slop e of

each spect ra l region as a funct ion of wind speed. T his spectra l relat ion 10 wind speed

is also test ed for variat ions in deployme nt par ameters: hydrophone dept h: sam pling

rat et und ensernble averagi ng.

4.2 Wind Speed Estimate from Ambient Sound

For bot h deployments which make up the present da ta set , t he wind speed was

measur ed at O\VS Mike by a ship-mounted anemometer. Esti mates of the wind speed

from the ambient sound record ed by the sub-surface hydrophone will be compared

to the wind speed recorded at OWS ~Iike, T he ship-mounted anemomete r sa mpled

continuously, and recorded the average wind speed every hour. This time averaging

of the anemomete r improves th e correl atio n to the spatia lly averaged estimates of

wind speed mad e by the hydrophone.



Th e 1996 ambient sound data was collected from sampl es taken every iO sec-

onds and recorded every 3.5 minut es, the 199i ambi ent sound dat a was recorded

from sampl es ta ken every 24 minut es and recorded every i 2 minutes. Therefore,

the wind est ima tes from the ambient sound from 199i may not be expected to be

as st rongly correlated to the anemometer dat a , becanse the ambient sound was not

sampled frequently enough to reflect short term variabil ity in thewind specd.

In 1996 wind speeds were available in 10 minut e intervals. Characteristics

of ambient sound which change on short time sca les are maint ained by averaging

In 199i . only the hourl y averaged anemom eter measur ements were available,

while the ambient sound ensembles were recorded every i2 minutes. Consequent ly.

est imates of wind speed from t he ambient sound are compared to the wind speed

measurement recorded closest to them in tim e. For the cases where th e wind speed

sernbles, the measur ements of ambient sound and wind speed were discarded .

4.2 .1 Determination of a Frequency Dependent Wind Speed
Equation

T he wind speed est imat ion equa t ion derived by Evans and Watt s (1982) is based on

the relati onship

(4.1)



where A and B are empirical constants. The Equat ion developed by Vagle et at.

(!990) uses the relat ion

UIO= 1O~-b, (U)

where s and b are empirical const ants . In both equations, UIO is the wind speed at

10m height above the ocean surface .

For the remainder of this thesis, the wind speed equat ions will be refer red to as

Evans ' equatio n (Equation 4.3), which is theequation from Evans and Watt s (! 982)

shifted to8 kHz, given by

and Vagle's Equat ion (or Equat ion 4.4), given by

UIO= 1O:;;O.'.

(4.3)

(H)

To determine if shifting the SSL f to a reference SSL frequency is appropriate.

linear regression was used to det ermin e the slope and intercept of the line relating

the SS L at a given frequency to th e logarithm (base 10) of the measur ed wind speed.

Th is approach results in frequency dependent coeflicients A(f) and B (J) , for which

the wind speed estima te Equati on4.! must be modified to

U;O(j ) = 1O·~(f),sSL(f)+B{f) (4.5)

where fis the frequency. Equat ion 4.5 is different from th e approach used for Evans'

and Vagle's Equati ons, where only the consta nt spectral slope of wind-only ambient

sound is used to adj ust theSSL.



To calculat e .-l(f) and B(J ) (referredtoas 'theCoefficients '), onlythosepoints

which did not alter the spectral slope over 35 to 72 kHz from its wind-only behaviour ,

and those which did not elevate the SSL 20 with respect to the SSL . were considered

in th e wind speed-ambient sound relation . These criteria eliminateddata "cont ami-

nat ed" by precipita t ion, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. In addit ion. the SSLat

all frequencies other than 8 kHz were adjusted bY-19dB/de cade. Th is correction

has the effect of ftattening thes pectrum by removing the constant spectral slope of

wind-only ambient sound, and allows the Coefficients to be calculatedasthough at

an 8 kHz reference frequency (centr ed about 8 kHz), consistent with Vagle ct al.

(1990).

Ambient sound is not correlated with wind speeds less than 3 m s·' (Vagle

etal. 1990;:\ystuen 1998); speculationsets thewi ndspeed threshoId for t heo nset

of ambient sound to be lower than the wind speed threshold forwhi te-capping.whi ch

isapproximatcly5 m s · ' . Dahl and Jessup (1995) detected a backscatt er intensity

thresholdat -t m s - ' , indicating the presence of bubbles at the surface at th is wind

speed. While there is no model describing th is wind speed threshold for ambient

sound . the present data set exhibits this minimum value between 3 and 5 ms"' .

Xoting this characteristic, the Coefficients for Equation 4.5 are determined using

wind speeds greater than 3 rns"' . Wind speeds great er than 15ms-' were included

for the calculati ons of .-l(J) and B(J ) to examinethe effects ofhig h win d speed on

the SSL at different frequencies.

Figures -l.Ia and b shows how Coefficients A(J) and B(J ) from Equati on -t.5

vary with frequency. There is systematic behaviour between the two Coefficients for

each deployment case shown in Figure Ll , For frequencies less than 10kHz . there
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Figure 4.1: a) A(f) and b) B(f) from Equation 4.5. In both plots , the Coefficients
were calculated using wind speeds greater than 3m s- ' , wind-only events,and 'flat 
lened' speclr um centred about 8 kHz. The 1996-10 (blue x), 1996-60 (red 0), and
1 997 (green~ ) are shown in both a) and b).

are approximately consta nt valu es for Atj' ) and B(f),whil eafrequency dependence

exists for frequencies greater than 10kHz .

T he sensitivity of the est imated wind speed to small changes in the Coefficients

is demonstra ted in Figure 4.2.

Wind speeds are est imated using the Coefficient values for 8 kHz, and show

that for SSL less than 55 dB (corresponding to wind speeds up to 10 m s" ' }, th e

difference in wind speed estimat es between anyc hoiceo f Coefficients iso n the order

of 1 m s-' . At these low wind speeds, the estimates using the Coefficients determined
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Figure 4.2: Wind speed estimates for 55L from 45 to 65 dB using A(f) , and B(f )
(from Equat ion 4.5) determined from the 1996-10 (blue x), 1996-60 (red *) and 1997
(green ~ ) data sets .

from the 1997 data are greater than those using eit her averaged data set from 1996.

For 55 L greater than 55 dB (::::10 m s" '}, the difference in wind speed est imates

from the ambient sound recorded in 1996 and 1997 increases with increasing 55 L (or

wind speed), reaching a maximum difference of;; ms- I between 1996-60 and 1997.

The difference decreases to app roximately 0 ms- l between 1996-60 and 1996-10 for

55 L greater than 55 dB. At these higher wind speeds, est imates from both dat a sets

from 1996 exceed those from 1997. The marginal difference between the 1996-60 and

1996-10 data sets ise xpected,as theyare both derived from the same dat a set.

In order to develop a universal wind est imation from ambient sound equation,

the mean of the three Coefficient functions plotted in Figures 4.1a and b are used

as the Coefficients in Equat ion 4.1. The frequency dependent Coefficients which are

used in Equation 4.5 for comparison to esti mates from Vagle's and Evan' s equations



.-'.'U ) '-'. '996-10+'-'.~996-60+A'997

B'U) B'996_'O + B~996_60 + B'997
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where the subscripts refers to the data set from which AU) and BU) were deter -

Figure ~ .3 : Wind speed distributions measured by the ship-mounted anemometer
for thea) 1996-1O,b) 1996-60, c) 1997 data sets.



In choosing universal values for the Coefficients, it is important to consider

differences in wind speed distrib ution for the various dat a sets. From Figure 4.3. wind

speeds less than or equal to 3 m 8- 1 account for i%, 5% and 6.5% of the distribution

of wind speeds for the 1997, the 1996-60, and the 1997 data sets respect ively. All

deployments have appr oximately the same percentage of wind speeds below 3 m 8-1.

so that any difference resulting from exclusion of wind speeds in this range is not

caused by differences in the distrib ut ion of wind speeds. However, both the 1996-10

and 1996-60 data sets have more high wind speed events than does the 1997 dat a set.

10.1'1cof anemomete r readings are greater than or equal to 1501 8- ' in the 1996-60

elata. while the 1996-10 data has 4.7% measured wind greater than 1501 ., - ' . In

1997. less than l '1coftheanemometerdatais greaterthanorequaltoI5 m 8· 1.

4 .2.2 Comparison of Frequency Dependent and Indepen
dent Wind Speed Estimation

The error in the wind speed estimate is given by

U, =UOIVS -U. (4.8)

where U. is the wind speed estimate , and UOIl'S is the wind speed recorded by the

ship-mounted anemometer . Two parameters can be used to measure the performance

of each wind speed estima ting equat ion; the mean error in the wind speed estimate

(/.(U,)} and the standard deviation of the error in wind speed estimate (u(U,)} .

The /. (L', ) is the mean bias of the estimate and is characteris tic of the empirical

relatio n. but can be removed by adjust ing parameters . Theu(U, ) represents the

mean variation of the est imate for all wind speeds and isa measure ofthe reliability

of any estima ted wind speed .



Figure 4.4: The Jl(U. } (solid) and aW.} (dashed) for: a} the 1996-10, b) 1996-60,
c) 199i deployment. In ato c, the results using Equati on 4.5 are plott ed in blue,
Evans" Equat ion inred,and Vagle's Equation in green.



In Figure 4.4, the wind speed estimates from Equat ion 4.5 (blue) are compared

to estimates made using Evans' (red), and Vagle's (green) Equat ions by plotti ng the

/. (U. ) (solid Iinesl and o ff/s) (dashed lines).

For Frequencies From 1 to 10 kHz, estima tes from both Vagle's and Evans'

equa tion do not show a frequency dependence in the ,,(Ue ) . In 1997there is an ap

proximate 1 m S- l / decade change in the ,, (Ue). The ,,(U. ) of Equat ion 4.5 shows no

general t rend. although th ere are variat ions in the mean est imate in th is frequency

range. For frequencies above 35 kHz all thr ee equatio ns show an increasing overes-

tima tion of the wind speed using the 1996-10 and 1996-60 dat a. Only Equat ion 4.5

increasing ly overestimates as the frequency increases using the 199idata. Both

E\ O,UlS' and Vagle's equatio ns reach a maximum overestimatio n of 2.5 m .., - 1 in 1996--

10 and 1996-60 and 1 m s - l in 1997ati2 kHz.

There are several interestin g quest ions \,..hich arise from examining the mean

error in the estimated wind speed for each data set. First , if the Coeflicients are the

mean values of the empirical relat ions for each dat a set then why do the mean errors

not sum to zero for all deployments? In other words , why is

Second, why is there no frequency dependence in the ,,(U.) for Evan 's and Vagle's

Equatio n as Zedel et al. (1998) observed'? Th ird , why do Evan's and Vagle show

no high frequency (grea ter tha n 35 kHz) dependent overest imat ion in 1991' These

questions are considered indiv idually.

The sum of the mean errors for all the da ta sets do not sum to zero because 0 f

the non-linear response function of th e est imated wind speed (Figure 4.2) and the

specific dat a being used to esta blish theCoeflicients (Figu re -l.3).



The frequency depend ent mean observed byZedel et al. (1998) was caused by

an inappropriate choice of bot to m loss parameters in their model (see Sect ion 3.3.2).

By choosing an inapp ropriat e value for signa l loss with reflection off the bott om

adjusts the calib rated signal incorrectly and introduces a frequency depende nce in

the mean error . This fact int rodu ces the possibility tha t the bott om parameters , such

as the reflection coelficient , can bedeterminPd from the ambie nt sound atseveral

frequencies from 1 to 10kH z.

Th e increasing overest imate with frequencies grea ter than 35 kHz in 1996 is

1I0t present in 1997 because there are fewer high wind speed events in 1997. The

high wind speeds of 1996 skew the erro r becaus e there exists a maximum measurable

wind speed for frequencies greate r then 35 kHz. Th is is examined in detail in Section

§H.1.

Wind estimates for frequencies above 10 kHz will not be considered for the

remainder of the thesis. A more complete out line of the problems of using the SSL

for frequencies greater than 10 kHz is provided in Section §~A . 1.

If all wind speedsare included,themeanvaluesfor .~(f)andB(f) usingresul ts

from each deploymeotaod both t ime intervals from 1996 over the frequency range

1 to 10 kHz are: .-t = 0.042 and B = -1.38. These values are within 1.0% of .-t.

and 3.9% of B from the adjusted version of the equatio n used by Evansetal.( 198~)

(Equation ~ .3 ) .

T he u (U. l of each equat ion show litt le va riat ion for frequencies less than 10

kHz. All equatio ns show an increasing u(U.l wi th increasing frequency above 10 kHz

for both 1996 data sets , while only Equat ion ~.5 shows an increase for freqnencies

above 35 kHz in 1997. The equatio ns can be arranged in th e order of decreasing



<1(U,): Vagle's Equat ion, Evans' Equat ion, Equation 4.5. A more detail ed examina

tion of the <1(U,) is included in Section 4.3.3.

4.2.3 Uncertainty in Wind Speed Estimation

The uncertai nty in the wind speed estimate has three possible sources: poor correla

tion at the time/ spatial scale over which the measurements were made: uncertainty

in the SSl., which in turn has several sources; ora poor model of the ambient-sound-

wind-speed rela tion.

Prior studies have shown that the ambient sound is correlated to wind spceds

measur ed as far away as 55 km (Cato et al. 1995), so the time/s patial scale is unlikely

to cause large effects. Unfort unately the effects of spatia l averaging and sampling

frequeucy callnot be distinctlyse parated from time averaging with the present data .

The un cer taint y in the wind speed estimate introdu ced by errors in determin ati on of

A(f)alld B(f)and in the recorded SSL are determined in thissec tion. The accuracy

of the model for Equation 4.5 is explored in §4.3.3.

4.2 .3.1 Uncertainty: SSL

Zedel et al. (l998 ) stat e that using Vagle's Equat ion accuracy in SSL of 1 dB is

needed for a 10% accuracy in wind speed estimati on. This estimate is found by

differentia ting the wind speed estimate from ambient sound equation with respect

to SSL. For wind speed estimates using Equa tion 4.5 the uncertainty in the wind

speed est imate is given by

dU = Ulo..-1(f) InlO ·dSSL . (4. 10)

To get the uncertainty in SSL, the confidence intervals from the FFT and the

uncertainty from temperature and depth errors must be included (see Chapter 3).



The total uncertainty in the SSL is the sum of the uncertainty in the SSL from

the FFT , and the uncertainty from temperatur e and depth . The total uncertainty

is given by

dSSL(f) = Ja~SL + 4 .D (4.11)

where ar.o is the combined uncertainty in the SSL due to the uncertainty in tem-

peratur e and depth (see Figure 3.1I) , and a SSL is the uncertainty in theSSLmea

surement (see Figure 3.1). The dSSL , measured in dB, for the 1996-10 (blue solid

line), 1996-60 (red dashed line), and 1997 (green dash dot line) da ta sets a re shown

in Figure 4.5.

[: .

Figure 4.5: The sum of the mean aSSL, o -r and a o for ambient sound from the
1996-10 (solid blue line), 1996-60 (red dashed line),and 1997 (green dash dot line)
data sets.

4.2.3.2 Uncertainty: .4( f), B (/ )

Zedel et al. (1998) chose to ignore the uncertainty in the estimation of .4(/ ) and

B(/ ), however, small changes in 04(/) and B(/) do lead to large differences in wind

speed estimates (Figure 4.2). While it is not clear that it is appropriate to consider

the uncertainty from .-1(/) and B(/) as coherent (recall the systematic behaviour



shown in Figure 4.1), the uncertaint y in SSL from uncertainty in A(J) and B(J)

can be estimated by

U(UlO)=U.• +UB ,

a.• = ~ 6A ,

UB=~6B ,

~=UlO .lnIO 'SSL(J )
au
M= UlO·lnlO .

(4.12)

(4.l3)

(4.l 4)

(4.l5)

(4.16)

When calculating the Coefficients using regression, the uncertainty in the estimated

Coefficients are also calculat ed. The mean uncertainty for each frequency was cal

culated from the uncertaint y for each of the dat a sets. For all three data sets the

percent uncerta inty for A(J ) (solid blue line) and B(J) (red dashed line) are shown

in Figure 4.6, where the uncerta inty in A(J ) has been multiplied by 10 to make the

scales comparable. The percent uncerta inty inA(J) is less than 1% for allfrequen

cies, while the percent uncerta inty in B(J) is 3% for frequencies between I and 20

kHz. The percent error begins to increase slowly with increasingfrequen cy20kHz,

reaching 5% at 50 kHz. At 50 kHz the percent error increases rapidly, reaching a

maximum value of 12% at 72 kHz. The percent error in A increases rapidly for

increasing frequency at 50 kHz, reaching a maximum of 0.2% .

One source of the uncerta inty in the coefficients relat ing wind speed to the

ambient sound levels might be the limited correlat ion between wind speed and am-



Figure 4.6: The percent uncert ainty in .4(f) multiplied by ten (blue solid line), and
B(f) (red dashed line).

bient sound. Recall tha t at any given insta nt the sound recorded by a sub-surface

hydrophone may be louder or quieter than the wind speed might indicat e. At some

timei nte rval,t heave rage SS L recorded by the hydrophone reflectst he mean amount

of wave breaking which is characte ristic of the mean wind speed. Another potential

cause for this uncerta inty is the poten tial time lag between any increase in wind

speed and the subsequent increase in ambient sound in the ocean.

4.2 .3.3 Uncertainty: Wind Speed Estimate

By plotting the uncert ainty in the wind speed estimat e from both the uncertaint y

in SSL (blue line) and the uncertainty in .4(fJ and B(f) (red line) in the same

plot , the magni tud e of both sources of uncertaint y are compared in Figure 4.7. The

uncertainty arising from the uncertaint y in the SSL has been multiplied by 10. The

uncertaint ies in the Coefficients result in larger/l(U.) (solid line) and <1(U. J (red

dashed) th an do uncert aint ies from SSLforboth 1996-10 and 1996-60 where time

averagi ng of several spect ra (3 and Ii ) reduces th e uncert ainty in SSL.



Figure 4.7: The expected mean error in wind speed estimat e £rom both the uncer
tai nty in SSL and the uncertaint y in Coefficients AU ) and BU ). The/l(U,)( solid
line), anda(U, ) (dashed line) are both included for thea) 1996-10,b) 1996-60, and
c) 1997 data sets .



4.2.3 .4 Un certainty: The Model

The form of Equations 4.3 and 4.5 assumes that the relation between the logarith m

of the wind speed and ambient sound is linear . Any systematic error caused by

deviation from the assumed model of the ambient -sound-wind-speed relati on would

result in a wind speed dependent error. For the present dataset, the p. and a([i<)

using Vagle's modified form show no improvement over esti mates from the form of

Equat ion 4.5. The wind speed from ambient sound equations can be arranged in t he

order of descending I ' and a(U<) : Vagle'sEquat ion; Evans' Equati on; and Equati on

To examine the effects of t he magnit ude of the wind speed on the wind speed

estimate. the error in the wind speede stimate (Equation 4.8) is plot ted as a funct ion

of the estim ated wind speed in Figure 4.8: the precipitat ion events identified by

the algorit hms to be presented in Chapter 5 are plott ed in red. In Figure 4.8a.

precipitation during high wind speeds leads to more accura te estimates of wind

speeds in 1996-10. This phenomenon is not repeat ed in 1996-60 or 199i ,indicat ing

that th is phenomenon occurs at a short time scale and is sensitive to both time

averaging and infrequent sampling rat es. Perhaps the results observed in 1996-10

are caused by additiona l low frequency rs10 kHz) SSL added by the precipitat ion

signal.

In 1996, the mean wind speed estimate using the SSL from 1 to 10 kHz in

Equat ion 4.5 overestimate wind speed below 10 m S- I and underestimat e wind speeds

above 10 ms- I , as shown in Figure4 .8a and b. Figure 4.8c shows a similar relation

between wind speed and the error in wind speed estimates using the 199i da ta .

Improved wind estimates using t his wind speed dependence in error are included in
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4.3 Improvements in Wind Speed Estimates

If the error in the wind speed estimate s were due only to the uncert ainty in the

55 Lest imates. better wind speed estimates could be derived by either spectral av

eraging or time averaging. Improvements based on time averaging are explored by

comparing the results from the three da ta sets. In addi t ion. the wind speed esti

mates are calculated using spectral averages ofSSL. Both forms of averaging reduce

the variation in the wind speed estimate by reducing noise in the ambient sound

measurements. Finally! the sys tema tic mea n error can be removed by introduci ng a

wind speed dependent correct ion term.

4.3.1 Spectral Averaging

To reduce the variance in the SSL, the mean 55 L is used in Equations ~ .3 and ~A . In

general, a non-linear transformation {e.g., theS SL to wind speed equation) has the

effect of magnifying variance. As a result vaveraging the da ta before the non-linear

operatio n is more effective at reducing the overall variance than averagingthedata

after the non-linear operat ion {i.e., calculat ing the mean SSL and then computing

the wind speed is preferable to computing the mean wind speed from single frequency

SSLs). Th is approach in not an option for Equati on ~ .5 ; using the mean 55L in

Equation ~ .5 would require new values for the consta nts A and B . Instead , the mean

wind speed estima te using the 55L for frequencies from 1 to 10 kHz is used to reduce

The upper bound of the frequency used in eit her the wind speed average or
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Figure 4.9: The relati ve improvement in u(U. ) when mean values of SSL and wind
speed est imates are used to estimat e wind speed compared to the SSL at individual
frequencies, using Equation 4.5 (blue solid line),Evans' (red dashed line) and Vagle's
(green dash dot line) Equat ions. Results from the a) 1996-10, b) 1996-60, and c)
199i data sets are shown.



The reduct ion in 17(U.) obtained for Vagle's and Evans' equat ions follow simi

lar t rends for frequencies less than 10kHz in each of the 1996-IO,1996-60and 199/

data sets . For 1996-10 and 1996-60 there is a decreasing irnprovement for increas ing

frequency. Using the 1996-10 data , spectral averaging reduces the l7(U. ) obtained

using SS L1 by 1,0 .7 and 0.2 m s- I for Vagle's equati on, Evans' equat ion and Equa

tion 4.5 respect ively. By 10 kHz, thel7(U .) for both Evan's equation and Equation

4.5 improves by 0.2 m s- I whilethe l7(U.) for Vagle'se qua t ion is no bett er thanthe

esti ma te obtai ned using SSL 1o•

Using the 1996-60 dat a . spectral averaging reduccs rhe cfbs ) by 0.5. OA and

0.15 m s- I for Vagle's equat ion, Evans ' equat ion and Equat ion 4.5 at 1 kHz re

specrivcly, For frequencies between 2 kHz and 4 kHz. there is no improvement in

the wind speed esti mate using Equat ion 4.5. For frequencies above 5 kHz. Evan 's

equati on does not improve when spect ral averaging is used. while the I7(U. ) from

Vaglc's equa tion becomes larger for increasing frequency. The 17(L'.) from Equation

4.5 declines with increasing frequency above 5 kHz.

Using th e data from 1997,thel7 (U.) of Equat ion 4.5 is reduced byO .5 m s -I

at I kHz and follows an appro ximately linear relation with frequency, reaching irn

provernent of 0.3 m S-I at 10 kHz. A similar linear relati on is obt ained for Vagle's

and Eva ns' equat ions, however they both show identica l spectral st ructure, At 1

kHz the reduction in the I7(U.l is 1.2 and 1 m s- I for Vagle's equation and Evan s'

equa tion resp ect ively, while at 10 kHz the reducti on is 0.8 and 0.6 m S - I . Examples

of the spect ra l st ructure are the thr ee peaks at frequencies less than 2 kHz.

Furth er comparison of the deployments is presented in the next sect ion,how

ever the data sets can be organized by the magnitud e of the overall reduction in



a(U,) in increasing order: the 1996-60 data set; the 1996-10data set ; the 1997 data

set. Arranging the data set in this way indicates the increasingimportanceofav

eraging, as the 1997 data set was recorded with the hydrophone at shallower depth

than 1996 (100 m compared to 250 m). In addition , there was no time averaging

used in 1997. Unfortunately, the present dataset does not allow for thecontribution

of these variables to be distinctly separated.

4.3.2 Time Averaging

The effects of time averaging on a(U,) are evaluated by comparing the individual

plots for 1996-10 and 1996-60 ofa(U,) in Figures 4.4a and b. To illustrate the

reduction of the variation in the estimate , the plot ofthestandarddeviation in the

wind estimate using 1996-60 is subtracted from 1996-10 in Figure 4.10.

Iq=Ut996-10- Ul996-60 (4.18)

Figure 4.10: The improvement in a(U,) when 17 ensembles are averaged instead of
only 3. using Equation 4.5 (blue solid line), Evans' (red dashed line) and Vagle's
(green dash dot line) Equations.

Thea(U,) for estimates using the 1996-60 ambient sound data is lower than



when the 1996-10 data is used far all three equat ions, Equatian4.5 has a q(U. )

approxima te ly O.8 ms - lsmalleri n 1996-60 than in 1996-10. Both Vagle and Evans

showspectra l varia tion in the improved q(U. ) when 1996-60 is comparedtaI996-1O.

For all the equat ions. more improvement in q(U.) is realised through ensemble (time)

averag ing than through spectral averaging.

From th e previous sect ion , the 1996-60 data set , where 17 ambi ent sound

ensembles have been averag ed. the redu ction in th eq(U. ) is the least . This result

indicates tha t the benefits (reduct ian in variance of the erro r) of time and specular

averaging do nat add .

4.3.3 System atic Wind Speed Corre ction

Figur e 4.8 shows that ther e is a wind speed dependent error in the wind speed

est ima te . Vagle et al. (1990) noted that when wind s from 0 to 20 m .- 1are included

the am bient-sound-wind-speed relati on is nat linear. To eliminate thi s systema t ic

error . a correct ian term is added to Equation 4.5 resu lting in

UIQ= 1O···SSL+8 +o(10···SSL+8)+ ii (4.19 )

Th e caefficients 0 and {Jare determined by linear regression afthewind speed

esti ma te from Equation 4.5 and the error in th e est imated wind speed. While this

correctio n term could be calculated for each equation and for each frequency. only

the mean esti mate using Equation 4.5 for frequenci es between I and 10 kHz will be

invest igated . It has been shown that averaging th e resu lts using Equati on 4.5 in thi s

way has the sma llest q(U.) .

Th e error in the wind speed estimate is plotted against the est imated wind

speed (Figure 4.11) . Only wind speed est imates great er than Lm s"! are conside red.
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sets than it is for the spect rally averaged results in Table 4.1, the differences are

small. For the 1996-10 data set th is difference is only 0.04 m s- I (2%o fthespectral

averaged result) ,wh ileit is 0.6 m s- I (4% of the spect ral averaged result) using the

1997 data. Most importa ntly,the/l(U,) has dropped toO .OO, -0.33andO.12 m s- I

from -OA2, -0.86 and-0.65 m s- 1 (see Table Ll ) for the 1996-10, 1996-60 and 1997

4.4 Spectral Behaviour for Different Wind Speeds

lt has been shown that the behaviour of the ambient sound spectra is not solely

governed by Knudsen's - 19 dB/dec ade relat ion for frequencies higher than 10 kHz

(Farmer and Lemon 1984; Vagleetal.1990). The following four sub-sections outline

the relat ion between the ambient sound spectrum and wi lid speed.

Ambient sound levels at all frequencies are more closely correlated to changes

ill SS L below 10 kHz than they are to the measured wind speed. Accordingly.

the corrected wind speed estimate obtailied using the mean result from frequencies

between L and lOkHzu singEq uation4 .19i s usedto measure the changein spc-etral

slope. For reference, the approximate SSL , are included in the plots.

4.4 .1 Critical Wind Speed

The critical wind speed is the frequency dependent threshold for which sound levels

decrease with increasing wind speed. This decrease in SS L for wind speeds greater

than to m s- I is seen as an inflection point in the scatte r plot oftheSSL versus

the SSL, . The magnit ude of SS L, at which the maxim um wind-only SS L, occurs

represents the max imu m wind speed which can be estimated by SS L,. Figure 4.12



shows sample scatt er plots for f = 35 kHz for the 1996-60 dat a set . The inflect ion

point. corresponding to the maximum 55L f , is indicated by the vert ical solid line.

Figure ~ .1 2 : Scatt er plots of 55 L", as a function of 55L . (wind speed) for the
1996-60 data set The 55L . which occurs at the peak 55L f value is marked by the
vert ica l line.

To determine the critical wind speed. only 'wind-only' spectra were used to

eliminate spectral conta mination from precipitation. The mean 55L . correspond

ing to 55 L, values within 1.5 dB of the maximum 55 L, were converted to wind

speed using Equation ~.19 . For reference. the mean wind speeds measured by the

anemometer were also determined . Figure ~.13 shows plots of the critical wind speeds

as a function of frequency, for each frequency above BkHz, for both 1996-60(a),and

199; (b). Plotted with these figures is Equati on 2.6~ (solid blue line). The wind

speed est imates from the maximum 55L . are in blue x, while the measured wind

speed are in red circles. These figures demonstr ate that Equat ion 2.&1is inaccurate

for frequencies above 10 kHz using the present ambient sound data . The critical

wind speed approaches a consta nt valu e for frequencies greater than 20 kHz. For

frequencies from B to 15 kHz Equation 2.&1is broadly consistent with the present

data . while a second linear relation for frequencies from 10 to 20 kHz is demonstr ated

hy the deviat ion of the present data from the solid line in Figure -l.Lda. Vagle etal.
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Figure 4.13: The critical wind speed as a function of frequency for the ensembles
from thea) 1996-60 and b) 1997 dat a sets. Included in botb plots is Equation 2.64
reprinted fromVagleetal. (1990) as the solid line.

(1990) could not explicit ly note this behaviour, as their measurements of SSL ex

tended to only 25 kHz. However, their value for the maximum wind speed at. 25

kHz did not fall on the linear relation exhibit ed by the lower frequencies and would

appear to be consistent with the present result .

4.4.2 Spectral Slope From 1 to 10 kHz (Region I)

For wind-only ambientsound,a -19 dB/ decade slope isas sumed to characterize the

spectrum. To investigate if th is consta ru spectral slope is mainta ined for all wind

speeds, the spectral slope from 1 to 10 kHz is plotted against the corrected wind

speed estimate using Equation 4.19 and the equivalent SSL , in Figure 4.14 for the

1996-10 (a) , 1996-60 (b), and 1997 (c) dat a sets .

In all the data sets, the spectral slope varies from-17to-20dB/d ecade with

wind speed. The scatter in the plots comes from the uncertaint y in estima ting the
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spectra l slope. FromChapter 3,theuncert ainty inthe spectralslope inthisregion

for the 1996-60 dat a set is ±0.28 dB/d ecade, for 1996-10is ±0 .56d B/d ecade, andfor

199. is ± 0.93 dB/d ecade. The decrease in the uncertainty in spectral slope between

1996-60 and 1996-10 is a result of time averaging, and is illustr ated by compar ing

Figures -l.l -la to b: there is a substa ntial reduction in scatte r in b.

The mean spectral slope of the wind-only data points in Region I is -18.77 ±

0..j 6. - 18.89 ±0 .28and-18.1O±0 .93dB/d ecadeforthe 1996-10, 1996-60 and 199.

data sets . These values are equivalent within uncertain ty. The spect ral slope of

Region I has a characteristic mean spect ral slope of -1 8.6 ± 004. However. there

is a wind speed dependent decrease in the spectral slope in each dataset. This is

quanti fied by a slope (rn) and intercept (b) dete rmined using linear regression for

wind-only data points (see Figur es Ll-l a to c]. For comparison. t hese thr ee lines are

plott ed along with errors specified by the uncertainty in slope (rn) and intercept (b)

given by

( ~ . 20)

where R is the range of wind speeds, 15m and dbare the uncertainty in the slope and

intercept determin ed by regression in Figure ~.1 5 . The slope, intercept , 15m and db

values are given in Table 4.3

In 199. , the data shows more scatt er for wind speeds less than 6 rn .-Ithan

docs the data for either 1996 data set (compar e Ftgures L t-t a to c). To get a linear

relat ion which matched the relat ion for the 1996-10 and 1996-60 data based on visual

inspectio n of the dat a plott ed in Figure -l.l-lc. wind speeds less tb an 6 rn .-1 were

excluded for the 199i data. while only wind speeds lcssthan 3rn . -' were excluded

for the two da ta sets from 1996.
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Figure 4.15: Therelatio no r thes pectra ls lope in Region lto thewi nd speed estimates
from Equatio n 4.19. The approximate SSLa is included as a reference and was
determined using an inverse method from Equatio n 4.19.

IIdeployment I m 10m I b lOb II
1996-10 -0.150.01 -17.43 0.06
1996-60 -0.130.02 -17.690.15

1997 ' -0.190.13 -16.10 0.29

Table 4.3: The slope (m) and intercept (b) relati ng the spectra l slope or Region
I to wind speed estima tes from Equation 4.19 using wind-only data points. The
uncertainty in the slope (om)and intercept (Ob) are included. tw henes timatedwind
speeds greater than d m s"! are used. , when est imated wind speeds greater than 6
m s- 1ar eused.



4.4.3 Spectral Slope From 10 to 35 kHz (Region II)

The spec tra l slope from 10 to 35 kHz can be sorted into thr ee dist inct wind speed

ranges when plotted a, a function of the wind speed estimate . These thr oe wind

speed ranges are: i) less th an 3 ms- I ; ii) between 3 and lO m s- l ; iii ) grea ter tha n

10 Tn 8 - 1 . Th e spect ral slope of Region II is plott ed as a funct ion of estima ted wind

speed in Figure 4.16. The clustered data points greater than 48 dB but less than

58 dB are data points where Nystuen's algori thm detects precipitat ion and which

match the \\":\[0 (see Cha pter 5). These points are excluded from the mean spectra l

slopes and the empirical fits of spect ral slope to wind speed io order to exclude any

contaminat ion from the precipitat ion domina ted spectra.



Figure 4.16: Th e relat ion of th e spect ral slope in Region II to t he SS L. for the a)
1996-10, b) 1996-60 and c) 1997ambientsollnd levels. T he empirical fit is shown by
t he red solid line.



It has already been discussed that there is littl e correlation ofarnbi entsound

to wind speeds less than d m s", so the lirst wind speed range will not be quanti-

lied. The relation for the remaining wind speed ranges are dete rmined using linear

regression as was Region I. As such, the uncerta inty in the relati ons for th is Region

are also given by Equati on 4.20.

The slopes (m) and intercepts (b) for the relation of the spectra l slope of

Region II with wind speeds between 3 and 10 m S - l are given in Table 4.4. By

deployment m lim
1996-10 -0.i 6 0.02 -LO.8i
1996-60 ·0.84 0.04 -10.52

199i -0.83 0.08 -11.46 0.65

Tahle4 .4: Thes lope(m) and intercept (b) relating the spectral slope of Region II to
the wind speed esti mate using Equat ion 4.19 for wind speedsg reater than Hl ms t " .

The uncertainty in slope and intercept (O'm and ej ) are included.

visual inspection of Figure 4.16 th is relation looks similar to tha t for all wind speeds

of Region I. From Chapter 3, the uncerta inty in the spectra l slope of th is Region is

0.i3 , 0.39, U5dS/decade for the 1996-10, 1996-60 and 199idata sets respectively.

The mean spectra l slope for 1996-10, 1996-60and 199i are -1 6.86 ±O.i 3. -li.05±

0.39and - 18.LO± 1.15 respectively. While these mean values are equivalent within

uncerta inty for this region, only the mean slope of Region II for 1996-60 and 199i

are equivalent to the mean slopes of Region I within the estimated uncert ainty. Th e

spectral slope of Region II is character ised by a mean spectral slopeo f - li.3 ± 0.5

for wind speeds less than 10 m S- I . This mean spectral slope is different from that

of Region I for all wind speeds.

The slopes (m) and intercepts (b) for the relation of the spect raI slope of Region



II to wind speeds grea ter th an lOms- 1 are given in Table 4.5. By visual inspection

of Figure 4.16 thi s relati on is not similar to Region!. Consistent with Farm er and

Lemon (1984), th ere is a decrease in spectra l slope correspondin gto a reduction in

SS L for frequencies between 10 and 35 kHz for wind speeds greate r than 10 m s:" .

IIdeployment I m I <5m I b I <56 II
1996-10 -1.i 9 0.02 0.29 0.26
1996-60 -1.i 8 0.06 -0.60 0.69

199i -2.30 0.2i 3.22 2.92

Table 4.5: Th e slope (m) and intercept (b) relatin g the spectral slope of Region lIto
the wind speed esti mate using Equat ion 4.19 for wind speeds grea terthanlO m s- l .

The uncert aint y in slope and intercept (am and (6) are included.

T he relat ions for both wind speed ranges in this Region are plott ed in Figure

4.1i for the 1996-10 (blue solid line), 1996-60 (red dashed line) and 199i (green

dash dot line) dat a sets . Th e uncert ain ty given by Equat ion 4.20 is shown by the

error bars. Based on visual inspecti on, the relation s describin g the spectr al slope of

Ir~I · · ·
!~::~

~==::;h===~;:====;;;;;===~==~

Figure4.1 i: The relat ion of the spectra l slope in Region II to thew ind speed est imale
from Equat ion 4.19.

Region II is equivalent when compar ing the dat a from 1996 10 the data from 199i .



4.4.4 Spectral Slope From 35 to 72 kHz (Region III)

Ambient sound at frequencies above 35 kHz is not wellstudied . Scrimger et al. (1987)

did make mention of the rain signal extending to 50 kHz. Crick (1967), cited ill

Burdic ( 1 98~), postulates that the ambient sound signal at frequencies above 50 kHz

is dominated by thermal noise. Figure ~.18 shows a scatt er plot of the slope of Region

III where a distinct wind speed dependent relation is demonstrated . The clustered

data points with spectral slopes less than -20 dB/d ecade are dat a points where

the Slope algorithm detects precipita t ion and which mat ch the \V~IO (see Chapt er

.5). These points are excluded from the mean spectral slopes and the empiricalfits

of spect ral slope to wind speed in order to exclude any contamination from the

precipitation dominat ed spectra . The relation of spectr al slope to wind speed in this

Region is determined by fitting a third order polynomial to the data . A polynomial

for each dataset is shown by the red line in Figures ~.18a to c. These polynomials

are described by the coefficients given in Table Ld and are cornpared in Figure~.19 .

II Deployment I ! b I I d II
1996-10 -0.03 ± 0.0003 1.13 ± 0.01 -15.11 ± 0.10 ~2.26 ± 0.30
1996-60 -0.03±0.0009 1.20±0.03 -15 .67±0.24 47A3±0.70

1997 -0.06 ± 0.0056 2.00 ± 0.12 -21.76 ± 0.78 56.41 ± 1.52

Table ~.6 : The coefficients of the polynomial ax" +bx z + cx + d relating the spectral
slope of Region III to wind speed estimate from Equation 4.19.

Here. the error bars are determined by the uncertaint y in the spectral slope of this

Region. These values were determined in Chapter 3 to be: ± 1.45, 1.19 and 1.80

dB/d ecade for the 1996-10, 1996-60 and 1997 data sets. The wind estimates only

extend to 15 m s- 1 for the 1997 dat a. This places an upper bound on the accuracy of
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Figure 4.18: Th e relati on of the spect ral slope in Region III to the estimated wind
speed using Equation 4.19 for the a) 1996-10, b) 1996-60 and c) 1997 ambient sound
levels. Th e empirical fit is shown by the red solid line.



the polynomial descrihing the wind-speed-spect ral-slope relation. For wind speeds

Figure 4.19: Th e relati on of the spectra l slope in Region II! to the wind speed
est imated from Equat ion 4.19 for the a) 1996-10, b) 1996-60 and c) 1997 ambient
sound levels.

between 9 and 13 ms-1 these polynomials are identical within uncertainty. T here

is no similarity with the spect ral behaviour in this Region to either Region I orI!.

The difference in behaviourbetween Region I! and Region II! may be relat ed to the

increase in bubbl e product ion of capillary-gravity waves in winds peeds greate r than

15 ms-1 noted by Kolaini et al. (1994). At th ese frequencies, or for bubbl es tha t

are of small enough radiu s, there is not the same atte nuation at high wind speeds as

there is for bubblesco rrespondingto frequenciesfrolll1 0t035 kJlz. At bubble sizes

corresponding to frequencies greate r than 35 kIIz there is either less sound being

generate d at the lower wind speeds (5 to 15 ms-I) , or there is atte nuat ion from

a resident bubbl e layer which forms at lower wind speeds than the resident bubbl e

layer predicted by Fanner and Lemon (1984). Th ere might also be a sat ura tio n point

for the bubbl e layer at wind speeds of1 0 ms-I . For wind speeds grea ter than IO

ms- 1 perhaps th e bubbl e sources are mixed below the resident acoust ic absorbing

bubbl e layer.



4.5 Conclusions

It has been shown that the SSL for frequencies from I to 10 kHz shifted to a

reference frequency of 8 kHz provide accurate wind estimates using the wind-speed-

from-ambient-soundequat ions of Evans and Watt s (1982) and Vagle et al, (1990).

Determining individual relation s for each frequency (from I to 10 kHz) results in

smaller varia tio n in the error of the wind speed estimate when compared to Evans'

and Vagle's equations. All thr ee equations produce a mean error in the wind speed

estimate in this frequency range of approximately I m ~-I . The variance in the

wind speed estimate for this frequency range depends on the sampling rate. the

spatia l averaging of the ambient sound field and time averaging of the ambient sound

The three wind-speed-from-ambient-sounde quationsca n be arran ged in order

of decreasing a{U, ) (or increasing accuracy): Vagle's equation. Evans' equation.

Equation ~ .5 . The mean a(U, ) for frequencies from I to 10 kHz and each dat a set

are approximately 3, 2.:land 1.8 m s- I for Vagle's equation, Evans' equat ion and

Equati on ~ .5.

Ing eneral ,E quation4 .5showshalfthea{U,)that Vagle'sequ at ion does,whil e

Evans' equation is approximately midway between the two. The th ree dat a sets can

be arranged in order of decreasing meana{U, ) (or increasing accuracy): 1996-10,

1997.1996-60. The mean a{U,) of Equation ~ .5 for each data set for frequencies

from I tolO kHzis on orderof 2.1, 2.0,1. 5m s- 1 forthel996-IO,1997 ,and 1996-60

da ta sets. These values represent the accuracy with which the wind speed can be

determined for the samplin g rate s and spat ial averaging of each da ta set.

Spectral averagingreducesthea{U,) for the wind speed estimates from each



of the equations. The var iance in the error is reduced the most forVagl e's equat ion.

andshowsa frequency dependence for this reduction. Spectra laveraging does not

improve the estimate from SSLLQ as much as it does the SSL, . This result is

consistent with the amountofnncertaint y in SSL recorded by the hydrophone (see

Figure Lfi]. The reduction in the estimate variance using Evans' equation is similar

to Vagle's. Averaging of the wind speed estimates using Equat ion ~ .5 result s in

approximately consta nt variance reduction. Only the 1997 dat a are improved by the

spectra l averaging, where the <1(U,) is reduced by approximately OA m 5- 1.

Time averaging is more effective than is spectra l averaging in reducing the

<1(['.). The <1(U,)is 0.8 rns- I less for est imates from Equation ~ . 5 using the data

from 1996-60 than when the data from 1996-10 is used. Averaging 17 ensembles

reduces the varia nce in the error more than when 64 frequency bins are averaged

together.

The /l (U, ) is removed by adjustin g Equati on ~.5 by a correction factor, re

suiting in a wind speed-from-ambient-sound-equati on of the form of Equation LHl .

Wind speed est imat esu singthis equat ionresultin/l and<1(U,)valnes listed in Table

Table ~ .7: The /l( U,) and <1(U,)when the SSLr=ro is used in Equations ~ .3 and ~A.

ami the mean wind speed estimate using SSL1 to SSLIO from Equat ion 4.5. Result s
for 1996-10. 1996-60 and 1997 are listed .

These results show that the wind speed can be estimated to an accuracy of:

2.0rns- 1 whenthedatais collected every70seconds and averaged intoIOminute



ensembles. with the hydrophon e at a depth of 250 m; 1.6 m s- 1 when the da ta is

collected every 2~ minut es and averaged into i2 minut e ensembles, with the hy

drophoneat a dep th of 100 m; 1.3 ms - 1 when thedata is collectede\'eryiO seconds

and averaged into 60 minut e ensembles, with the hydroph one at a depth of 250 m.

T hese result s are not expected, The ambient sound was collected less fre-

qucnt ly, had less spatial averaging and fewer ensemble averages in 199i than in

1996-10, yet th e variance in the error in the wind speed estimate was less in 199i

than in 1996-10, This may reflect a t ime scale limit of between 10 and £>0 minut es

for which the ambient sound levels adjus t with the wind speed,

Estimates of wind speed using frequencies between 10 and 35 kHz st ill provide

reasonable wind speed estimates (see Figure ~A) , It has been shown however. th at

at these frequencies there is a maximum wind speed which can be measured . .-\.s

a resul t. quoting a Il and a(U,) for result s where the dist ributi on of wind speeds

includes values greater than IOms- 1 is not represent at ive of the est imate accuracy

at these frequencies.

T he sca tte r plot of SSL versus SSL. has an inOect ion point . Thi s inflection

point mar ks t hat wind speed at which ther e is a decline in SS L with increasing wind

speed. This wind speed is Ifl m s" ! for frequencies great er than 20 kHz, and follows

Equat ion 2.6~ for frequencies from 8 to 15 kHz. Th is maximum wind speed means

that the wind-speed-from- ambient-soundequat ion is bi-valued .

..I.conseque nce of the criti cal wind speed is that th e spect ral slope of th e

ambiemsoundspect rum is frequency dependent over therange of l toi2 kHz. The

spect rum is divided into three Regions based on the relati on of spectra l slope and

wind speed. Region I (I to 10kH z) has a constant spect ral slope of approximate ly



-18 dB/d ecade. Th is slope varies by 4 dB/dec ade over a wind speed range oFO to

20 m s · ' . Region II (10 to 35 kHz) has two wind speed ranges. For wind speeds

lcss rhan tu m s" the spectral slope is approximately-17 dB/ decade and varies by

4dB /d ecadeove r Oto lO ms · 1• For wind speeds greater than IOm s· 1 the spectral

slope dramatica lly decreases changing by 15 dB/ decade From10 to 20 m S·l . Region

III (3.5 to i 2 kHz) is unlike either Region IorII. The spectral slope decreases by 30

dB/d ecade over wind speeds From 0 to 8 m s· 1
• Between 8 and 13 m s · 1 the spectra l

slope of th is region is approximat ely consta nt at-20 dB/ decade. and then increases

ie, the wind speed increases.

The results presented here support the sound model used in Chapt er 3 to set

t he SS L to a reference level independent of location and hydrophone depth . First .

the Fact that there is no Frequency dependent mean error ill the wind speed estimate

For frequencies between I and 10 kHz. Second, the critica l wind speed is identical

when determined using the 1996-60 and 1997 data . Finally, the spectral behaviour

with winds peed determined using each oFthe three da ta sets is identical.



Chapter 5

Rain Detection

5.1 Introduction

....characterist ic sound is generated when drops ofwat er stri ket he ocean surface. It is

throughthischarac teristicso und that precipitat ionca n be identifieda ndthe rainfall

rate estimated . Early st udies determined t hat this sound was generated by the initial

illlpactof the dropo nthes urfacean d thesu bsequente rra tice ntra iJllllentof bubhles.

It was also tho ught that sound levels were proport ional to the raindrop diameter

and the impact velocity of the drop (Franz 1959). Experiments have confirmed

that the sound levels are proport ional to drop size and impact velocity and are

dependent on the entrainment of bubbles ( ~Iedwinetal. 1992; Oguzand Prosperetti

1992:Pumphrey et al.1989).While controlled experimentshaveexpanded from the

st udy of single falling drops to a spect rum of drops simulating rainfall ,cu rrentfi eld

st udies of ambient sound generated by rainfall over the ocean have been limited in

durat ion. bandwidth of recorded sound, location , or have been laborat ory controlled

precipita tion measurements (Scrimger et al. 198i ; Nystuen and Selsor 199i). Of

these pre,·ious works,ScrimgeretaI.'s (198i ) study includes the Iargest frequency

range.extending frolll l00 Hz t0 50 kHz but is unfortunately limitedtoa winds peed



rangeof l t05ms- I , Despit e th e exist ing desc riptio n of the ambie nt soun d spec tra

gene rated by falling dro ps an d furth er work describin g the effects of wind speed on

the am bient spect ra (Nystuen 1986), qu antifi cat ion of the sam pling rat e necessary

to identi fy precipitat ion is still requ ired . In ad dit ion, it is still unclear how accurat e

precip itat ion ident ification would be given contin uous sampling for varying rainfall

T he present da ta set is un ique in th e dur a t ion , frequency ran ge, and wind

spee ds of obse rvations , For bot h the 1996 and 199i deployment , met eorological

act ivi ty was recorded visually a t OWS Mike following World Meteorological Or-

ganiza t ion (W~[O) protocol. In 199i , au tom ated precipitat ion obse rva t ions were

ava ilab le from an Optica l Rai n Ga uge (O RG) . Th e ORG det ermines the rai nfall rate

by observing the scintillatio ns caused by d rops passing th rough its LASER beam .

This L \,SER beam is emitte d a t one end of the ORGs samp ling area and observed

by the ORG at the othe r. Rain d rops passi ng th rough the beam block or al ter the

inte nsity of the LASER before it reaches the receiver, by a process similar to theli ght

from stars passing t hrough the a tmosp here . Th ese scint illations are cha rac teris t ic of

spe cific rain fall ra tes .

To begi n th is cha pte r, th e WMO preci pitat ion records from 199; are compa red

to the ORG data . For th is comparison to be valid , it must first be det ermined if

t he two reference records are dep endent . Th is hypoth esis is test ed using a 2x2

continge ncy tabl e and ax2 hypo thesis test (see App end ix C) .

T he \V~[O data is a lso reclassified into eight sub-ca tego ries descr ibing the

type of precipita t ion which occurred in the obse rvat ion hour . Th e new class ificat ion

makesstatis tica l compari sonsofsuccessfulacoust ic iden tification possible. Both the



W~IO system and the new classification system (WMO sub-categories ) are presented

in Appendix D. Comparisons are then made between the hourly averaged ORC

ol"en·at ionsand the W~IOsub-categories.as wellas totheacoustic identificat ions .

Finally two precipitation-identification-from-ambient-sounda Igorithm s (PIAs)

art ' compared. One algorit hm ident ifies the charaeteristic peak between 10 and

20 kHz (LemonetaI. 1984; Nystuen 1986) ,whi eh shallbec alled the Nystuen Algo

rithm (NA). The other is developed in t his chapt er and makes use of the slope of

the high frequency side of the peak report ed byS crimger et al. (198i) and is called

theS lope .-\lgorit hm( SA).

The performance of both algorithms is compared to the W~[O observations.

because th is data is available for both da ta sets . Where possible, quanti fication of

rainfall rates and minut es of rain fall over the interval are presented using the ORC

data . The effectiveness of both algorit hms will be explored for various sampling

intervals, precipit at ion types and wind eondit ions.

5.2 Effects of Sampling Rates

Data acquisit ion param eters were different between the 1996and 199ideployments.

In 1996 the hydrophone was set to sample for 100 ms three t imes every 3.5 minut es,

while in 1997 the hydrophone was set to sample for 100 ms three times every i2

minutes. Th is difference is significant considering the time scale for changes in pre

cipita tion. lf there is no precipitat ionduring one of the three lOO ms samples, then

no precipitat ion can be detected. Fora precipitati on eventthatis not conrinuous

Q\'crthee nsemblc length,therei safinite ehanceo f not detecting the precipita tion .

The probability of detect ing intermit tent precipitation when theintervalis sampled



only once is given by

(5.1)

where i is the number of minut es of precipitati on in N minut es. Th e probability

changes when the interval is sampled more th an once: for m samples the probability

of detecting intermitt ent precipitat ion is given by

_ _ ( (;V- m)! (;V- i)!)
p(m) - 1 (N _ m _ il! .V! . (.;.2)

Xlcre specifically, Equat ion 5.2 is the probabilit y of detecting at least one minute of

raino11tof:\ min11tes of recordedambient sound, and is determined bysimplifying

the approp riate hypergeornet ric distri bution.

The sampling time also affects how the ambient sound data will be compared

to the meteorological dat a. TheW~lO data isrecorded everyhour and reflective of

the events in the past hour , while the ORG dat a is recorded every minut e. For th e

1996 ambient sound dat a. the 3.5 minute ensembles can be averaged into one hour

ensembles and compared to the W~lO dat a . Th e disadvant age of th is ap proach is

that it averages out isolated precipit ation signa ls occurring in one 0 f th e averaged

ensembles and may result ina missed ident ificat iooofpreci pita tion for that hour

(referred to as a loss in Sensit ivity, see §5A .3). For futur e reference this processing

will he referred to as the 1996-60 dat a set (as defined in Chapt er 3).

Since 10 minute wind speed da ta exists for 1996, the3 .5 minute amhient sound

data has been averaged into Hl minut e inte rva ls for comparison to theanemometer

da ta. The ambient sound spect ra from th is shorter averaging inte rva l will also be

compa red to the W~(O precipitatio n observations to examine the effects th at aver-

aging has on the acoustic signal dominat ed by precipitation. This app roach will be



For the 1997 da ta set , ambient sound was samp led 3 ti mes every i2 minutes

and averaged to give t he recorded ensem ble. As a resul t , t he i2 minute ensemb le is

composed of 2 spec tra from one hou r , an d ano t her from an ad jacent hour. Ambient

sound identi ficat ions arecompared to W~[O observat ions corresponding to the hour

in which two of the t hr ee amb ient sound spectra in the ensemb le occur . For the

times when th e a mbient sound record ing is exactly in bet ween two W~IO readings .

the data ar e ignored .

Comparisons to the ORG data are straig htforwa rd because the ORG recorded

rai nfa ll rat es every minute. From thes e ra infall ra tes the mean rai nfall rate for any

longer int erva l ca n be calcu lated . An interval will be conside red to have contai ned

precip itati on . as determ ined by theORG,ifany one minu te in that interval contained

a rain fall rate greater t han or equal to 0.1 mm hr- 1(the minimum resolu t ion of the

ORG) .

5.3 The Different Precipitation Records

Recorded eve ry minute, t he ORG rainfall dat a represent the most comprehensive

reference for compar ison with t he ambie nt sound spec tra. .-\ compa rison between

the W~[O a nd ORG data is presented to allow a consiste nt comparison between

1997 dat a (with bot h WMO and ORG observations) and the 1996 data where the

ambie nt sound da ta was sam pled more frequ ent ly, but for which no O RG data is



5.3.1 Statistical Comparison

Do these two standard methods of ide nti fying periods of precipit a tion differ statis

ticall y"! To answer th is quest ion , t he precipi ta tion data from the O RG data and

\\"~[O observa tions are sum marized in a 2x2 contingency ta ble (Ta ble 5.1).

ORC

WMO I ~~ec~~~~~:~:t ion IfirPitation I~~~reciPitation I

Tab le 5.1: Cont ingency tabl e for O RG record of precipita tio n to th e W~ (O record
of precipi tati on.

Precipitation column und er th e OR C headi ng ide nt ifies th e elements in t he data for

which th e O RG ind ica ted pr ecip ita t ion . Th e rows di vide th e ORC Precipitation

r1ata i nto elelllents whenthe W~IOobsef\-at ionssimu ltaneously indicated precipita-

t ion. a nd t hose when the WM O observa t ions d id no t ind icat e precipit ati on . Th e No

Precipita tion column div ides th e eleme nts of the da ta when the O RG dat a did not

ind ica te precipit ation . and when th e W~[O observa tio n d ist inguishes elements as

precipi tat ion and no precipitation . Th e ORG dat a an d the W~[O dat a provide Ole-

tcorological informa tion for 2166 hour s, dur ing which ambie nt so undwasrecord ed

for 1129 hon rs. Over these 2166honrs , the two ins tr ume nts simulta neously ind i-

ca ted t here had been precipita t ion dur ing 632 honrs and no precipita l ion du ring

1016 hours . One inst rn me nt ind ica ted precipit ati on while tb e ot herdid not dur ing

518 hours . To test whet her t hese two me thods of re po rti ng precipit at ion are sta tist i-

{·a lly dependent . tbe nnll byp ot hesis t ha t the result s from the O RG a re independent

of t he results from the WMO is ass umed . L'sing a .x2 test (see App endix C) for the



values in Tab le 5.1 results in ,2= 622.6. Thi s value is grea ter than the rejection

criteria using a 95% confidence of v? = 3.84, so the null hypoth esis is rejected. T he

two stand a rds are stat istica lly dependent.

Ino rder to quanti fythisdependence,acomparisonpara meterisdefinedby

(5.3)

where m, is the number of times the W~IO record and the aRC data simultane-

ously indicate precipitatio n, and r is the number of precipit ati on events the W~[O

obser vatio ns or the aRC data indicate in total. For the W~IO observations 7- is

62'1c. and for the a RC da ta 7- is 83%.

It is also useful to consider how often the two methods agree on the presence

and absence of precipita tion . Consider

m,.+ m nr
- N- (5.4)

where m nr is the number of times the two records simultaneousl y indicated there

was no precipitatio n, and ~ is the tota l number of samples in the data set . Using

this compar ison, of the 2166 intervals exam ined, these two methods of report ing

precipitation match i 6% of the time.

The difference in comparison percentages is a consequence of t he fact that there

are more non-precipita tion events in the observations than precipitatio n events , This

weight ing creates a larger number of mat ches when considering non precipita tion

events . A cont ributi ng factor that limits agreement to a i 6% match is the sampling

area difference between the two methods of reporti ng precipita tion. And. the sam-

piing area of the hydrophone is different tha n the sampling radi us of bot h the Wvlf)

visual record and the a RC measurements. The hydrophone samp les an area at the



surface approximated by a circle of radius equal to the depth of the hydrophone,

whereas the W:\IO entries are limited by the distance to the visual horizon, and

the ORG measures a 50~ X 76 mm' area. Although the ORG measures rainfall

at what is effectively one point in space, it averages data over a longer interval.

Precipitation is expected to occur on length scales of approximately hundreds of

meters so, like the anemometer, over long time intervals, the ORG represents pre

cipita tion measurements over a spatial scale larger than the listening radius of the

hydrophone (see Appendix F). The W:\[O sampling area is also much larger than

the hydrophone's listen ing area, so in reality the ambient sound da ta isc orrelated to

something on a spat ial scale smaller than either the "~[O observat ions or the ORG

observat ions. Given the less than 100% agreement between t he ORG and the W~IO

ohserntt ions the probability of detecting precipita tionacous tically cannot bebetter

than the agreement between the W:\IO and the ORG, that is 76%.

5.3.2 A Simplified WMO Precipitation Classification Sys
tem

The ":\1 0 weather observation sta ndard consists of 100 different entries correspond-

ing to thec urrent meteorologicalc ondit ions,i ncluding condit ions as common as fog

and as exotic as sand storms. Many of the entries are similar in natur e but a re dis

tinct depending on specific deta ils. For example, whether the ent ry had occurred in

the past hour or at the time of observation. Based on these similarit ies, the entries

have been reclassified into eight sub-categories as follows: no precipitati on of any

type present (0); ' Intermittent Drizzle' (1); 'Continuous Drizzle' (2); ' Intermit tent

Rain' (3); 'Continuous Rain' ( ~ ) ; 'Showers' (5); 'Solid Precipita t ion' (hail, snow.

freezing rain etc.)(6): and 'Unclassified' (9). The unclassified sub-category contains



elements which do not fall into the six main precipitation categories (1-6). The

actual W~[Odescriptionsandthesub-categoriesinwhich they are reorganized are

included in Appendix D.

[n orderto gi\'equantitativeparameterstothequalitativeW~[o sub-categories ,

th e mean rainfall rat e and the duration of precipitation over the hour as given by

th e ORC data are shown for each W),IO sub-cat egory in Table 5.2.

Minutes of Precipitation
Intermitt ent Drizzle 13 hours O.lOmmhr- 15minutes/hr
Cont inuous Drizzle 18 hours 0.13rnmhr- liminutes/hr
Intermittent Rain 3ihours 0.36mmhr- 2iminutes/hr
Cont inuous Rain IHhours 0.55mmhr- 38111inutes/hr

Showers 9~ hours IAimmhr 15minutes/hr
Solid 186 hours 1.66mmhr- 19minutes/hr

Unclassified 13ihours 0.3immhr- 12minntes/hr

Table 5.2: Rainfall rat es and frequency of precipitati on over hour intervals, corre
spond ing to the W~[O sub-categories for the 199idatameteorologicaldata.

The dat a from this table are also represented graphi cally by the histograms shown

in FigureD.I and FigureD.2. As an example of these histograms , the distribution

of minut es of precipitation per hour for 'Intermittent' (a) and 'Cont inuous Rain ' (b)

are shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.lb shows that there is the highest probability of

precipit ationovertheentirehourcomparedtoanyotherduration for the 'Continu

ous Rain' sub-category, as noted by the approximately 1:9 ratio of any durati on to

the 60 minute duration . This ratio is between 1:5 and 3:5 for 'Intermittent Rain '

and distin guishes the intermittent category from the continuous category (Figure

.J. la ). From Table 5.2, there is a larger mean rainfall rat e for the 'Rain' categories

th an for the 'Drizzle' categories and a larger mean number of minut es of precipita

tion observed during intervals identified as 'Continuous' rath er than 'Intermit tent '



Figure ~ " l: Histogram of minutes of rain for \V~ [O sub-categories a) "Intermitt ent
Rain" and b) "Continuous Rain.'

precipitat ion" The "Shower' category describes precipitation events that have mea

snrab le rainfall during 15 minutes of every honr. and correspond to a rainfall rat e of

The ' Unclassified' precipitati on describes intermit tent precipitat ion with a

rainfall rateofO.3i mm hr :" , Thisrainfall rate isident ical tothat for ' lntermitten t

Rain.' but the minutes of rain during an hour are less than those for ' Intermit-

teot Drizzle.' For classifying the performance of the identification algorithms. th is

category will be treated as an intermittent cat egory.

'Solid' precipitat ion generates a dist inct acoust ic signal from wind-only or liq-

uidp recipitationeve nts( Scrimgere taI. 1987). ltisunclear if the rateo f precipitat ion

for th is catego ry has an effect on the chance of detection . and is only included fora

cursory comparison.



5.3.3 Precipitation Distribution for 1996 and 1997

To illustrat e the different precipitation patterns between thetwo deployments, Figure 5.2

shows the breakdown of precipitation events by WMO sub-category for the two de-

ployrnent s.

Figure 5.2: Histogram of the number of occurrences in each W~IO sub-category.
for thea) 1997 deployment and b) 1996 hourly deployment . The categories are: O.
' :\ 0 Precipitation '; 1, 'Int ennittentDrizzle' ;2 , 'ContinuousDrizzle';3 , 'Intermittent
Rain': 4. 'Continuous Rain' ; 5, 'Showers'; 6, 'Solid Precipitation ': 9. 'Unclassified ' .

The main distin ction between deployments is the frequent occurrence of ' Intermitt ent

Drizzle' (category I) in 1996 (Figure5.2b)compared to 1997(Figure 5.2a). These

frequencies are quantified later in Table 5.9

Equat ion 5.2 gives the probability of detecting intermitt ent precipitat ion if

the sound levels are sampled n times over a sample interval. From the ORG data ,

ing this distribution of precipitation , the probability ofdetectingprecipitati on can

be determined for the specific temporal distribution of precipitation in 1997. The

overall probability for detecting precipitat ion can be calculated from the sum of the



probabilities of detecting an interval with i minutes of precipitation, sampled for

m minutes over that interval. By modifying Equati on 5.2 to include the number

of intervals with i minutes of precipitation the probability of deteetin gintermittent

precipitation as a function of the number of samples taken is given by

_ ((N - m) ! (N ,- ill) H( i)
p(m)-I- (N-m-il!-:i! ~. (5.5)

where H (i ) is the number of observation s with i minut es of rain and N = 72 is the

length of the interval. The resulting probabilit y as a function of samples per interval

is plot ted in Figure 5.3, Samplin g the 1997 data set thr ee t imes in a 72111illute

DOl .--------ri
~O' /

J::
00 10 ~o

NurnberofSarnplesTaken

Figure 5.3: The probab ility of detecting precipitati on as a function of number of
samples over a 72 minnte interval given the 1997pr ecipitationdist ribution .

interval yields a 56% chance of detecting precipit ati on, while sa mpling17timesper

72 minute interval yields an 86% chance of detecting precipitation.

.Although the distribution for the 1996 data set is unkn own. a similar proba-

bility dist ribut ion can be obta ined . Figur e 5.2 shows that th ere is more rConunu-

ous' and ' Intermit tent Drizzle' in the 1996 (b) WMO observations than in 1997 (a)

\n.lo observa tions. The distribution of WMO sub-cat egories from Figure 5.2b and



th e mi nutes of precipitation for each WMO su b-cat egory from Table 5.2 define the

d ist ribut ion of minutes of prec ipitation for 1996 as

H (i) = WJIO{j)

i={15,li,27 ,38 ,15 .19 ,12}

j={1 ,2 ,3 .4 ,5.6 ,9} .

(5.6)

(5.i)

(5.8)

j is th e set of \\'~IO sub-ca teg ories indicating precipit ation , IL\lO(j) is the numb er

of observat ions in sub-category j and i is t he number of minut es of rain for th at

sub-ca tegory from Tabl e 5.2. H (i ) is then used in Equ at ion 5.5 with .V = 60 . For

th e a mbient sound spect ra from 1996-60 , th e probability of det ecting precipit ati on

over th e 60 minut e interva l is 99% when t ha t int erva l is sa mpled 17 times.

Th e probabilities for det ecting precipitation must be adjusted to th e fact that

th e OR G and W~IO observations agreed 76% of th e time . Th e tota l probability of

det ectin g pre cipit a tion is then a comb ination of the probability from Equa tion 5.5

and th e percent agreeme nt bet ween t he ORG da ta and the W~[O observa tions (i .e..

76'lo). This is given by

P(m) = 0.76 · p(m) (5.9)

where p(m ) is given by Equation 5.5. For 1996-60 the modified chance of det ect ing

prec ipita t ion is 75% and for 1997 is 43%.

5.4 Precipitation Identification Algorithms (PIAs)

A sa m ple precipitation spect ru m is shown in Figur e 5.4. In tbis figur e th e const ant

wind-only slope of - 19 d B/ decade has been removed to reduce the dynamic ran ge



of the spect rum. Noise in the spectrum is seen as various 2 dB peaks in the red

dashed line. The blue solid line shows the spectrum after a moving average filter 0 f

Figure 5.4: Individual spectrum from 1997 data set. The red dashed line is the
raw spectra and the blue solid line is the smooth ed spectrum. The wind speed
correspondingto thee nsemblew as 5.1 ms- 1

•

length 9 frequency bins has been applied: th is processing will be discussed later. The

spectrum (raw or smoothed) shows two distinct featur es of ambient sound generated

by precipita t ion: i) the broad peak in SSL between 10 and 25 kHz; ii) the spectral

slope in Region III (from 35 to 72 kHz) which is less than -19 dB/d ecade.

The following section describes two algorithms, each of which use one of these

two featu res to identify precipitat ion from the ambient sound spectra of the present

5.4.1 The Algorithms

5.4.1.1 The Modified Nystuen Algorithm

The Nystuen Algorithm (NA) identifies precipitation by the increased sound

level at 20 kHz relative to the sound level at 8 kHz. Smoothed spectra are used for the



:\ A because false identifications occur when noise in the spect ra cause an anomalous

separation ofSSL20 andSSL, for precipita t ion events, the sharp noise peaks in the

spectra are removed by means of a smoot hing algorithm. For points away from the

end of the spectra, an average value was computed using a moving average or variable

lengt h. The dista nce in frequency bins from 8 to 20 kHz is 30 bins. The moving

average should be designed to filter variati ons in the signal that are shorter than

half this size. Experience suggests an optimal moving average length for smoothing

is9 bins for the present data. A samp le spectrum which has been smoothed by this

moving average is shown as the red solid line in Figure 5 . ~

The :\ A works by fitting two test lines to a scatte r plot or the SS L20 versus the

SS L, from the smoothed spectra. For wind-only spectra these points should fit a

straight line. with a slope of 1 and an intercept governed by the- 19dB/ decade slope

of wind-only ambient sound . At high wind speeds (i.e., above 15 ms· l ) there is an

inflection point in the scat ter plot (Farmer and Lemon 198~) , so that an increase in

the wind speed, or increase in the SSL " causes a decrease in SSL ,o. Test lines are

used to separa te wind-only events from precipitat ion events by applying the known

spectral characte rist ics of ambient sound. specifically the linear relation of SSL to

wind speed and the inflection point in the scatt erplots ofSSL at highw ind speeds.

Scatte r plots of the smoothed spectra for the 1997, 1996-60 and 1996-10 da ta sets

are shown in Figures 5.5a, b, and c with test lines indicated in green (the drizzle

line). and red (the rain line).

.Attempts were made to automate the process of selecting the rain and drizzle

line using the est imated uncertainty in SSL ,o and SSL , . However opt imal perfor-



mance (see §5.4.3) was obtained identifying the end points of the test lines by visual

inspect ion,

For this a lgori t hm, the distinction between rain an d drizzle comes from the

differenc e in rain-drop size. Ra in (or lar ge drops) adds a significant amount of

energy to the lower frequency SS L and therefore raises the 8 kHz SS L relative to

10 kHz. ther eby flatt ening the spec t rum . Drizzle significantly raises the SSL at 10

kHz without affecting the signa l at 8 kHz. Exa mples of drizzle and rain domi nate d

ambient sound spect ra are shown in Figu re z.f rrom Chapter 2.

.-\ t hird test line, called the 'apex line ' , ca n be included if necessary to separate

the region that forms in the apex of the t ria ngle sub tended by thcDrizzle' nndRain

lin" from wind-only SSL in the scatt er plot . Physically, t he apex line is the m'Lximulll

SSL"" int ensity for wind-on ly events and is shown as t he horizontal red das hed line

in the thre e sca tt er plots of SS L," versus SSL a- The ap ex line becomes necessa ry as

scatt er in the plot length ens the radi us of curvatu re at t he inflect ion point creating

a larger area in the trian gle formed by the maxim um SS L,. , t he 'R ain Line' and the

' Drizzle Line.' T he ape x line is only needed in the 1996-10 da ta set.

II Pa ra meter I 1997! l996- l0Il996-6011

DX1.Yl 58.52.5 59.5,53.5 59.5,52
o X2.Y2 ~O ,36 ~0,35.5 ~O.35.5

R X1.Yl 58,52 59.5,53 59.5,52
R X2,Y2 65 ,~6 65,~9 65,46.5

High Seas 58 59.5 59.5
Ma.x20kHz 52 51.5 51.5

Tabl e 5.3: T he SSL in dB for the end poi nts of the test lines used bythe:'i.-\ for the
1997.1 996-60 and l996- lO dat a sets.

Test lineparametersfor l996- 1O,l996-60and l997aresh owninTable 5.3. For
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F igure 5.5: Scat te r plot of th e SSL 20 versus SSL . for a) 1997, b) 1996-60, and
c) 1996-10 da ta sets . T he precip ita tion ide nt ification Jines are shown: high seas
inflect ion point (vert ical red dashed line); maximum SSL 20 or 'a pcx Jinc' (horizonta l
dashed line); 'd rizzlc Jine' (green solid line to th e left of high seas) ; and ' rain line'
(rc<lsoJid Jine totherightof highseas) .



each data set. the test line end points as well as the maximum wind-only SSL 2• and

the SSL. at the inflection point are similar in value. All x-coordinat es (DX1 , DX2,

RXI, RX2 and High Seas) have an uncertainty equal to the uncertainty in SSL s

The y-coordinates {DY1, DY2 , RY1, RY2 and Max 20 kHz) have an uncertainty

equal to the uncertainty in SSL 2o- The uncertainty in the SSL. for the 1996-10.

1996-60. and 1997 data sets are ± 0.49,0.43,0 .62dB respectively. Comparing the

1996-60 test line points to the 1997 test line points , within the experimental un-

certai nty only DX2 and RX1 values are identical. The uncertainty in the SS L,.

for the 1996-10. 1996-60,and 1997 data sets are ±O .32. O.28 aud0.40dB. Within

the experimental uncertainty , only the D Y2 and Max 20 kHz points are identical.

Tha t these test liues cannotbeset by shift ing them by a common valueproportioual

to the expected uncertainty means that a simple automated scheme which maxi

mizes precipitat ion identification is not possible with this approach . It is, however.

encouraging that all the values are identical within twice the uncertainty in both

coordin ates (95o/cconfidence).

Whiletheargumentcanbemadethatideutifyingthetestlinesbyslope and

intercept would make comparison between deployment examples more clear , iden

tifying the test lines by physically significant sound levels serves two purposes: i).

choosing physically significant intensities of sound at specific frequencies allows for

easy identification of the meteorological events which cause thecharacteristic inten

sity features; ii), choosing the end points is easier to do from the scatte r plots.

Averaged spectra of correct (solid blue line) and incorrect (red dot dasbed

line) precipitation identifica tions made by the:-lA are shown in Figure 5.6. These

two spectra are not visibly different; there is a pronounced peak between 10 and



20 kHz in both spect ra. The mean sound spect ra for precipitat ion not identi fied

by the :"A (green dashed line) has a consta nt spect ral slope and therefore reflects

wind-only condit ions. The similarity of the missed ident ificati ons to the wind-only

spect ra indica tes that this algorithm cannot identi fy all precipita t ion,altho llghthe

exact ca use is not clear from th is data . T he simila rity of correct and incorrect

identificati ons indicates one of three possibilitie s: 1) there isa time dependent decay

of till' precipit ation generated sound so that the :"A ident ifies precipitatio n when the

\\"~IO does not : 2) this technique is sensit ive to spray and splashing which might

lead to false identification: 3} precipitat ion sound is entering th e listeni ng radius

from olltsidethesamplingareaof the \V~IO .

Th e ambient sound spectra for correct ident ifications made by the XA but

classified as drizzle (solid blue line] and rain (red dashed dot line) da differ (Figure

:;.i) . In this compa rison, the wind-only ambient sound spect ra (das hed black line)

includes only wind speeds great er than 12 m s- t in order toillllstrate the difference of

the rain sound spectr a. Th is difference is that both have similar SSLs at 8 kHz, but

the rain spect ra has elevated SSL at 20 kHz compared to the wind-only solind spect ra.

f or rain generated ambient sound there is no attenuat ion in theSSL du ring wind

speeds greater than 12 m s · 1 for frequencies from 10 to 35 kHz as noted by f armer

and Lemon (1984). The high wind speed th reshold was chosen as 12 m s• 1 and not

IOm .,·lbecause thischoicemore clearlydemonst ratesthe dist inction between the

rain and wind-only sound spectra .



Figure 5.6: The mean smoothed ambient sound spectra for successful precipitation
identifications by the NA (solid blue line), unidentified precipitation by the NA
(dashed green line}, incorrect ldentifications made by the Na (red dot dashed line)
and wind-only spectra (dotted black line} from the 1997 dataset.

Figure 5.7: The mean smoothed ambient sound spectra for drizzle identifications
made by the NA (solid blue line), rain identifications made by the NA (red dot
dashed line) and wind-only spectra for wind speeds greater than 12 ms-1 (dotted
black line) from the 1997 data set.



5.4. 1.2 The Slop e Algorithm (t he SA)

T he SA uses t he distinct spec t ral s lope from 35 to 72 kHz (Regi on III ) to d ist ingu isb

win d-o nly condi tio ns from th ose with precipi ta tion . Alth ough th e spec rra l slope over

t his frequency cha nges with wind speed (see §4.4.4), it iss t ill possible to distinguish

the slope from spec t ra generated by the wind-on ly mechani sm from t hose that were

recorded durin g precipit at ion , F'igu res 5.8a b, and c show th e sca t te r plot s of the

S SL r:IQ \"ersus the sp ectra l slop e from 35 to 72 kHz for the 1997 a nd 1996dara .

T hree lines a rc used to disti ngu ish wind-only ambi ent so und from th a t dom

ina ted by precipit a tion. Th e first line is t he ' Apex Line, wh ich is th e horizont al

line corres pond ing to th e minimum value for wind-onl y slopes in Region III. Th e

othe r two lines are ente red by choosing th eir end point s. a nd arc dis ti ngu ished in

t he sam e man ner as the ' Rain' an d ' Drizzle' lines arc for the :\A : by t he inflectio n

poin t in t he spectrum identifi ed by Fa rmer and Lem on (1984 ). To dist inguis h the

' Ra in ' an d ' Drizzle' lines between a lgori t hms, t he algorithm nam e for whic h th e line

is used sha ll accompa ny the line name (Le,, ' ;"<ystuen 's Rain line,' or th e 'Slope Rain

line') , The end point method for the test lines is used for reasons ide nt ified when

descr ib ing th e :-lA,

Th e param et ers used to cboose these test lines for the 1997 and 1996 ambient

sound dat a a re given in Table 5.4 and do not show conti nuity between dat a sets .

T he uncerta inty in the y-coordina tes is given by tb e uncer tainti es in t bes pec t ra l slope

fro1ll35 to 72 kHz fortbe 1996-10 , 1996-60 and 1997 ambi ent sound sp ectr awhich are

± 1.45, 1.l 9 and 1.80 dB/decade, resp ect ively, Th e uncert aint y in th e x-coo rd ina te

is give n by th e uncerta inty in theSSL. for the 1996-10. 1996-60 , and 1997 data se ts

which a re ± 0.49 ,0.43,0.62 d B respect ively, T he values of D l 'l , D .\2, R l 'l and
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Figure 5.8: Scatte r plot of the slope of Region III kHz versus SSL~ for the a}
1997, b) 1996-60, and c} 1996-10 da ta sets. Th e precipitati on ident ificati on lines
are shown: high seas roll over (vert ical red dashed line); minimum spectra l slope or
'a pex line' (horizonta l dashed line}: 'd rizzle line' (green solid line to the lefto f high
seas}; and ' rain line' [red solid line to the right of high seas}.



II Par ameter

DX1 ,Y1
DX2,Y2
R X1,Y1
RX2,Y2

High Seas in dB
~ lin S, in dB /d ec

11997 I 1996-lO l 1996-60 11
53.5,-23.554,-2054.5,-19

37,0 43.0 43.0
57,-23.5 59,-20 59,-19
65,- lO 65.-10 65.-9

Tahle 5.4: TheSSL in dB for the end points or t he test lines used bytheSArorthe
1997. 1996-60 and 1996- lO da tasets.

R l '2 are not within the expec ted uncer tainty in SSL when the test line end poin ts

for 1996-60 and 1997 are compared. However , t here is consiste ncy fcr t he D} "l and

R l 'l : they a re always equal to the ' ~linimnm Slope' coordi na te . Th e high seas

illflt'ctionpointisidenticalw ithin uncerta intyfor all deploymc ntexamples . For this

algorithm there is no simple scheme to select the test lines in order to maximize the

prccipita tionidenti fication using theexpected llIlCerta inty for the sca t te r plot.

Averaged ambient sound spect ra for correc t (solid blne line) and incorrect (red

dashed dot line) precipit ati on ident ificat ions made by the SA are shown in Figure

5.9. Th ese two spect ra are visibl y different : th e spec t ral slope or correct identifica

tio ns is steepe r than those for incorrect ident ificat ions. Th e mean sound sp ect ra for

precipitat ion not identified by the SA (green das hed line) resembles the mean wind

only am bient sonnd spectra (black dashed line). Th e similarit y or the wind-on ly

spectra and the missed precipitation ident ificatio ns indicates that all precipit at ion

can nut be ident ified by this algorit hm, alt hongh the cause or the limit ati on is not

ident ifiable frorn rhis da ta . Th e similarity of th e correct and incorrect identifi cati ons

ind icates one or th ree possibilities: 1) there is a time dependent decay of the precip

itat ion generate d sound so that the ~.-\ identi fies precipitat ion when the W~IO does



not ; 2) th is techniqueis sensitive tosprayandsplashing which might leadto false

identi ficat ion; 3) precip itat ion sound is entering the listeni ng radius fromo utsi dethe

sarnpling area of the Wx lf) .

Th e ambient sound spect ra for correct ident ificatio ns made by the SA but clas-

sified as drizzle (solid blue line) and rain (green das hed line) do differ (Figure 5.10)

but not in spect ra l slope from 35 to 72 kHz. Th e sound spec t ra of rain and sound

spect ra class ified as tapex' events (red dashed dot) ar esimilar. In thi s compariso n.

t he wind-on ly amb ient sound spect ra (das hed black line) includes only wind speeds

grea te r thall12m s- 1 ill order to illustr ate the dilTerence of th e dri zzle. rain and

'apex' sound spect ra from the wind-only sound spec tra . For all types of' precip

itati on [i.e.. rain . drizzl e and 'apex' ) genera ted ambien t sound there is a dist inct

spectr al slope from 35 to 72 kHz. Th e high wind speed thr eshold was chosen as 12

m ..,- I and not lOms-1 because this choice more clearly demonstr at es the dis t incti on

between the rain and apex sound spect ra and the wind- only sound spectra .
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Figure 5.9: The mean smoothed ambient sound spectra for successful precipita
tion identifications by the SA (solid blue line), unidentified precipitation by the SA
(dashed green line), incorrect identifications made by the SA (red dot dashed line)
and wind-only spectra (dotted black line) from the 1997 dataset.

Figure 5.10: The mean smoothed ambient sound spectra for drizzle identifications
made by the SA (solid blue line),rain identifications made by the SA (green dashed
line),the 'apex' identifications made by the SA (red dot dashed line) andwind-only
spectrarorwindspeedsgreaterthan12ms- 1 (dottedblackline)rromthe1997data
set.



5.4 .2 PIAs Based on other Spectral Slopes

The location and nature of peak in the rain sound spectrum suggests that the spec-

tral do pe from 10 to 20 kHz could be used to ident ify periods of precipitation .

However, calculating the slope over this region does not provide a bett er indicator

of precipitat ion compared to the NA. The N.-\ already int rinsically compares this

property. Explicit ca lculat ion of the slope in this range is complica ted by the drop

size dependent SSL peak in this frequency range.and the limited number of bins in

this frequency range. In contrast . there is no single frequency above 35 kHz which

can he compared to theSS L at 8kHz in order to ident ify precipita t ion. fu rther. the

limited frequency bins in the 35 to i2 kHz region is countered with more degrees of

freedom per bin and consequently less uncertainty. In addit ion. there is noinftec

tionpoint in theso undspectrumexc ept whenlo ws ignal le\'elsareobscured hy the

elect rical noise minimum at low wind speed conditions.

The spectral slope from 1 to 10 kHz is insensit ive to acoust ic precipita tion

signals.

5.4.3 Comparison Parameters for PIAs

The two precipita tion identification algorithms will be rat ed for efliciency by defin

ing two parameters : the Sensit ivity (S) and the Confidence (e) . The Confidence

represents how often the indication of precipitat ion from the algorithms coincides

with an observa tion of precipita t ion from the reference. Either t he W~[O observa

tions or the ORG da ta could be used but for continuity. only the W~[O dat a will be

used since it is available for all dat a sets. The Sensitiv ity is a measure of how many

precipitut ion events,asidentified by the W~IOobsel"\lltions. arecorrect ly identified



by the algorithm . These parameters are defined as:

c=~

s=~

(5.10)

(5.11)

where 8,isthenumber ofWMOobservati onswhichindicat eprecipitat ion.n.isthe

number of ambient sound spectra th e algorithm flags as precipitatio n.and m, is the

number of flagged ambient sound spectra which correspond to W~[O observat ions

of precipitat ion.

The Confidence and Sensitivity quantify two aspects of precipita tionidentifica

t ion. An Ilnderstandingo f these indicatorscan be gained by considering a binomial

dist ributi on of precipitat ion and a randomly selected sample flaggedasprecipitation .

For a probability of precipitation, P, given by

P="N ' (5.12)

where r is the number of precipitation events as indicated by the reference and N is

the tot al number of time intervals being considered. The mean number of random

samples correct ly flagged as precipitation is given by

(5.13)

( 5 .1~)

qi stheprobabilit yo fnoprecipitation,andisgivenby

q=l-p. (5.15)



A random ly chosen sample would conta in no more th an

/'r+1.96 ·(7

precipita tion events (with a 95% confidence).

(5.16)

From these considerations, two new paramet ers can be defined to quantify how

much better the algorithms perform compared to random ly selected samples. The

first parame ter is the standard normalized random variable. a . which is given by

(5.17)

:represents the dilference, as a ratio of standard deviatian, af the statistical mean u

and the algor ithm identifications m, . The second paramete r to quant ify performance

is the standard random variable, t which is the ratio of the number of' events

correct ly identi fied by the algorithm to the randomly selected mean and is given by

(5.18)

1ft were equa l to one then the algorithm would have correct ly selected the same

number of precipitatio n events as would a rando mly selected sample. From elernen

tary statistics, fora normally distr ibuted function 95% of thed istri bution lies within

1.96 ' (7 of the mean . 1f t ;:::1 but z < 1.96, then it would be unclear if the PIA

performed any better than the random samp le with a 95% confidence. In order to

accommoda te this 95% confidence interval in a performance para meter , define

(5.19)

which is the ratio of events correctly identified by the algorithm to the maximum

limit of the random sample with 95% confidence. This new definition of t provides



an unambiguo us indication if the algorithms are selecting more precipitationevents

than a random samp le from the time series of ambient sound spect ra.

The uncertainty in both the Confidence and the Sensitivity are determ inedby

integrat ing

P,= i ! (nn~i) !pi .q( n- i ) (5.20)

alld determining the point at which the integral ise qual to O.95. for 95% confidence.

T! is the number of identifications made by the algorithm for the Confidence, and is

thcll umber of WMOobservationsfortheSensitivity, i is the number of observations

m rrectly identified by the algorithm. p is the ratio of correct identifications made to

the total identifications Ior the Confidence, and is the ratioofcorrectidentifica tions

made to the total W~[O observat ions for the Sensitivity . In all cases, q = 1 - p,

5.5 Observations

5.5.1 'Driz zle' , and 'Ra in' Distinction

Using the parameters described in Tables 5.3 and 5A , the distinction between ' Driz

zle' and 'Rai n' for the two algorith ms is quanti fied using the ORG data from 199; .

F'ortheSA ,themean rainfall rate forti me inten.,.lsco rresponding toambientsound

spectra identified as ' Rain ' was 1.65 mm hr:", while those identified as 'Drizzle' had

a mean rainfa ll rate of 0.29 mm nr:', These results are comparab le with those ob

ta ined using the NA, where the mean rainfa ll rate of 'Rain' events is 1.64 mm hr:' ,

and for 'Orizzle' events is O.30 mm hr - 1•

l"singt heSA ,the 'Apex ' events do not clearly fall intoeithe r 'OrizzIe' or 'Rain '

categories. The events identified as 'Apex' using t he SA have a mean rainfall rate



of 0042 mm hr :" which is greater than the 'Drizzle' events but less than the 'Rain'

events. There are no points withi n the 'Apex' when the :"iA is used for the 1997

5.5 .2 Overall PIA Performance

The performa nce of either algorit hm can be measured by its gross identification of

precipi tat ion (Sensit ivity), its accurat e ident ification of precipita tion (Confidence).

and its performa nce relat ive to a random sample within 95% confidence (t9.S)' Tab le 5.5

summa rizes the performance parame ters of both algorithms for the three deployment

cases. In all cases the ident ificati ons from the algorit hms are compared to the mete

orological ~ccords from the WMO observations only.

IIData Set I Algorithm I Confidence I Sensit ivity 1195 II
1996-10 SA 64.0% ±1l.l% 17.4% ± 2.1% LAI
1996-10 NA 69.6% ± 14.9% 10.1% ± 1.6% 1.43
1996-60 SA 83.3% ± 11.7% 13.2% ± 1.6% 1.83
1996-60 :"iA 78.3% ± 11.6% 14.2% ± 1.8% 2.1

1997 SA 76.8% ± 9.5% 18.2% ± 2.0% 2.21
1997 NA 86.3% ± 11.8% 10.9% ± 1.3% 1.19

Table 5.5: Measure of success for the two PI.-\s for th e 1996-10. 1996-60 and 1997
data sets . T he uncertain ty in each column was dete rmined using Equat ion 5.20 with
95% confidence.

Inalldatasets,thealgorithmsperformbetterthanarandomlyse lectedsam

pie. demonstra ted by the 195 values in Table 5.5. A 195 value of I indicates that the

algorithm identi fied as many precipitatio n events as would a randomly selected sam-

pie with 95% confidence. In all dat a sets both algorith ms have 195 > I, indica ting

that they both correctly identify more precipita t ion than would a randomly selected



sample of equal size.

The Sensitivity of eit her algorithm in all deployments is less thanthep redicted

Sensitivity. Theoretically, the Sensitivity should approach the values given in §5.3.1

of ~1% for 1997 and 7-1% for 1996-60. The values presented under Sensitivity in

Taule 5.5 showthat,inthepresentdat a,the :oiAdetects 30%l essprecipitation than

predicted for 1997, while the SA detects 20% less. Both algorithms detect 60% less

precipitatio n than predicted durin g 1996. This result indicat es that certa in meteo

rclogical condit lons, such as rainfall rate or wind speed, may affect the probability

of acoustica lly identifying precipit ati on.

5.5.2.1 Time Averaging

The effects uf t ime averaging are explored by comparing the 1996-60 dat a set to

the 1996-10 data. The Sensit ivity of the SA improves from 13% to 17% while the

Sensit ivity of the :oiA drops from 1-1% to 10% when 3 ensembles are averaged. as

in t he 1996-10 data set, than when 17 ensembles are averaged. as in the 1996-60

dataset. Th is result shows that removing the effects of averaging thea mbicnt sound

spectra does not make the Sensit ivity approach the expected level from §5.3.1 of

7-1%. In addit ion, the Confidence of both algorithms drops: the:oiAseesa reduction

in Confidence of 10% while the Confidence for the SA decreases by nearly 20%.

The limited improvement in Sensitivity and the drop in Confidence for the

1996-10 datase t is expected. Th ere is no precipita tion record sampled at 10 minute

inte rvals available for reliable comparison. As such, theI996-10d at a set willno t be

To illust rate the results of tbe algorit hms for the 1996-60 and 1997 dat a sets. Venn



diagramsshowtheintersection of theWMOobservationsandtheidentifications

from the both algorithms in Figures 5.11aand b.
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Figure 5.\1 : Venn diagram for the intersection of the sets (SA,NA, and W~IO) for
a) the 1997 dat a set and b) the 1996-60 dataset. c, t95 , Confidence and Sensitivity
are defined in §5.4.3.

acoustic observations for which both algorithms detected precipitat ion when the

\V~[O observation simultaneously indicated precipitation . Similarly, the number in

the area of intersection of any two circles is the number of observat ions that fell into

the two sets represented by the circles which intersect . For example, the number

of observations for which both the SA and the NA identified precipitation, but the

WMOobservationsdidnot,is5during1997(seeFigure5 .l1a) .

Five of the incorrect identi fications made by one algorithm overlap with the

other in 1997,while eightincorrect ldenttficaticns overlap in 1996. This overlap might

indicat e correlat iontoaneventwhichaifectsboththealgorithms.Furthersupport

to the correlat ion between the decrease in spectral slope and the increase in SSL 20

relat ive toSSLg is the 41 element overlap in correct identificationsmadeduringl997



and the~5 elementoverlap observed in 1996. In 1997 there are 32 additional correct

S.-\. ident ificat ions compared to 3 addition al correct NA identifications, whereas in

1996 there are 9 more identifications made by the NA and 6 more by the SA. In

1997, the 9.5% confidence bonnd was determ ined to be ±8 and ±5 events for the SA

and:\A respectively (see Eqnation 5.20 and Table 5.5). This result means that the

difference between the Sa and the XA are sta t istically significant. For 1996-60, the

95'7<confidence bound was determined to be ±6 and ±7 events for the SA and :\A

respectively. The difference between thei'A and the SA in 1996-60is nots ta t isticalIy

significant. however , the difference between thesA in 1997and 1996·60 is sta t ist ically

significant . One possible explanation for the increased SA identifications in 1997 is

that theelfect of precipitat ion on the spectral slope may be longer Iast ing than the

increase in SSL,,,,.so that at the short sampling rate used in 1997. the majority of

the observed precipitation spectra have the spect ral slope characteristic and not the

elevated sound level. A second possible explanatio n is that the SA is more sensitive

tu time averaging: the number of identifications made by the SA isrednced in 1996

compared to the identifications made nsing the XA.

In general,there isno improvementin eithertheS ensitivit y or the Confidence

of either algorithm in 1996compared to 1997, lending support to the theory that the

majority of missed identifications are a consequence ofdrop sizedistributionand not

the sampling mismatch . Th is theory is investigated by examining the Sensit ivity of

each algorit hm in detail.



5.5,3 Sensitiv ity or the PIAs

T1t~"' ar~ t,,"OknO*fl flC'tll'" wbk!l a/I'''''t t be p«'Cipitat lon ~......-..ted amb;"nt sound

si~nal. Tb~ 6rst ill tb~ dr"fl size, w~ id . If"" t. tM probability mbubble ....trainm ent

l£ th is no buhble tben t he", ;' "", .ipli6 c.n t SOllndgener.ted byth~dropimpact

(\ l"" in ~t,. 1. 1m ). Th~ serond is wind sp<'<'dwhidl i"" the proba bilit~' of

bllhbl~ prod llct lon for large drops (\ ltd win el al. 1m) bllt de<re tbe prohability

of bublM ~ntra i nn,~nt fur . mall drop" ( :"iy.tu~ n 1986). To ~"",n,i"" tb~ in,porun""

of th~ f ll.... "t m~tl'QroIogical condit K",a. tbe reiulto from bot h dat ....to ba '.., bt-m

t'Ombin<"dand tb~n sort"" into d<otoctions b«sed 00 boch wind sp<'<'d and t h~ t~' P" or

pm:ipitat iun as dPfin<"d"". tbr W\IO . ub-.:.teKUfio"$ in T. ble ~.6

Tabl.~.6, Summary ol"comoct ident ifir. t iun. for l be l 991 . nd t h" t 996-GO dat.....ts.
sort,..) "". wind sp<'<'d and p«'Cipit. t inn category. I the number or .mbi~nt sound
r«ordinll" in . gi....n wind spoed range.• the nomber or W\ IOn!>ser>-.tion....ith
p"",ip itat ion. " the numbfor of o!>serv. tions within the WMO su1>-ea t,,&Rry

5.5. :J.l By Precip itation Ca te gory

To in,-estiptethe in8uenttthat the type m p"""ipitationh.. onthe ambK-ntoou nd

'p"""trum. the det""tioo. for both deploymenl5 h.,., been comhin"" for urb al_

gorit hn, bas<.'d on W\IO .,,1>-eategnf)· in Table 5.1. In the To/oJ" ....... the 3.851:

di fference bfot....""n lb~ total identi fica tions of th~ :-;.-\ and tbe S.-\ ;,; stat istk al ly

,;gnificant . using 95% ronfidcoce boun<is{""" [q u. tion 5.20)



Category SA Sensitivity NASensitivity Occurrence
Intermitten t Drizzle 6.3% ±6.25% 6.9%±6.25% 64
Contin uous Drizzle 0.0%±2.4% 2.3%±2.4% 42
Intermittent Rain 28A% ± 12.3% 22A% ± 12.3% 65
Conti nuous Rain 51.3%±9.9% 51A% ±9.9% III

Showers 4.0%±4.3% 2.0% ± 2.2% 139
Solid Precipitation 14.1% ± 1O.2% 3.3%±3.3% 59

Undefined 8.1%±3.3% 5.5%±2.9% 308
Total 15.7%± 1.4% 12.5%±1.4% 831

Table 5.7: Percentage of total precipita tion correct ly identi fied by the SA and the
:'\A [the Sensit ivity, Equation 5.11), sorted by WMOs ub-category for the 1997 and
199G-60 data sets combined. Included is the tota l number of precipitat ion intervals
in each sub-category under the Occu7Twcecolumn . The uncertainty in each column
was determin ed using Equatio n 5.20 and 95% confidence.

IngeneraI. neitheralgorit hmiseffectiveat identi fyingDrizzle.' as defined by

t he W~IO sun-cat egories. Both algorithms ident ify nearly 7% of the 'Inte rmitt ent

Drizzle,' corresponding to a 0.10 mrnh r - I rainfall rate (see Table 5.2). Due to the

small sample size in this category, the uncertai nty is 6.25%. There is no signif-

icant precipitation identified by either algorithm (within 95% confidence) for this

W~IO sub-category. Neither algorithm identifies significant amounts of 'Continuous

Drizzle,' which correspo nds to 0.13 rnrnhr - '. 'Showers,' which are defined as in

termittentshown by the number ofrni nutes of rain but have rainfall rates of 1.47

rnrnhr- 1, are also unidentified by acoustic means. The ' Undefined' precipitat ion is

inconsistently identified through the ambient sound spectra , withthe:>iAdete ct ing

57'C and the SA 8% of the precipitat ion. In each of these four categories it is not clear

whether the low Sensitivi ty is a result of: i) the intermi ttent nat ure of the rainfall:

ii) the drop size distrib ution associated with the rainfa ll rate.

'Solid' precipitation shows the largest difference between the two algorit hms:



the SA detects 10.8% more 'Solid' precipitat ion than does th e NA, but this difference

isnotsignificant. lfa 60%co nfidenceis assumed, wherethe nncerta intyisapproxi-

mat ely half theva lue listed in Table5 .7, the differenceis bet ween the identificat ions

made by the :'IA and SA is significant. Regard less, neith er algorithm identifies a

significant por tion of this form of precipitation . Thi s category is also intermitt ent

having on average 20 minut es of precipitation per hour.

T he two 'Rain' categories show more frequent ambient sound signals corre

sponding to precipitation. Bot h algorit hms ident ify approximately 25'1cof the iln

termitt ent Rain: Th e success rat e of both algorit hms is equal within the confidence

bounds. and disti nct from 0, result ing in a minimum detec t ion of 28A'1cand 22A%

for til e SA and the :\A respect ively. Both algorithms detect slight ly more tha n 50%

The se resul ts indicat e that there is a strong relati on between the acoustic signal

of precipi ta tionand the WMOsub-category.

5.5.3 .2 By Wind Speed

To dete rmine if the wind speed affects the precipitation generate d ambient sound,

signal ident ifications for both data sets are presented for each algorithm in Table

5.8. Th ese results show that there is only statist ically meaningful dilferenees (using

95'70eonfidencei ntervals) between wind speeds greate r than 15lOs- 1 and those Iess

than 15 lo S-l for both the i'JA and the SA. This result is remarkabl e in th at at high

wind speeds (15 to 20 lOS- I ) the Sensit ivity of both algorithms is at a maximum.

correct ly identi fying more th an ~O% of th e precipitati on. Th is results may be due

to the drop size present during the storms which generat e such high wind speeds,

however. there are only 23 precipit ation events in this wind speed range resuIting in



Wind Speed SA Sensit ivity NA Sensit ivity Occurr ence
0-5 m s - 14.1% ± 7.6% 9.8% ± 7.6% 92
5-10 m s- 16.3% ±3.8% 15.1%± 3.8% 423
10-15 m s- 12.3%± 4.5% 6.1% ±3.3% 244
15-20 m s- 47.8% ± 26.0% 43.5% ± 26.0% 23

Tot al 15.7% ± 1.4% 12.5% ± 104% 782

Table 5.8: Percentage of total precip itati on corr ectly ident ified by th e SA and the
:\ .-\ (the Sensit ivity, Equ ation 5.Il ), by wind speed for 1997 and 1996-60 combined.
Included are the to tal number of precipita tion intervals in each wind speed ran ge
(Occurr ences) . Th e uncert ainty in each column was determ ined using Equatio n 5.20
and 95'i'cconfidence.

a la rge uncert ainty of approximate ly 26%.

95'1cconfidence bo undsare perhapstoostrict. If 60% confidence bound s were

used instead the SA identifies more precip itat ion in the wind speed ran ge 10 to 15

m ., - I t han does the iliA. Also, the iliA shows a wind speed dependence. ident ifying

more precip itat ion in the 5 to lO ms - 1 range than in eit her the Ir to Ii or 15 to 20

Tn S-
l range. Th e Sensiti vity of the NA ranges from as low as 6.1% (wind speeds

between 10 and 15 TnS- I ) and as high as 15.1% (wind sp eeds or 5 to 10 ms ").

Th e sensit ivity of the SA ran ges from a low of 12.3% (for wind speeds from 10 to 15

m .,-I) and a high of 16.3% (wind speeds between 5 and 10 m s" ' }.

5 .5 .3. 3 Effect of Sampling Rate

Th e ambient sound sampling rate affects the probability of det ecting precipit ation

(see§5 .3.1). The import ance of the sampling ra te is explored by comparing the iden

tificat ions made from the hourl y averaged ambient sound spect ra from the 1996-60

data and those from the 1997 data. Tables D.3 and Do4in App endi x D.l show a com-

plete break down for each deploymen t by wind speed and catego ry. Th e Sensitivit y

dat a from these two tabl es are summa rized by WMO su b-catego ry in Table 5.9.



Table 5.9: Summary of algoritbm Sensitivi ty sorted by W:\[O sub-category for both
the 1996-60 and 199i data sets. Included are the total number of precipitation
interva ls in each W:\[O sub-category (Occurrences). The uncertainty in each column
was dete rmined using Equat ion 5.20 and 95% confidence,

\\' ithin 95% conlidencebounds. there is no Sensitivit y difference between the

1996-60 and 199i data . This means that using the present dat a. the increased

samp ling rate of the 1996-60 (sampled 51 times per hour) does no bett er than the

sampling rate of 199i (sampled 3 times per i 2 minutes). However. there is sub

stantia l ensemble averaging (I i ensembles) for the 1996-60 dat a,and no ensemble

averaging in 199i . Ensemble averaging has tbe effect of smoothing out the spectra l

characterist ics of precipitat ion.

The values of Sensitivity based on wind speed range are more likely to vary

with the precipita tion type within each wind speed category for each deployment

t han wit h wind speed. Realist ically, there is no relation between sampling rate and

wind speed, while there is a relati on between the sampling rate and precipitation

5.5.4 PIA Confidence and Wind Speed

The Confidence (Equation 5.10) ofa PIA is a measure of thec orrect identification

rate and is shown for overall performance in Table 5.5. With a 95% confidence bound

there is no difference in the Confidence of the two algorithms.



The detection met hod of the two PIAs depends on thes pectralstructurethat

changes with wind speed. We might then expect PIA confidence to depend on wind

speed.

Tab le 5.10 shows the Confidence of each algorit hm for both data sets com

hined for four wind speed ranges. The SA makes fewer false identifications in the

10-15 In ,, - 1 wind speed range when compared to the identifications in the 5-10 m s - 1

range. The XA does not reflect this trend. The 100% identification represents the

\\'i ndSpeed :\ A
O·5ms- 72.2±27.7% IS Sl. S± IS.2% 11
5 - lOm s - 73A ± 9.6% 9-1 BO.0± 1O.5% 76
1O- 15 m s - 93.B ± 6.3% 32 7S.9 ± 21.1% 19

15 - 20 ms - 100% I I 100% 10
Tota l 79A±7.1% 155 Bl.i ± 7.B% 116

TablcS vlfl: Percentage of correct identificati ons of precipitat ion made by theS A and
theX A (the Confidence. Equation 5.10), sorted by wind speed for 1996-60 and 1997
data sets combined. The uncertainty in each column was determined using Equati on
5.20 and 95% confidence. t the 95% confidence bound for 6 selections.

95% confidence bound for 60% ± -10% identificati ons, given the limited number of

ident ificat ions made in th is wind speed range, which were only 11 and 10 identi-

fica tions by the SA and the NA respect ively. Wit hin 95% confidence there is no

difference between the the algorithms at any wind speed range.

5.6 Conclusions

There is significant correlation between two characterist ics of ambient sound. These

characterist ics are the spectral slope of Region 1II (from 35 to i2 kHz) and the ele

vated SSL at 20 kHz (SSL20 ) generated by precipitati on. Two distinct algorith ms



can be used to identify precip itat ion using either of these characteristics.Inaddi-

tion to the classical det ection algorithm using the S SL ,o, the slope of Region III

provides an alte rna tive means of detect ing precipitat ion. In this §5.5, the present

data shows th at limitati ons in detectin g precipitation are placedon both algorithms

by meteorological conditions.

There is mean ingful signal in tbe ambient sound at frequencies from 35 to T2

kHz. Th is signal is generated durin g precipitat ion, and occurs in conjunction with

the precipitation signal used by the :-<..1.. In contrast , Crick (196T) sta ted that the

ambient sound at frequencies grea ter than 50 kHz is dominat ed by thermal noise.

T he result s presented here support the findings from Chapte r ~ which sta te that the

intersection of therma l noise and ambient sound is at frequencies greate r than 72

kHz when the wind speed is grea ter than 3 rns · 1 or precipita tion is present.

Csing95% confidence bound , neither algorithm is effect ive at detecting all

forms precipitation . The overall Sensit ivity (Equatio n 5.11) is affected by the dis

t ribution of precipit at ion rat es. In general, only the rain W~10 categories arede.

tcctnb le via ambient sound. Both algorithms successfully ident ify 25% ± 12.5% of

'Intermit tent Rain ' events, and 50%± 10%of 'Cont inuous Rain' events. However, the

ca use of this limited Sensit ivity cannot be determined conciusively from the present

da ta because the intermitt ent nat ure of the rainfall cannot be separated from the

insta nta neous rainfall rat e (or drop size) . The limited Sensitivity is likely due toa

combinat ion of three facto rs: i) the sam pling rat e of the ambient sound is too short

to detect illtermitt entprecipitati ollsign als; ii) time averaging reduces the precipita 

tion signal by averaging intermitte nt precipitati on signals with wind-only dominat ed

spectra:or iii) the rainfall rate foragiven W~[Osub-categoryvaries duringisolated



precipita tion events. Comparison of the 1996 dat a averag ed to 10 minut e intervals

and 60 minut e intervals indicates that time avera ging is not thedominant cause of

low Sensiti vity. Comparison of the hourly averag ed da ta sampl ed 51 tim es per hour

(1996-60) to the 1997 data set, sampled once every 24 minut es, ind icat es thatthe

sa mpling rat e is not the dom inant cause of th e observed low Sensitiv ity. A more

frequentl y sampled precipit ati on record and a measur ement of the dr op size distri

butio n is required for furth er st udy of the sampling rat e effect . The present data

is consistent with an evolving raindrop distribution: the rainfall rate dete rmines

theacollst icsignal: this ra infall rate will vary foragivencondi t ion changing the

proba bility of detection . More frequent W~IO recorded observations , or preferabl y

disdrometer and ORG measurements . are necessary to compare to unav erag ed short

tim e inte rval amb ient sound dat a in ord er to rigorou sly test the elfectof samplin g

rate andtime avcraging .

Complementing the descripti on of the high frequen cy spectr al precipit at ion

signal is t he fact that the high frequen cy side of the signal beh aves differentl y than

th e 20 kHz peak under different met eorolog ical cond itio ns. Th e SA is more effect ive

at ident ifying 'Solid Precipitation ' than is the N.-\., alth ough the Sa only identifies

14'7c± 10.2 of the 'Solid' events compared to the 3% ± 3 ident ified by the :\'.-\.. One

final di fference between the algorit hms: the S.-\. makes fewer false identifications.

and ident ifies more precipitation than does the N.-\.in wind sp eeds 0 flOtoI 5 m s- l .

Overa ll. th e S.-\.identifies 3% more precip itati on than does th e N.-\..

Th ere areo ccurren ceswh entheSA corre ctl yidentifiesmoreprecipitationthan

the N.-\. parti cularl y using the 1997 data (see Figure 5.11). This result might ind icate

that the precipitati on signal at frequencies from 35 to 72 kHz is less robus ttotime



averaging than is the elevated 55£20 ' In the 1996-60 data set , li ensembles are

averaged together, whereas in 1997 there is no ensemble averaging. In both cases

each ensemble is an average of thr ee individual ambient sound sam pies.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

There are many sources of ambient sound in the ocean (see Table 2.1). For fre-

quencies from 1 to i 2 kHz the dominant source is wind through bubble entrainment

caused by breaking waves. Precipitati on at t he surface also elevates sound levels

between 10 and 25 kHz. It has been shown in this thesis that there is a dist inct

spectral slope for frequencies from 35 to i2 kHz during precipitati on. The sound

source here is air bubbles entrained by raindrop impacts at the surface (Pumphrey

et aI. 1989: :' ledwin et aI. 1992). When created, pressure and tension forces dr ive

air bubbles at their breathing mode, generating sound at frequencies related to their

radius. SmaUerbubbles generate higher frequencys ound (see Figure 2.2).

Acoustically act ive bubbles entrained by both breaking waves and drop impact

remain close to the surface. The surface is a near perfect acoustic reflector . and as

such, the bubbles generate sound as dipole sourees as a eonsequence of t he bubble's

image through the surface. The resulting sound field can be modelled by an infinite

plane of dipole sources atthesurface, altboughtbisassumptionmightnot be valid

for intermittent rain showers. Due to this geometry, tbe sound field does not die off

according to spherical spreading (Medwin and Beaky 1989), but is only affected by



chemical absorption along the path length . Sound reflected olf the ocean bott om

retains this characterist ic. As a result , significant energy is added to the sound field

when the bottom is not sufficiently far such that chemical absorption completely

att enuates the sound. To identify characterist ics of wind-generated or precipita tion-

generated ambient sound, measured Sound Source Levels (SSL) must then account

As a result of the different effects of hydrophone depth, and the ocean bott om

depth . SSL must he adjust ed to deployment independent levels. This adjust ment

is done using a model developed here (Equation 3.22) which calculates the energy

added to the system thro ugh reOections and lost from the system by chemical ab

sorption. Several factors are incorporated in this model: the bottom loss reflect ion

coefficient. the chemical absorption (via the hydrophone and ocean bott om depth) .

the temperatur e (via the chemical ahsorption ), and the natu re of the reflections at

the botto m (either specular or non-specular) . At the surface, the model assumes an

infinite plane of dipoles. non-specular reflect ion. and norefraction.Byintegrating

over the infinite plane, and modelling mult iple reflections, the deployment 'Response

is calculated add itionally allowing for the factory determined hydrophone response.

Results of this model show that significant energy is added tothesp ectrum for

frequencies below 10kH z (see Figure3 .7c). Using a bott om reflect ion loss coefficient

of -8 dB, there is significant energy added to the sound field for frequencies less

than 10 kHz even for ocean depth s greater than ~ooo m. A maximum of 1.5 dB is

added for all depths at 1 kHz. The frequency range to which this energy is added

increases with decreasing water depth . Further ,there islittledilf erencewh etherthe

reflections are specular or non-specular , accountingfor adilference in Response of



less than 0.2 dB (see Figure3.7a). The temperatur e of the water does not change

the Response for frequencies less than 4 kHz. For frequencies between 4 and 10k Hz

a temperature change of 20 ' C alters the Response by half a dB. This difference

increases to a maximum of 2 dB by 35 kHz for a temperature change of 20 ' C (see

Figure .3.7b). The depth of the hydrophone affects the atte nuation of the ambient

sound signal by increasing the pat h lengt h to the surface. .Ar mocring depths cf

4000 m. there is a loss greate r than 18dS for frequencies greater than 35 kHz. At

th is dept h. however, there is a loss of only 2 dB for frequencies between 1 and 10

kliz, indicati ng that accurat e measurements of the ambient sound generated at the

surface can be recorded at such a large depth [see Figure LFd}. This result assumes

Uncertuinty in the model arises from the uncertainty in the temperatur e.d ept h

and the measured SS L. These sources of uncert ainty are calculated in Chap ter 3

and estimates of frequency dependent uncertainty in SSLares hown in Figure 3.11

(in dB). The uncertainty in depth and temperature affect the accuracy of spectral

slope estimates. Thr ee spectr alregionsh aveb een considered and are Regionsl (lto

10 kHz). [[ (10 to 35 kHz), and III (35 to 72 kHz) with uncertaint ies of 0.13, 0.12,

and I dB/ decade respect ively.

Any subsurface hydrophone records sound generated at the surface in a circle

of radius approximately equal to the hydrophone depth due to the dipole na ture of

the sources. As a result , the mean sound generated by breaking wind waves in that

circle can be trans lated to a wind speed estimate (Knudsen et al. 1948; Wenz 1962:

Shaw et al. 1978). The mean sound level is characteristic ofa given wind speed.

Due to the transient nat ure of breaking waves, at any instan t in time this SS L could



be louder or quieter than the chara cteristi c sound proporti onalto the instantan eous

wind speed . However, given sufficient averaging an accur at e wind speed estimate

If theSSL are not set to reference levels which are deployment independent ,a

freqllencydcpendentmean err or inwi nd speed estimat eresults. Eveu if the calibra

tion is performed correctly to the best ofollr ability ,thewind-sp eed-from-arnbient

sound equations tested here (Equat ions ~.3 . ~A and ~ . 5) resnlt in a mean wind speed

error using the SSL from 1 to 10 kHz. The mean error can be removed by add ing a

wind speed depe ndent correct ion term to the wind-speed-frorn-ambient-sound equa-

Time averaging and spectral averaging both work to reduce th e variance in

the wind speed est imate. The effects of th is averaging are not add it iver even when

frequency effects have been removed (Equat ion ~.5) th ere is no reduct ion in the

variance of the est ima te when both time averages and spect ral averages are used, In

cont rast, when only spectral averaging has been performed, varia nce for this equation

is reduced byOAm s- l .

The equations determined by Vagle et al. (1990) (Equation ~A) and Evans

and Watts (1982) (Equation 4.3) can be used for any frequency from I to 10kHz .

by adjus ting the SSL to a reference frequency. The accuracy of the wind speed

estimates are determ ined in part by the accuracy of the SSL measur ement . so that

spect ral averaging improves the wind speed estimate from the SSL at 1 kHz (SSL,J

but does not reduce the variance for the SSL for frequencies between 8 and 10kHz

The accuracy of the mean wind speed estimate when the wind speed dependent



error has been removed (Equation 4.19) for frequencies from 1 to 10 kHz are 1.99.

1.27 and 1.63 m s- 1 for the 1996-10, 1996-60and 1997 data sets respectively. These

differences reflect tbe different deployment characterist ics and sampl ing pararneters

of each da ta set. The 1996 data was collected with the hydrophone at 250 m, while

the 1997 data was collected with the hydrophone moored at 100 m. ln 1996. the

ambient sound field was sampled every 70 seconds while in 1997 it was sampled every

24 minutes. Two time intervals were considered in 1996: 10 minute averages (1996-

10j and hourly averages (1996-60). The more frequent sampling. larger list ening

radins.andensemble averagingo f the I996-lOdata setu nexpectedly producesg reate r

m riancet han the da taof l997. It was expected that time averaging and spectral

averaging would reduce the var iance. and that more frequent ambient sound samples

would provide more accura te resolution of the wind field. This result indicates that

there may be a time scale between 10 and 60 minutes over which t he ambient sound

does not respond to changes in the wind speed. In other words. more frequent sound

sampling may not provide a more accurat e est imate of wind speed. below some

threshold sampling rate .

It was observed that the spectra l slope depends on both the wind speed and

the frequency. The spect ral slope for frequencies from I to 10kHz (Region [) was

observed to vary by 4 dB/decad e over wind speeds from 0 to 20 ", S- I . The mean

spectra l slope of this region is - 18.6 ± 0.4 dB/de cade. For frequencies from 10 to

3·; kHz (Region II), the spect ral slope for winds from 0 to 10 m s- I has a mean

of - 17.3 ± 0.5 and varies by 4 dB/d ecade. For wind speeds from 10 to 20 m s - I

the spect ral slope varies by 15 dB/d ecade. The spectral slope for frequencies from

35 to 72 kHz (Region III) has been modelled using a polynomial of order three.



For windspeedsfromOt09ms-' the spectral slope steepens from greater than 0

dB/d ecade to approximately -18 dB/deca de. For wind speeds from 9 to 13 m s- 1

the spectra l slope of this Region remains constant, then increases to-1OdB/decade

at wind speeds of20 m s- 1•

Precipitation generates sound by entraining bubbles through era tars resulting

from drop impacts at the ocean surface. Not all drop sizes create craters capable of

ent raining bubbles . The wind speed also affects the probability of nubble entra in-

mont . These two factors combine to create a complicated relat ionship, where rain

creates a different acoustic signatu re than does drizzle. As well, some significant

forms of precipitatio n do not genera te any significant ambient sound. Two algo

rit hms capuhle of ident ifying precipitat ion via the ambient soundwe re presented in

Chapt er 5. They are the Nystuen Algorithm (NA), which identi fies the increase in

SSL at 20 kHz (SSL ,o) relati ve to SSL. , and the Slope Algorithm (SA) developed

here, which identifies the distinct spectral slope of Region IIl dnring precipitat ion.

Precipita tioneventsc!assifiedas 'Rain'bytheWorld:\[eteorologicalOrgani

zation (W:\IO) can be identified via the ambient sound. The NA is as effective as

the SA. Xeithe r algorithm detects more than 50% ± 10% of the 'Cont inuous Rain'

events. and 25% ± 12.5% of the ' Intermitt ent Rain ' events. Using the minutes of

precipitatio n observed by an Opt ical Rain Gauge (ORG) availab le from the 1997

data for W:\IO sub-categories, a larger percentageofprecipitat ionshou ldbeidenti

tied for the more frequently sampled data from 1996 (see Equa tion 5.2). This result

indicates that rain detection is drop size dependent. The data show some variati on

between the two algorithms in detection of 'Solid Precipitatio n.' The SA detects

I~% ± 5% and the :"..1.detects 3% ± 3% of this W:\IO sub-category (within 95%



confidence bounds) .

Th e data from 1996 averaged into \0 minut e intervals do not provid e more

significant identi fication of precipi t ati on via eithe r a lgorit hm, indica ting that the

sampling ra te is not a factor in the limited det ect ion of precipita tion, However, the

averagi ng of the W~[O observatio ns skew th ese results. Furth er , when comparing

the data from 1996 sa mpled every minnte but averaged into hourlyintorvals to the

unavo raged , 2 minute ensembles from 1997. a la rger percent age of identificatio ns of

precipita tio n via the ambient sound are not observed . Tim e averaging cf Irequeut

observatio ns provides no enhancement over less frequently sam pled observa tions.
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Appendix A

Absorption Coefficient

In Chapte r 2. the equatio n describing the propagation of sound th rough wat er were

developed. In the process, the absorption coefficient due to three chemical cornpo-

nents of sal t water were identified. Eqnations dcscribing the absorptio n coefficients

from these three components a re included in th is ap pendix.

The finite time response of water to a changing pressure field. causes dispersion

of sound waves in water. Th e phenomenon is modelled by addi ng a time depende nt

term to Hooke's law model of sound trav elling in water. Thi s tim e response is

modelled by an a bsorption coefficient .

If the relaxation tim e is longer than tbe period of the pressure variat ions. then

some of the energy at thi s frequency is lost as heat . It is this mechani cal relaxat ion

process wbich is responsible for increasing absorpt ion with increasing frequency. III

sal t wat er the mechanical relaxation is governed by thr ee processes, each of which

are cbaracterized by individual absorp t ion coefficients. Clay and Medwln (19ii)

give a complete descript ion of all tbe components of the absorption coefficientinsalt

water . The three processes are: freshwat er absorp t ion (Equat ion .\ .1): absorptio n

by magn esium sulpbate (Mg SO. l (Equation .\ .3): and abso rptio n by boric acid



(Equat ion ..1. .5).

Of = 1.71 . 108 ~ 1.:~0~~~:4; .3;~)~0-3 I '
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whereof. am and 0 b are the compo nents of the absorption coefficients and f rm, frb

are the resonant frequencies of magnes ium sulp hate and boric acid relaxation process

The temperatur e of the wat er has a stro ng inftuenceon the fresh water com

ponent of the relaxat ion process. For the frequencies studied here. the dominant

compon ents of absorpt ion are th e magnesium sulfate and boric acid components(see

Figures 3.3.1 a and b in Clay and Medwin (19H . pp, 100-101), or a reproduc tion

based on the equatio ns above in Figure ..1. .1 assuminglO'C) .
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FigureA.1 : Th e relat ive importa nce of the different absorp tion factors ind etermining
the overall absorpt ion coefficient (remake of figure from Clay a nd Medwin (1977).
with the axes limited to the frequency range relevant to this study).



Appendix B

Analysis Using U naveraged
Spectra from 1996

In Chapt ers ~ and 5. the unaveraged amb ient sound levels from the 1996 depl oyment

arc not used in the data analysis, The y are not used because there are no wind

speed or precipitat ion observations to compared to. However. in Chapter -1. it was

dc tor mincd that the spect ra l slope of the ambient sound spect rum cha nges with

changes ill the ambient sound levels . Th e time scale over which these prop ert ies

change is examined using the ambient sound ensembles recorded evcry 3.5 minutes

durin g 1996.

.Ambient sound levels cannot be absolutely correlated to wind speeds: the

correla t ion is a result of tim e and spati al averaging of breaking wave caused by the

wind. However , two physical prop ert ies , the spectral slope of Region II and the

spe ct ral slope of Region III , are di rectl y correlated to the instan eous sound levels

below 10kHz. The response t ime of th ese propert ies to changes in th e sound level

are measur ed for time intervals as shor t as 3.5 minut es using the unaveragedambient

These recorded ensembl es are aver ages of thr ee measur ement s recorded at



evenly spaced time intervals over the 3.5 minu te to ta l ensemb le length . As such,

t he ambient sound spect ra are susceptib le to cha nges in the ambien t sound field at

t ime int ervals of i O seconds . Vagleet al, (1990) stated tha t to get accura te wind

estima tes , the time interva ls must be averaged over three hours. Chap ter 4 demon

st rates t ha t accurat e wind speed est ima tes ca n be obta ined for 10 minut e intervals

when 3ensemb Jes (fora tot al of9 ambient sound measurement s) are averaged over

the ent ire 10 minute period and the spa tial average occuri ng for the ambient sound

measnremcntsis overacircleof radiusof2 50m. In addi tion. accura te wiud speed

est imates can be made from sa mpling as infrequently as 3 times over a 72 minute

pcriml,for spa tia laveragesov era circleof radius of 100m.

From the reduction in the stan da rd deviati on of the error in the wind speed

est ima te (u(u,) ) that spect ral averaging has on thew ind estimate itwas determined

th at there was the least spect ra l varia t ion bet ween 2 and 4 kHz (Figure 4.9). T he

spect ra l slopes will he compared to the mean 55 L using frequencies from 2 to 4

kHz (55 LH) becaus e of thi s min ima , and to ensure tha t the SSL is not affected by

mechanism hehi nd the changing slope of Region II.

Figu re B.1 shows the auto-correlation of the 55L H (blue solid line). a nd

tbe spect ra l slopes of Region I (red das hed line) , Region [[ (green das h-do t line).

and Region III (cyan das hed line). Th is figure shows that the 55L H has auto

correla t ion coellicients grea ter t han 0.5 for tim e lags of 10 hours or less Both Region

II and Region III have an auto-co rrelatio n coefficlent R= 0.6 at ti me lagso f 5hours .

T he spect ra l slope of Region I is has an au tocorrelatio n of less then R =0.5 for time

lag grea ter t han 3.5 minutes. Th e result for th e spect ral slope of Region I is a

consequence of noise: the spect ra l slope in thi s region does not vary with wind speed



Figure B.1: Auto-Correlation of the SSL~ (blue solid line), spectra l slope of
Region l tred dashed line), Region II (green dash-dot line), and Region III (cyan
dashed line) as a function of the lag in hours.

so time series is the sum of a consta nt and a white noise time series. Consequently,

the auto correlation is a measure of the correlation of the noise.

Figure B.2 shows the cross-correlation of the SSL2=i to the spectral slopes

of Region I (red dashed line), Region II (green dash-dot line), and Region 1lI (cyan

dashed line). Th is figure reftects the stationary nature of the spectra l slope of Region

I (red dashed line). There is no correlation between the spectral slope of Region I

and the SSL. In contrast, this figure shows the negative correlat ion of the slope

of Region II and Region III to the SSLo;=:j. At zero time lag both regions have

a cross-correlat ion coefficient with the SSL of R = 0.8. At a lag of5 hours the

cross-correlat ion coefficient for both regions is R=0.6.

While the correlat ion plots show symmetry which indicates that the spectral

slopes may lead theSSL ,itispresumedthattheSSL corresponds tothe generation

of bubbles, and the variat ion in spectra l slope is an elfect of the resident bubble

cloud. It is therefore nonsensical to consider the possibility that the spect ral slope
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Figure B.2: Cross-Correlat ion of the spectral slope of Region I (red dashed line),
Region II (green dash-dot line), and Region III (cyan dashed line) as a funct ion of
the lag in hours.



Appendix C

X2 Hypothesis Testing for
Contingency Tables

In Chapter 5. the World Meteorological Organizatio n (WMO) observa tions and ob-

servations from the Optical Rain Gauge (ORG) are compared . A sta ndard statistical

rest is used to determine if the two sets of observations are dep endent. This metho d.

\~ hypothesis test ing. is outli ned here.

Given two binary data sets, each with outcomes of Heads (H) and Tai ls (T) , it

can be determined whet her the two sets are independent by using a X~ analysis. To

doso,thedata can be presented in a contingency table, which compares how often

the outcomes of the two sets match (see Table C.I) . In Table C.I, a represents the

number of times both data sets indicate result Hsimultaneous )y,b representshow

often dataset 2 indicates resu lt H when data set I indicated result T . Simila rly. c is

:\R . Finally, dis the numbe r of times both dataset I and 2 indica ted result :-iR

simulta neously,

The null hypothesis tha t two sets are independent is proposed . In other words.

the out come of the first set is in noway affected by the state of the other set . A



tffim
Data S; t J

DataSet 2 H a b
T c d

Table C.I: Sample 2 by 2 Contingency Table

x" test is used to reject or accept this hypothesis. This test uses the sum of the

difference between the expected values and the actual values of the entries in the

contingency table. For th is tabl ec the rat io of jy to ~shou ld be the same if the two

sets were independent. where" is the total number of trials. Everitt (1992) gives

the x' fors uch a table as

Using a look up table, the X2 value for I degree of freedom, and a 95% confidence

interval is 3 .8~ . If the X2 value is greater 3.84 we reject our null hypothesis and the

sets arc not independent. Conversely, if the ;'(2 is less than 3.84 the hypothesis is

supported. and the dat a sets arc independent.



Appendix D

Additional Rain Detection
Information

In Chapt er 5. the meteorological observations from the World ~ [eteorological Orga

nization (W~IO) standard are subdivided for simplicity. The ent ries from the W~[O

sta ndard are presented here for each sub-ca tegory. ln addit ion, histograms of the

rainfall ra te and minutes of rain per hour for each sub-category are presented, Fi

nally, the tabula r data for precipita tion identificatio n for thealgorith mspresented

in Chapter 5 sorted by wind speed and WMO sub-category are given.

D.l New WMO Categories: Definition, and Com
parison to ORG data

A standard met hod of recording meteoro logical activit y is given by the Internat ional

Xleteorological Code for Ships according to the World Meteorological Organiza t ion

( \\·~ IO). The data used from this Code for Ships was Present Weather Code . The

100 cat egories of this code have been divided in to eight sub-ca tegories to make

comparison to the precipitation identificati ons from ambient sound . T hese sub cat-

egories are : no precipitation (0): Int ermit tent Drizzle (1); Continuo us Drizzle (2);



Inte rmittent Rain (3) ; Cont inuous Rain (4); Showers (5); Solid Precipi ta tion (6):

CncIassified (9) . The correspondi ng ent ries in the W),IOchart for the' :\'o Precip

itati on ' ca tegory are given in Table D.l. Th e other entries are listed in Table D.2.

Th e ent ries categorized as some form of precipit at ion are listed in Table D.2.

II W),[O I Cond it ion I Ca tego ry II
00-03 Change of Sky During past hour ","0 Rain (0)
04-09 Haze, Dust , Sand or Smoke :-10 Rain (0)
10-12 Mist and Shallow Fog :-10Rain (0)
13-14 Phenome non withinSight ,but not at ship No Rain (0)
1;-19 Thunder, Squalls, Funn el Clouds No Rain (0)

28 Fog in past hour :-10Rain (0)
30-39 Dust storm , Sand sto rm or Snowstorm ","0 Rain (0)
40-49 Fog at time of Observation :\'0 Rain (0)

98 Th understorm l\"it h d ust or sand stor m :\'0 Rain (0)

Table D.I : The ww ent ries from the W),10 chart for :\'0 Precipita t ion



WMO Condition Classification

15 Precipitation beyond 3 nmiles (reaching surface) Undassified(9)
!6 Pr ecipitation within 3 n miles (reaching surface) Undassified(9)
20 Drizzle in past hour Undass ified(9)
2! ~~:(notFreezing) Undas si6ed(9)
22 Solid(6)
23 Rai n and snow mixed Solid (6)
24 Freezing Drizzle or freezing rain Solid(6 )
25

~~:::~~S~rO:n:~nor rain and snow
Showers(5)

26 Solid(6)
27 Showers ofhail,or rain and hail Solid(6)
29 Thu nderst orm , with or without precipitat ion Und assi6ed (9)
50 Int erm itt ent Slight Drizzle Intermedi at e Drizzle [L]
51 Continuous Slight Drizzle Continuo us Dri•• le(2)
52

~~:~:::~: ~;:~~~~::t;rlii;~: Drizzle
Intermed iat e Drizzle (!)

53 Continu ous Drizzle(2)
54 Heavy Int ermitt ent Drizzle Intermedia te Dri• • le (! )
55 Heavy Continuous Drizzle Continuous Drizzle(2)
56 Slight Freezing dr izale Solid(6)
57 Modera te or Heavy Freeaiug dri zale Solid(6)
58 Slight Rain and Drizzle Mixed Undassi6ed(9)
59 Moderate of Heavy Rain and Drizzle Mixed Undass ified(9)
60 Intermittent Slight Rain Int ermediat e Rain(3)
61 Cont lnuous Sllght Rain Continuous Rain(4)
62 Intermittent Moderate Rain Intermediate Rain(3 )
63 Continuous Moderat e Rain Continuou s Rain(4)
64 Intermitt ent Heavy Rain Int ermediat e Rain(3)
65 Cont inuous Heavy Rain Continu ous Rain(4 )
66 Slight Freezing Rain Solid(6)
67 Moderate of Heavy Freezing Rain Solid (6)
68 Slight Rain or Drizzle with snow Solid (6)
69 Moderate or Heavy Rain or Drizzle with snow Solid(6)

70-79 Solid Precipitation no falling as Showers Solid(6)
80-84 Slight Rain Shower Showers(5)
85-90 Solid Pr ecipitation in Showers Solid(6)

91 Slight Rain (w/Thunderstorms) Unclass i6ed (9)
92 ;I~~:~:~t~:::~ ~~w/ Thu nders torms)

Unclassi6ed(9)
93-97 Solid(6)

99 Heavy Thunderst orms with Hail Solid(6)

Tabl e D.2: Th e ww entries from tbe WMO cha rt and their corr esponding Category



D.2 ORG Comparison to each WMO sub-Category

Histograms of the rain fan rat es in mm hr:" and frequency of rain faU over th e

hour for each category can be made for the 199i deployment using the ORC data .

T hese histograms are shown for categories 1 (Intermitte nt Drizzle). 2 (Continuous

Drizzlc). 5 (Showers). 6 (Solid Precipitat ion), and 9 (Unclas sified) inFi guresD .lato

e Ithe rate) and Figure D.2ato e {the frequency). The histograms for sub-cat egory

3 (Inte rmitte nt Rain ) and ~ (Cont inuous Rain ) are shown in Chapter 5.

T herainfaU rat e determin es the acoust ic signal from the precipitat ion via the

raindrop size distr ibution. The minut es of rain per hour corresponding to the W~IO

sub-cat egories determines th e probabilit y of detecting precipit at ion based on how

many times each hour is sampled.
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Figure 0 .1: Histogram or rain fall rates, as determ ined from by ORG. for W).(O
sub-cutegory aj' Intermittent Drizzle' (1), b)' Cont inuous Drizzle' (2),c )'Showers'(5).
d)'Solid Precipitat ion' (6), e)'Unclassified Precipit ation ' (6).



Figure D.2: Histogram of minutes of rain , as determined from by ORG, for WMO
sub-category a)' Intermit tent Drizzle' (1), b)'Continuous Drizzle' (2), cj 'Showers' (5),
e1)'Solid Precipitation ' (6), e)'Unclassified Precipita tion' (6).



D.3 PIA Identifications for each Deployment Case

T he number of correct identificati ons of precipitati on for both algorithms for each

deployment have been tabul at ed by wind speed and precipitat ion cat egoryin tabl es

D.3 and DA. The two numbers in brackets by the wind speed range are the tot al

number of data points in that wind speed range. followed by the numbero f inte rvals

which had precipitati on in tha t wind speed range. The number in brackets next to

the ca tegory is the tot al number of dat a points within that category of precipitati on.

l3y defillitiollthismeansthcsepointsareprecipit at ion olllypoillts. Th e ·Tota ls· row

ofs clecti ons made by either algorithm .



TableD.3: Surnmary of correct identificat ions for th e 1997 data set . sorted by wind
speed and precipita tion category. t the number of ambient sound recordingsina
given wind speed range.' thenumberofW~IOobservationswithprecipitation."
thenulJlber ofobservationswithintheW~IO sub-category.

Table DA : Summary of correct identification s for the 1996-60 data set . sorted by
wind speed and precipitation category. I the number of ambient sound recordings in
a given wind speed range.• the numberofWMO observat ions with precipitation.
·'thenumbero[observationswithintheW1o.10 suh-calegory.



Appendix E

PIA identifications compared to
the ORG

In Chapter 5. it was determined that the observat ions made using an Opti cal Rain

Gauge were stat ist ically dependent to observati ons made following to the World

Xletcorological Organization (W~(O) proto col. For consistency or results. the W~IO

observations were used in comparison to observation s madeusing the ambient sound .

However. the ORG sampled the precipit ation every minut e and as such might present

a bet ter sta nda rd to compare the acoustic ident ifications or precipitati on in 199i.

Result s using the ORG as the reference are presented here.

Th ere is a sampling mismatch between the ambient sound recordings in 199i

and the W~IO log ent ries from OWS :\like. The ORG dat a provides a convenient

means of creat ing a record which mat ches the sampling rat e or the hydrophone :

by choosing the ORG ent ries which correspond to the three minutes at which the

hydrophone sampled. However , using the ORG as the control for precipitat ion in

t he 199idata setdoesnot yield stat isticallydilferentresultsthan those obtai ned

using the WMO chart ent ries. The total number of precipitation events ident ified

by the ORG for the period when the hydrophone was recording was 339.



number can be compared to the indicat ions of precipita tion from the WMO entries

of ~51. The rat io of precipitation events Bagged by the ORG to those Bagged by

the crew member recording the W}.!O log ent ry is n %, which is approximately the

rati o determined earlier for the entire deployment of the ORG and OWS Mike. The

\\'~IO log entries and ORG data agreed during 261 intervals. Of the 339 ORG Bagged

precipitat ion events, the SA correctly identified 27 'Drizzle events, 29 'Rain' events,

and 7 'Apex' events, compared t0 31, 27. and S intervals when using the \\'~[O record

only. The \DIO observations and ORG dat a agreed durin g 2~ . 26. 5 intervals. The

:'\..1. correctly identified 27 'Drizzle' intervals. and 12 ' Rain' intervals when the ORG

observat ions are used as the reference. The W~[O observations and ORG dat a agreed

du ring 2~. and 12 of the intervals. These results are summarized in Table E.l , and

indicate tha t the while the Sensitivity of the PIAs are highest when precipitati on

is limited to when both the ORG data and the W~[O observations simultaneously

indicat e precipitati on, the Confidence is at it' s lowest for both algorithms .

Tab le E.l : The correct identifications of precipitation from either algorithm, when
t he ORG data or WMO observat ions are used as a reference. The numbers in
brackets in the column headings are the total identifications madebythe algorithms
(correct and incorrect).

The results given in Table E.l show that there is not bett er correlat ion wit h the

precipita tion record given by the ORG data . The Exclusive Combinati on category



are identifications made by tbe algorithms which correspond to both theW:\ IO and

theORGobservations. Using ident ifications in thisca teogory, tbe Sensitivity of the

S."'.improves to 27% (50/2 22)from 18.2% while the :"iAimproves to 13.4% (30/222)

from 10.9%. The increase in Sensitivity is offset by a decrease in Confidence. The

Confidence of the SA drops to 68% from i6 % while the Confidence of the :\A drops

to 5~% from 86%. The Inclusive Combination category are identifications made

by the algorithms which correspond to either the \\':\[ 0 or ORG observations. For

identifications in th is category. the Sensitivity of the SA of both the:"iA and the SA

drop compared to using either the ORG or \\":\[ 0 observations. The Confidence or

the SA improves to 89% from i 6% while the Confidence of the :\A drops to 82%

rrom 36'1c. The results given in TableE.1 show tha t there is not bett er correlation

with the precipita tion record given by the ORG da ta .



Appendix F

Spatial Scale of Precipitation

Throughout this entire thesis, observatlons of arnbient sound recorded by the OASIS

device at one locati on are compared to dat a not necessarily recorded at the exact

location of the mooring. To justify these comparisons. the length scale overwhich

these meteorological phenomenon occur is necessary.

In un ocean context, microrneteorology is not well studied at spatial scalesl ess

than a kilometre. As such, it is hard to specify on what length scales precipitati on

occurs. A few simple calculat ions are used to specify this spatial scale. The ORG

data provides a time series of rainfall rate recorded every minute. By calculating

the aut ocorrelation as a function of the lag in minutes, the time scale for which

meteorological conditions remain constant is estimated. If the ORG rainfall rate

t ime series is converted to a binary series using the threshold rainfall rat e for the

inst rument (0.1 mm hr- ') , a more representative approximation of this property is

realized . The correlat ion plot is shown in FigureF.l. This figure shows that there

is significant correlation at a lag of lO minut es.

Consider a precipitation event lasting one minute. Assuing that thisdistur 

bance propagates at speeds between 5 and lOm s- l , which are typical values, the



Figure F. l : Auto-Correlat ion of the ORC ra infall rat e as a funct ion the lag in
minutes. The ORC rainfall rat e was converted to a binary time series using the
th reshold for precipitat ion detect ionof O.l mm hr - l .

distur bance will t ravel between 300 and 600 m. From the correlation-lag plot it is

reasonable to assume th at precipit a tion events . albeit inte rmitt ent ones. will travel

nea rly 5 krn (10 minutes · 450 m). From th is simple calculation. it is realist ic to

assume that precipita t ion occurs over spa t ial scales on the order of kilometr es for
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